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ABSTRACT

This report presents a number of analyses to determine whether the
construction of two shafts associated with the Exploratory Shaft Facility
could Influence significantly the long-term isolation capabilities of a
high-level nuclear vaste repository at Yucca Mountain, on and adjacent to
the Nevada Test Site. The calculational effort, using analytical solu-
tions, focuses primarily on the potential Influence of the shaft liner and
the zons of increased rock damage around the shaft (due to shaft construc-
tion). The potential Impact of the shaft penetrating Into the Calico Hills
unit on the corptivity of geolites of this unit Is also evaluated. Two
mechanisms are considered in determining whether the rock damage zone (or
the modified permeability zone, MPZ) can Significantly enhance radionuclide
releases. These mechanisms include water flow down the shaft fill and MPZ
from a highly Improbable scenario occurring at the surface, and air flow up
the shaft due to convective and barometric forces. The Influence of the
liner on the performance of the repository is determined by evaluating the
potential chemical interaction between ground water and the concrete liner
and the subsequent potential for precipitates to deposit within the MPZ and
the shaft fill. The sorption capability of the Calico Hills unit is
evaluated by calculating the changes in ground-water temperature as water
migrates down the shaft and MPZ. It is concluded from these calculations
and the current knwledge of the hydrology of the unsaturated zone at Yucca
Mountain that the presence of the shafts and the assoclated MPZ and shaft
liner does not significantly impact the long-term isolation capability of
the repository. This conclusion is reached because (1) highly Improbable
amounts of water postulated to enter the shaft can be dissipated effec-
tively at the base of the shaft (these postulated amounts of water are much
greater than thecamounts anticipated to enter the shafts). (2) air flow out
of the shaft can be controlled effectively by emplacement of shaft fill,
(3) deposition of solids from the interaction of the shaft liner with the
ground water is a localized phenomenon and should not significantly
decrease the drainage capability of the rock at the base of the shaft, and
(4) the elevation of the temperature of ground-water reaching the base of
the shaft does not significantly impact the sorptivity of the Calico Hills
ieolites. This report also describes methods to remove the liner, to
restore the MPZ and to emplace a seal, In the event that future analyses
suggest that these actions are necessary.
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.

BACKGROUND OF REPORT

The original version of this report was prepared as a letter report in

response to the question: Do the shaft liner, the shaft internals. and the

increased rock damage around the shaft (due to shaft construction)

significantly influence the release of radionuclides from the repository?

The letter report was submitted to U.S. Department of Energy - Nevada

Operations Office, Waste Management Project Office (U.S. DOE-NVO. WMPO) in

July 1985. The contents of this letter report were subsequently discussed.

during a NRC/DOE workshop titled "NNWSI Exploratory Shaft Facility Design

and Construction Workshop" in August 1985.

During the workshop additional concerns were railed by the workshop

participants on details associated with the approach used to resolve the

original question and the level of detail contained in the original letter

report. To address the original question and the additional concerns

raised during the August 1985 meeting. Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)

decided to prepare three reports. These reports were:

(1) "Technical Basis for Performance Goals. Design Requirements and

Material Recommendations for the NNWSI Repository Sealing

Protram," SAND84-1895. by J. A. Fernandez. P. C. Kelsall. J. B:

Case, and Dann Meyer (published),

(2) "Modification of Rock Mass Permeability in the Zone Surrounding a

Shaft in Fractured, Welded Tuff," SAND86-7001. by J. B. Case and

P. C. Kelsall (published), and

(3) "Analyses to Evaluate the Effect of the Exploratory Shafts on

Repository Performance at Yucca Mountain." SANDB50598. by J. A.

Fernandez, T. E. Hinkebein, and J. B. Case.

During the preparation of this report, the designs and surface

locations of the exploratory shafts changed. These changes necessitated

performing additional calculations to address, among other things. the

impact of flooding and erosion at the new shaft locations. The impact
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of flooding and erosion at the naw exploratory shaft locations were raised

during another NRC/DOE meeting in April 1987.

This report, therefore, addresses:

(1) the original question defined before July 1985.

(2) the concerns raised during the August 1985 workshop between NRC,

and DOE.

(3) the concerns raised during the April 1987 meeting between NRC and

DOE, and

(4) additional concerns raised by the authors during the development

of this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

One aspect of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI)

Project is the development of the Exploratory Shaft (ES) testing program.

The purpose of the ES testing program is to obtain at-depth site informa-

tion on the hydrology and geology at the site. The results from these

tests will be used to determine the effectiveness of the geologic setting

at Yucca Mountain to isolate high-level radioactive waste. Before initiat-

ing the construction of the exploratory shafts (ESl 1 and ES-2), it is

necessary to determine the quality assurance levels to be applied to the ES

design and construction. The purpose of this report is to provide a

portion of the technical basis for use by the U.S. Department of Energy-

Nevada Operations Office (U.S. DOE-NVO) in establishing the appropriate

quality assurance levels for the design and construction of the exploratory

shafts. This technical basis is developed through the use of analytical

solutions that address the primary concern in this report: Do the shaft

liner, the shaft internals, and the increased rock damage around the shaft

(due to shaft construction) significantly influence the release of

radionuclides from the repository? The approach taken to resolve this

concern is to evaluate selected physical processes and bounding scenarios

which, in our judgment, answer the most important concerns brought up by

the DOE, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and by ourselves.

Therefore, this report is not intended to provide an exhaustive analysis of

all possible scenarios and physical processes which could occur and may

impact the future repository performance but is considered sufficient to

initiate construction of the exploratory shafts.

Rather then performing a total systems analysis, the significance of

the rock damage zone or the modified permeability zone (MPZ)* and the shaft

liner on the long-term performance of the repository are considered. A

secondary concern addressed in this report is the potential effect of one

*The modified permeability zone Is the zone immediately surrounding an
underground excavation in which the permeability of the rock mass has been
altered due to stress redistribution and blast damage effects..
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shaft penetrating the Calico Hills unit. Because the shaft penetrates the

zeolitic portion of the Calico Hills unit, the potential effect of elevated

temperature of ground waters on the zeolites at the base of the shaft is

evaluated. The thickness of the Calico Hills unit at the ES-1 is also

discussed in this report. Because the shaft internals will be removed to

accommodate emplacement of shaft fill, there is no impact of the shaft

internals on the postclosure performance of the repository.

Because release and transport of radionuclides from the underground

facility can be due to several mechanisms, scoping calculations are pre-

sented in the beginning of the report to provide a perspective on the more

important mechanisms that should be considered when assessing the signifi-

cance of the MPZ. From these calculations, release of radionuclides due to

downward water transport Is considered to be the most realistic and

dominant mechanism. Air transport of gases by convective and barometric

forces through the drifts and/or shafts was also determined as important to

evaluate because of the thermal energy differences within the repository.

The calculations, therefore, focus primarily on conditions that would

enhance the downward transport of radionuclides in the aqueous phase and

air transport of gases due to convection.

In the first mechanism (downward water transport), it is assumed that

water can enter the upper portion of the shaft, infiltrate to the base of

the shaft, potentially build up at the base of the ES, and drain into the

surrounding rock mass. The calculation presented in this report first

defined a broad range of inflows into the shaft. These inflows are depend.

ent on the hydrologic conditions assumed at the surface. Of particular

concern is the influence of the MPZ on the inflow into the shaft; These

inflows, in turn, are assumed to be transported to the base of the shaft

where buildup of waters can occur as well as drainage.

Because, in general, water entering the shaft is predicted to be

contained within the exploratory shaft sump and subsequently drained, it is

concluded that the MPZ is not expected to influence the radionuclide

release performance of the Yucca Mountain Mined Ceologic Disposal System

(YMMCDS). In two cases (using the new ESF design) where limited water.
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entry through seals at the repository station* is computed. the transport

of radionuclides is not influenced. This is because the maximum computed

flow through the repository station seals is 40 which can be isolated

from the waste disposal drifts by repository passive design features.

These features can include constructing a sump capable of storing and

draining this volume of water near the exploratory shaft or within the

Exploratory Shaft Facility (ESF).** In addition. with proper repository

drift grading, the water can be directed to the low point in the repository

so that the water would not enter the waste disposal area.

The authors conclude that for water inflow the MPZ does not influence

the performance of the YMGDS because (1) the occurrence of the scenario***

selected to develop a source of water that could enter the shaft is highly

improbable or incredible. (2) even if this highly improbable scenario

occurs, the volume of water entering the shaft can be contained within the

shaft sump and/or the ESF, and (3) both the ES-1 and ES-2 have been

relocated to more favorable locations outside the flood plain of existing

arroyos and in an area where the bedrock is exposed.

An additional concern about the water inflow in the MPZ and out of the

base of the shaft is the potential to form precipitates in the MPZ and the

shaft fill. Precipitation could occur because the concrete liner will

cause some modifications to the chemistry of the ground water. These water

chemistry changes may cause the ground water to become supersaturated with

respect to some minerals and precipitation could then occur. If precipita-

tion occurs above the repository station, lower water flows would be

*The repository station is a location in the underground facility that
corresponds to the drift area that is adjacent to a repository shaft at
the repository level.

**The ESF is the exploratory shaft, any associated surface structure and
underground openings constructed for the purpose of site characteriza-
tion.

***The scenario used to compute the unanticipated volume of water
3(-20,000 m ) is considered highly improbable because it couples a

probable maximum flood event with an obstruction in the drainage basin
that can retain the flood waters above the exploratory shaft locations.
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expected to enter the base of the shaft. If precipitates form at the base

of the shaft, the drainage capacity at the base of the shaft could be

decreased.

From the models of precipitate deposition in this report, precipitates

are predicted to form and quickly deposit at nucleation sites in void

spaces. This deposition is controlled by diffusional processes where the

diffusional path length (i.e.. 1/2 of the pore diameter or 1/2 of the

fracture aperture) is small and travel times are short. Hence, forward

migration of precipitates in the porous medium is expected to be limited.
As this process continues, a buildup of precipitates occurs in a frontal
advance. This precipitation front is projected to start at the top of the
liner and progress downward in both the shaft fill and the MPZ. It is
concluded that if anticipated volumes of water (-44 m3 /year) enter the

shafts, no significant formation of precipitates occurs. If unanticipated

volumes (-20.000 m3/event) enter the shaft, precipitates could advance as

much as 60 m radially out from the liner in the MPZ where fracture porosity

is small. However, once the front advances beyond the base of the liner.

the maximum frontal advance will be 0.016 m/event due to the increased

porosity of the shaft fill. Hence, the deposition of solids from the

interaction of the shaft liner with ground water is expected to be a

localized phenomenon. We can, therefore, conclude that the fractures In

the MPZ above the repository horizon will tend to fill with precipitate,

thereby reducing the permeability of the MPZ where deposition occurs.

Because deposition is a localized phenomenon, the drainage capacity of the

rock at the base of the shaft should not be detrimentally reduced, assuming

that the shaft liner in the base of the shaft is removed during

decommissioning.

As mentioned earlier, the MPZ may be significant if it can substan-

tially enhance the release of gaseous radionuclides by increasing the air

flow through the MPZ. Because the emplaced waste in the repository will

release heat, temperature gradients will develop in the rock mass. The

temperature differential will tend to cause air to rise in the exploratory

shafts. The convective air flow analyses presented in this report consider

potential airflow in and near the shafts and also consider the potential

flow through the rock above the waste disposal areas.
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For several combinations of host rock air conductivity above the
repository the percentage of flow through the shaft (including the MPZ) to

the total flow (including shaft, the MPZ, and the rock miss above the waste

disposal area) was plotted as a function of shaft fill. air conductivity;

It was concluded from the analysis that shafts and ramps are not preferen-

tial pathways for gaseous radionuclide releases if the air condtitivity of
the shaft fill is less than about 3 x 104 c/min or an equivalent hydraulic
conductivity of 1cm2 Cm/s. When the air conductivity of the shaft fill is

greater than 3 x 10 4 /mmn the air flow through the shaft fill and MPZ is

predominantly through the shaft fill. It is only when the conductivity of
the shaft fill is low that flow through the MPZ is proportionally greater

than flow through the shaft fill. However, when flow through the MPZ is

proportionally greater than flow through the shaft fill, the total air flow

through the MPZ and shaft fill, as compared to the flow through the rock
over the repository, is extremely low, i.e., less than 2.5t. Therefore, it

can also be concluded that the MPZ is not likely to detrimentally Influence

the performance of the YMMGDS by enhancing the release of gaseous

radionuclides.

A second mechanism was considered in assessing the influence of the

shaft fill and the MPZ on increasing the release of gaseous radionuclides

from the repository. This second mechanism involves the displacement of

air out of ES-1 or ES-2 due to barometric forces. The purpose of the

analysis associated with the mechanism is to predict what volume of air

contained in the shaft fill and the MPZ under unsaturated conditions can be

displaced due to several meteorological events. If only a portion of the
shaft fill and MZ air volume is displaced when the pressure drop occurs at
the surface, the surface air will be forced into the shaft fill and MPZ
when the pressure reversal occurs at the surface.

It is concluded from these analyses that the volume of air in the
exploratory shafts is not fully displaced during the occurrence of a broad
range of meteorological conditions if the shaft fill, air conductivity is

less than about 10/1 m/min.

A final area of evaluation mentioned above was the penetration of the

ES into the Calico Hills unit. From the analyses presented in this report.
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the impact of this penetration on the sorptivity of the Calico Hills unit

was found to be negligible. This conclusion was reached for the following

reasons:

(1) Water passing through the ES will be separated from waste stored

in the repository. Therefore, the likelihood of water containing

radionuclides reaching the ES is diminished.

(2) The minimum thickness (70 m) of the Calico Hills unit at the

eastern edge of the repository will be preserved while allowing

much valuable information to be gained by sinking the ES into the

upper margin of the Calico Hills.

(3) The temperature of water passing through the ES was calculated to

closely approach the global formation temperature for all con-

sidered water flow rates, Including the maximum flooding event

defined in this report. This calculated temperature increase

will be far less than that required to have any significant

impact on the sorptivity of the Calico Hills zeolites. Therefore

if any radionuclides do reach the base of ES-1, radionuclides

would still be effectively retained at the base of the shaft.

The discussion and results presented above were focused on determining

if the design and construction of the ESs could significantly influence the

performance of the YMMGDS. Should future analyses indicate that either the.

shaft liner or the MPZ could significantly influence the performance of the

YMMGDS, we have provided a description of the preferred methods for res-

toration of the MPZ, liner removal, and seal emplacement. In this report,

the following conclusions were reached on the preferred methods for

restoration of the KPZ. liner removal and seal emplacement.

o Grouting in the welded tuff is feasible and is the preferred method for

restoring the MPZ because drilling smooth-walled, grout holes allows an

examination of fractures in the modified permeability zone through the

use of a borescope. Also, at present, it is not certain how large an

interface stress can be developed through the use of only an expansive'

concrete (one of the alternatives) or how effective such stress
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development would be in reducing the potential for flow in closing

fractures. Grouting the MPZ, however, does incur a greater cost than

constructing an expansive concrete plug.'

o Evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages suggests that the

hydraulic splitter method is the favored approach for liner removal.

although the other approaches are technically feasible. Conventional

equipment with the slight modification of suspending the splitters from

chains may be used. The costs are somewhat less than for other methods

evaluated. The method does not leave potentially undesirable chemical

residue. While supplemental hand methods may be required, this is not

considered a significant disadvantage.

o The construction sequence for emplacing a shaft plug entails making saw

cuts at the top and bottom of the plug. removing the liner. excavating

the keyway. backfilling to the underside of the plug. placement of

concrete. and contact grouting.
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1.0 PURPOSE OF REPORT

The Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Project.

managed by the Nevada Operations Office of the U. S. Department of Energy

(U.S. DOE-NVO), is examining the feasibility of developing a nuclear waste

repository in an unsaturated tuff formation beneath Yucca Mountain. Yucca

Mountain is located on and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site. Nye County.

Nevada. One aspect of the NNWSI Project is the development of the Explora.,

tory Shaft (ES) testing program. The purpose of the ES testing program is

to obtain at-depth site information on the hydrology and geology of the
site. The testing will be performed in the unsaturated tuff at Yucca

Mountain. The results from many of these tests will be used to determine

the effectiveness of the geologic setting at Yucca Mountain to isolate

high-level radioactive waste.

Before initiating the construction of the exploratory shafts (ES-1 and

ES-2). it is necessary to determine the quality assurance levels to be

applied to the ES design and construction. The DOE-NVO is responsible for

assigning the quality assurance levels. This report provides analyses to

establish part of the technical basis for the appropriate quality assurance

levels. This basis is established by evaluating whether the design and
construction of ES-l and ES-2 could compromise long-term isolation
capabilities of the repository. The concern raised was: Do the shaft

liner. the shaft internals, and the increased rock damage around the shaft

(due to shaft construction) significantly influence the release of

radionuclides from the repository? Because the shaft internals, including

instrument conduits, utility piping, ventilation ducts, and conveyances

hardware, will potentially be removed for repository operations (i.e..

development, waste emplacement, monitoring, and, if necessary, retrieval).

and will certainly be removed to accommodate emplacement (during decommis-

sioning) of shaft fill, shaft internals will have no impact on the long-

term performance of the repository. Therefore, only the significance of

the rock damage zone or the modified permeability zone (MPZ) and the shaft

liner on the long-term performance of the repository is considered. The

approach taken to determine the significance of. the MPZ and shaft. liner on

the long-term performance of the repository is to evaluate selected

physical processes and bounding scenarios which have been raised by the

DOE, the NRC or by ourselves. Therefore, this report is not intended
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to provide an exhaustive analysis of all possible scenarios and physical

processes which could occur and may impact the future repository

performance, but is considered sufficient to initiate construction of the

exploratory shaft.

An Integral part of the overall repository system in the long-term

performance of the repository is the closure of the Exploratory Shafts (ES-

1 and ES-2). Therefore. it is necessary to deter. mine the desired

performance of these sealed shafts and, for completeness, the entire
sealing system. Additionally, the development of a model for the MPZ is

required. In Fernandez et al. (1987), performance goals and design

requirements for the sealing system are presented. The need for sealing is

also assessed by evaluating the water flow into and out of the underground

facility, shafts and ramps for anticipated conditions. In Case and
Kelsall (1987). a model for the MPZ in welded tuff is presented.

Development of the MPZ is due to the blast damage effects and stress

relaxation. In this report, selected results from both of the previous

reports are restated. These results are supplemented by additional

analyses that establish a perspective into the potential mechanisms of most

concern to radionuclide release, and potential geochemical modification of

ground-water chemistry due to the presence of the liner. This report also

describes contingency plans to remove the liner, to restore the MPZ. and to

emplace a seal. This information is presented in case future analyses

suggest that removal of the liner and restoration of the MPZ are required.

It is not the intent of this report to present a total systems analysis.

Appendix A presents analyses used to establish a perspective- on the

most likely mechanisms for radionuclide transport. Reference conditions

considered in this report are given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the

analyses used to assess the influence of the MPZ on the performance of the'

Yucca Mountain Mined Geologic Disposal System (YMMGDS). The analyses

described in Chapter 3 assess the potential of water to enter the waste

disposal area after entering the shaft and the potential for air flow (and

indirectly radionuclide release) out of the. repository due to convective

and barometric forces. The assessment of the amount of water that could
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enter waste disposal areas from shafts is made by considering a range of

shaft inflows that vary in time as well as in total flow. These inflows

are then coupled with the drainage capacity of the ES sump to determine if

these could cause water buildup In the sump.* Where the buildup of

water exceeds the sump storage capacity. water flow into the underground

facility and duration of flow are noted. Both water flow volumes and

duration of flow contribute to determining the potential for enhancing

radionuclide releases. The assessment of potential air flow out of the

repository is made by considering the convective circulation of air in

response to thermal gradients and the movement of air in response to

changes in barometric pressures. The significance of this air movement is

determined by considering how much air might flow preferentially through

the shafts and ramps. For the barometric analysis the volume of air that

can exit from shafts and ramps due to several, surface. weather conditions

is also evaluated.

The potential influence of the liner on the performance of the YMMGDS

is evaluated in Chapter 4. and the interaction of water entering the shaft

with the shaft liner Is evaluated. Once the potential changes in water

chemistry are predicted, the likelihood and location of mineral precipita-

tion is assessed. Remedial measures to restore the MPZ and remove the

liner are presented in Chapters 3 an. 4. respectively. Also, in Chapter 4

the procedure for emplacing a shaft seal is presented together with the

schedule and cost estimate for removing the shaft liner, emplacing backfill

and emplacing a shaft seal if this becomes necessary. Chapter 5 addresses

the potential influence of ES-1 penetration into the Tuffaceous Beds of

Calico Hills. Specifically, the potential change of the sorptivity of the

Calico Hills unit is evaluated. This potential sorptivity change may

result from elevating the temperature of water potentially passing through

the ES. The thickness of the Calico Hills unit below the bottom of the

shaft is also discussed.

*The ES sump is that volume within the shaft between the repository
station and the base of the shaft.
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2.0 SHAFT DESIGN INFORMATION

This chapter contains information primarily on the design of the

exploratory shafts. Limited information on the repository design is also

presented to better understand how the ESs are integrated into the design

of the repository. In general, the repository in the underground facility

is comprised of interconnecting access and emplacement drifts. The

underground facility is planned to be located in the unsaturated portion of

the Topopah Spring Member approximately 20C-to 400.a above the ground-water
table. The Topopah Spring Member is predominantly a densely welded, highly

fractured tuff having a low matrix hydraulic conductivity.

Access to the underground facility is provided by ramps and shafts.

The current, repository design (MacDougall et al., 1987. pp. 4.10 to 4-12)

incorporates six openings to the underground facility. including four
vertical shafts and two inclined ramps. 80th types of excavation will

penetrate several stratigraphic units, including the alluvium and welded

and nonwelded tuff units. The ramps connect directly into the main access

drifts at the northern end of the repository. The shafts are located in
the northeastern portion of the repository. The men-and-materials and

emplacement exhaust shafts have shallow sumps extending 24 and 3 m below

the repository, respectively. The bottoms of both of these shafts are

within the Topopah Spring Member. The sump for the ES-l as originally

analyzed was 140 m* below the repository station. ES-1 will penetrate part

of the unsaturated portion of the tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills. The

bottom of the ES.2 will only slightly extend below the repository level
(MacDougall et al., 1987, pp. 4-10 to 4-12).* Figure 2-1 shows profiles of

the shafts superimposed on the geologic stratigraphy at each location.

*The sump depth in the current ES-1 design is 110 m. The sump depth in the
current ES-2 design is 30 m.
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Schematic of Exploratory Shafts and Corresponding Geologic Stratigraphy



2.1 Location of the Exploratory Shifts

After this study was concluded. new locations for ES-l and ES-2 (DOE-

NVO. 1987 p. 13) were selected. The old locations of ES-1 and ES-2 (DOE

.1986) are located in a wide valley through which the north and south forks

of Coyote Wash flow at the northern and southern margins (Figure 2-2). The

valley floor is underlain by coarse alluvium and mud/debris flow deposits.

with surficial fine-grained sand, probably of colian origin. Bedrock (Tiva

Canyon Member) is exposed in the steep valley walls to the north and south

and to the west. Bedrock is exposed in the washes upstream of the ES-l

location.

The originally proposed location of ES-1 is within the alluvial-filled

valley. The ES-2 site is located out of the alluvium and in a southwest

direction from ES-1 . The new locations are also shown on Figure 2.2.

These new locations for ES-1 and ES-2 will be approxititely 107 m and 93 m

north of and above the confluence of two small ephemeral streams that are

tributaries of the Coyote Wash drainage system. The new locations for both

shafts will be out of the alluvium.

2.2 Construction of the Explortory Shafts

Before the underground facility is constructed, an exploratory shaft

facility (ESF) will be developed. The ESF primarily includes (1) the main

shaft (ES-1). which will transport people, materials, and equipment from

the surface to the subsurface test area and will provide ventilation to the

ESF. (2) an underground testing area. and (3) a secondary shaft (ES-2)

which will provide secondary emergency egress, transport people and

materials, provide for muck removal. and provide additional ventilation

capacity. It is the current intent of the NNWSI Project to incorporate ES-

l and ES-2 into the underground facility design.

In the SCP-CDR. (MacDougall et al 1987. p. 3-107 and p. 4-85)it is

planned that the exploratory shafts and the waste ramp will supply intake

air for the waste emplacement area including the shops and decommissioning

facility. In the SCP-CDR design hoisting equipment and fixtures would be

removed prior to waste emplacement. but the concrete liners will be left in

place.
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Figure 2-2. Surficlal Geology of Exploratory Shaft Area



The current design details for ES-1 and ES-2 follow. The excavated

diameter for ES-l and ES-2 will be approximately 4.3 m with a finished

diameter of 3. 7 m . Both shafts are planned to be lined with an unrein-

forced concrete liner at least 0.3 m thick. Some reinforcement is planned

in the shaft collar and in the brow* at each breakout (DOE, 1988. pp. 8.4-

12 and 8.4-33). The collars for the new locations of ES-1 and ES-2 will be

in bedrock. Most of the concrete liner will not be reinforced but will

contain some steel rods to hold the forms used to construct the liner.

Both shafts will be mined using a conventional drill-blast-muck mining

sequence. During the mucking operation, minimal amounts of water will be

used to suppress the dust in the. shaft so that tests characterizing the

unsaturated zone will not be affected. Because the excavation of the

shafts involves blasting, some additional fracturing of the rock mass into

the shaft wall may occur. The blasting will be controlled (i.e. . to en-

hance the vertical advance, limit damage in the rock surrounding the shaft.

and produce acceptable-sized rock fragments (DOE. 1988, Section 8.4.2.1.1).

2.3 Shaft Sealing Concepts

The primary functions of shaft seals are to:

o Reduce the potential for surface water or ground water to enter the

waste emplacement areas via the shafts

o Deter human entry to the repository via the shafts.

These functional requirements may be satisfied by one or more seal com-

ponents. For example, human entry will be discouraged by backfill or seals

placed below the ground surface.

*The portion of the shaft liner that is located at the upper portion of the
shaft and is generally reinforced concrete is the shaft collar. The shaft
brow refers to the roof rock in the shaft station where the shaft, opens up
into the shaft station. The shaft station refers to the location where
the drift intersects the shaft.
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Flow through the shaft can be reduced by backfill placed along the
length of the shaft or by one or more seals (plugs) placed at intervals.
Backfill alone may not be a satisfactory option if there is the potential
for significant flow through an MPZ adjacent to the shaft wall. In such a
case, it might be necessary to form a cutoff through the damaged zone,
possibly by keying a plug into the walls. Another alternative to reducing
the potential of water flow into the waste disposal area is the emplacement
of a repository station seal in the drift connected to the exploratory
shaft. Figure 2.3 illustrates the general arrangement for shaft seals.

2.4 Preferred Options for Shaft Seals

Currently, the preferred option for reducing water flow and deterring
human entry is the anchor-to-bedrock plug/seal because:

o The anchor-to bedrock plug/seal can be located in a relatively
benign environment protected from surficial temperature extremes,
surficial geologic processes, and heat generated by the waste.
Station plugs, located at the intersection of the shafts and
repository station drifts, are isolated from the waste emplacement
areas by barrier pillars.* The maximum temperatures at the station
plug location are estimated to be 40C (Richardson, in preparation.
Appendix B). The in situ stress would also-be greater than that
associated with a plug/seal closer to the surface.

o. The design requirement for the anchor-to-bedrock plug/seal is less
stringent than that for a seal at the base of the shaft because of
the lower maximum head (Fernandez et al., 1987).

o Only one seal is required for each shaft, making a total of four.
whereas eight total seals might be required if seals are placed in
the shaft stations.

*The barrier pillar refers to the rock zone surrounding the shaft that
isolates the shaft from subsudence effect of underground rooms. For anuclear waste repository, the barrier pillar also isolates the shaft from
a high temperature environment.
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o Construction of a seal at shallow depth in a shaft (about 10 m)

should be easier and cheaper than construction at the base of the

shaft. If necessary, the alluvium can be-stripped away to

facilitate construction of the anchor-to-bedrock plug/seal.

o The anchor-to-bedrock plug can be designed to reduce the potential

for flow through the MPZ,whereas simple placement of shaft

backfill would have no influence on the MPZ. Moreover, development.

of the MPZ at the shallow depth of the anchor-to-bedrock plug

should be less than that at the station plug location where

inelastic deformation is more likely to occur (Case and Kelsall.

1987).
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3.0 INFlUENCE OF THE EXPLORATORY SHAFTS INCLUDING THE MODIFIED PERMEABILITY
ZONE AND THE SHAFT FILL ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE YMMGDS

Shafts represent potential pathways that could compromise the abil i ty

of the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives for the

period following permanent closure. As analyzed in this report. perfor-

cance can be compromised in two ways. First, water could enter the

underground facility through the shafts and contact waste packages in waste

disposal areas. potentially accelerating the radionuclide release. Second.

release of gaseous radionuclides could occur through the shafts.

Two zones associated with shafts can affect the water entry and air-

borne release--the shaft interior and the MPZ behind the shatf liner. The

intent of this chapter is to determine if the MPZ and the shafts could

significantly affect repository performance. This is accomplished by

assuming that the shaft is filled by a simple granular material and by

using an.MPZ model. Using this information, potential water flow into the

underground facility from the shafts and air flow out of the shafts is

computed.

3.1 Modified PermeabilityZone Characteristics

This section presents a brief description of a model of the MPZ that

considers modification due to stress redistribution and blasting. A core

complete description of the model and the site-specific parameters at Yucca

Mountain that were used in the development of the model is presented by

Case and Kelsall (1987) and is described briefly below.

It is postulated that the significant mechanisms for modifying per-

meability in fractured, welded tuff are 1) the opening or closing of frac-

tures in response to stress changes. and 2) creating new fractures or the

opening cf old fractures by blasting. The approach for developing the

mdified permeability zone model includes the following five steps which

are described in detail in Case and Kelsall:
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1. Calculate stress changes around a shaft by using an appropriate

closed-form solution for elastic or elastoplastic analysis of a

circular shaft located in a uniform stress field.

2. Obtain relationships from published laboratory and field testing

results which describe the effects of stress on the permeability

of single fractures and fractured rock.

3. Calculate rock mass permeability as a function of radius away from

the shaft based on the calculated stresses and the stress-per-

meability relationships obtained from testing.

4. Estimate permeability changes due to blasting from evaluation of

case histories which indicate the depth of damage and estimate the

probable increase in fracture frequency in the damaged zone.

5. Combine the results derived from performing steps 3 and 4 to

estimate the combined effects of stress redistribution and blast-

ing.

In the interest of simplification. three assumptions form the basis

for the modified permeability zone analysis:

1. Prior to excavation, the in situ stress state is isotropic and the

normal stress acting across each fracture is equal to the average

far-field value.

2. Stresses existing around the opening after excavation are

calculated by using closed-form solutions as normal principal

stresses acting in the radial and tangential (or hoop) directions;

shear stresses are ignored.

3. The stress acting across each fracture after excavation is the

calcuated radial stress at the appropriate location relative to

the shaft wall. (Note that the radial stress is always less than

the tangential stress in an isotropic stress field.)
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These assumptions are conservative for the isotropic state of stress

(i.e.. they tend to over-predict increases in permeability) In that stress

increases across some fractures are ignored and each fracture is. in

effect. assumed to be perpendicular to the direction of maximum stress

relief. Conversely, the simplified analysis does not account for the

effects of shearing along fractures. On balance, it is the authors,

judgment that the model is a reasonable representation of permeability

changes in fractured, welded tuff.

As excavation occurs, stresses are relieved and blast induced fractur-

ing may occur. Considering a representative volume of rock adjacent to the

shaft. it is to be expected that the geomechanical response to excavation

will be most influenced by rock mass properties (which take into account

the effect of fractures) rather than by the properties- of the intact rock

since the range of fracture spacing Is small relative to the shaft diameter

(Figure 3-1). Similarly, the permeability of the rock mass will be in.

fluenced by fractures as well as by the rock matrix. (This discussion

applies specifically to welded tuff and may be less applicable to nonwelded

units in which the typical fracture spacing is 80 cm to 200 cm (Langkopf

and Gnirk. 1986. p. 66).J The fracture orientations shown in Figure 3.1

are schematic; actual fracture patterns in welded tuff are expected to

range from two oriented sets plus a random set to three oriented sets plus

a random set (Langkopf and Gnirk. 1986, p, 48). Also, Langkopf and Gnirk

(1986, p. 66) estimate a fracture frequency of 2 to 16 corresponding to a

spacing of 50 cm and 6 cm (see Figure 3-1).

The redistribution of stresses around an opening in fractured tuff

might affect the permeability of the rock mass in two ways; (1) by the

fracturing of originally intact rock due to excessive compressive or ten-

sile stresses and (2) by the opening or closing of preexisting fractures

due to changes in the normal stresses acting across the fractures or shear-

ing along the fractures. The potential for fracturing of intact rock was

evaluated by simple elastic analysis by Case and Kelsall (1987) for the

case of a circular shaft excavated in a homogeneous. isotropic and linearly

elastic medium. This analysis showed that the maximum tensile or compres-

sive stresses at the shaft wall at repository depth are approximately 10%

of the reported mean values for tensile and unconfined compressive strength
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Figure 3-1. Cross Section Through a Shaft in Welded Tuff Shoving Fracture
Spacing Relative to Shaft Radius
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of intact rock. The analysis showed that fracturing of intact rock due to
stress concentrations around a repository at depth is unlikely, even allow-

ing for variation from the mean reported strength values and potential

anisotropy in the stress field.

Whereas stress redistribution around a shaft is unlikely to lead to

fracturing of intact rock (which could in turn lead to increased perme-

ability). the effects of stress changes across fractures may have a sig-
nif i cant effect on permeability. This arises because the rock mass is
densely fractured and because the aperture of the fracture is sensitive to
the stress applied across the fractures. Conceptually, permeability should
be increased where normal stresses are reduced across fractures, while
permeability should be reduced where normal stresses are increased.
Furthermore, the opening or closing of fractures is dependent on the
relative orientation of fractures with respect to the shaft wall and the
orientation of the stress field.

Elastic and elastoplastic stress analysis for a shaft excavated in
tuff were performed by Case and Kelsall (1987). Their results indicate

that a wide variation in rock mass behavior might be observed, depending on

depth, in situ stress, and rock properties. Because rock mass strength*

may vary with depth (due to variations in porosity and fracture spacing),

rock mass behavior may vary even within a lithologic unit. For the welded

units, the expected response is elastic in nonlithophysal zones, but plas-

tic response may occur in lithophysal zones or in intensely fractured zones

where strength is lower. Plastic behavior is expected for the nonwelded

Calico Hills tuff near the base of the shaft because of the relatively low
strength and the higher in situ stresses due to depth. For the nonvelded

Paintbrush unit overlying the Topopah Spring the behavior may be elastic or
plastic depending on rock mass strength and in situ stresses. Formation

*Rock mass strength is defined as the maximum stress that can be carried by
the rock mass (Hoek and Brown, 1980. p. 150). The maximum stress level is
found to be dependent on the strength properties of Intact rock, and
discontinuities, and is dependent on confining stress.
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of a plastic zone surrounding the shaft may be limited to less than one

shaft radius from the shaft boundary; however. if rock support is provided

after excavation, this plastic zone can be potentially reduced. However,

the effects of rock support in limiting inelastic deformat i on were not

considered in this analysis.

Fractures may also be introduced by blasting. Several investigators

have described the mechanics of blasting in rock (Langefors and Kihlstrom.

1978. Chapter 1; Hoek and Brown, 1980. Chapter 10; Brady and Brovn, 1985,

Chapter 17). Fracturing may occur in several ways after blast detonation.

Fracturing may be induced near the blasthole due to quasi-static gas pres-

sure that sets up tensile tangential stress or by crack propagation where

gas pressure enters existing fractures and extends them. Fracturing may

also occur further from blast detonation holes as seismic compressive waves

are partially reflected off free surfaces (voids or open joints).

In actual rock masses, the extent and pattern of fracturing will be

influenced by rock properties such as strength, anisotropy, pre -existing

fractures in the rock mass and in situ stress. Fracturing is also in-

fluenced by the blasting method and by the charge weight of explosives,

which are expected to be reduced near the excavation perimeter. Because

relatively low charge weights can be used in the perimeter holes, the

damage to the rock beyond the perimeter can be limited.

In this report, the blast-damaged zone is a zone extending from either

0.5 m to 1.0 m from the rock wall where blast-induced fracturing may occur.

The extent of the zone is derived from a general relationship between blast

damage and charge density for tunnel blasting conditions (Holmberg and

Persson, 1980) where some measures for controlling blasting are utilized.

Blasting is assumed to increase the fracture frequency by a factor of three

In the blast-damaged zone. It is further assumed that the newly created

fractures have similar characteristics to existing fractures. In this

preliminary model, the permeability in the blast-damaged zone would in-

crease by a factor of three due to an increase in fracture frequency over

the Increase that occurs due to stress relief.



The increase in permeability due to stress relief and blast effects

for the exploratory shaft for the expected case is illustrated in Figure
3-2 and summarized for expected and upper-bound cases at two depths in
Table 3-1. The analyses vere conducted for depths of 100 Q and 310 m.

corresponding to depths near the top of the Topopah Spring and at the

repository horizon. The results in Table 3-1 are reported as a relative.

rock-mass permeability factor, which is expressed as a ratio of increased

permeability to undisturbed permeability in the modified permeability zone.

and which is expressed for convenience in subsequent calculations as a

uniform factor over an annulus extending one radius from the shaft wall.*

"The expected case is based upon an elastic analysis with expected

strength. In situ stress, sensitivity of permeability to stress, and a

0.5m.wide, blast-damaged zone. The upper-bound case is based upon an

elastoplastic analysis with lower-bound strength. upper-bound, in situ

stress, greatest sensitivity of permeability to stress, and a 1.0-m-wide,

blast-damaged zone.

For the expected conditions at 310-m depth (i.e.. considering mean

values for rock mass strength, in situ stress, and stress permeability

sensitivity, and a 0.5-m-wide, blast-damaged zone). the relative, rock mass
permeability factor is 20 times the permeability of the undamaged rock

mass. For the upper-bound condition at 310-m depth, the relative, rock

mass permeability factor is 80 times the undisturbed permeability.

The relative. rock mass permeability factor for the expected case is
calculated by first performing the radial integration of relative, rock
mass permeability from the shaft radius (2.2 m) to approximately a radius
of 10 m and then calculating a factor by dividing, by the area of the
annulus extending from 2.2'm to 10 m from the shaft.



DISTANCE (r) FROM EXCAVATION SURFACE (m)

LEGEND

Figure 3-2. Modified Permeability Zone Model for Topopah Spring Welded
Tuff for Expected Conditions at 310-m Depth
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Table 3-1 Relative Permeabilty.. Factors Associated With the Modified

Permeability Zone (After Case and Kelsall, 1987)

Depth Stress Redistribution Expected Upper Bound
Without Blast Damage Case Case

Elastic Elastoplastic

100 15 20 20 40
310 15 40 20 80

(a)Relative permeability factors are averaged over an annulus one radius
(b)wide around the 4.4-m diameter ES.
' This is based upon an elastic analysis with expected strength, in situ

stress, sensitivity of permeability to stress, and a 0.5-O wide, blast
damage zone.

(C)This is based upon an elastoplastic analysis with lower-bound strength.
upper-bound, in situ stress, greatest sensitivity of permeability to
stress, and a 1.0-m-wide, blast damage zone.

3.2 Potential for Enhancing Radionuclide Releases Due to Water Entering
the Exoloratory Shaft

The purpose of this section is to determine whether the presence of

the exploratory shafts and the rock damage surrounding a shaft, caused by

excavation of the shaft, can significantly enhance the release of radio-

nuclides. The release mechanism considered here is water entering the

waste disposal areas through the ES and contacting the waste. Therefore,

it is necessary to establish the hydrologic properties of the zone through

which water can be transmitted to the base of the shaft. This zone in-

cludes the shaft interior and the MPZ. Therefore, it is important to

define the MPZ and establish a scenario of water entry into the shaft and

potentially into the waste disposal area. Relative permeability factors

for the MPZ are given for the expected and the upper bound cases (Section

3.1). Both MPZ models include a blast-damaged zone and are evaluated to

provide a range of water flows through the MPZ. The scenario of water

entry postulated in this section includes two major events occurring at the

ground surface (see Section 3.2.1) which establish hydrologic conditions

that could lead to water flow into the upper portion of the shaft (see
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Section 3.2.2). This water then migrates to the base of the shaft where

buildup of the water occurs if water entry into the shaft is greater than

water drainage. This portion of the overall model is described in Section

3.2.3. If the water height in the shaft is greater than the 'floor of the

repository station, water entry into the underground facility through the

connecting repository drift is possible. This scenario and the hydrologic

model used are described below respectively in Sections 3.2.1. 3.2.2. and

3.2.3.

3.2.1 Scenario Description

In arriving at a reasonable, upper-bound estimate of water flow into

the ES-1 the scenario developed here assumes the occurrence of two events,

The first event is surface. earth movement downgradient from the explora-

tory shaft which blocks the natural drainage course. Following this event.

a probable maximum flood (PMF) occurs, the waters of which are fully

retained in that portion of the drainage basin-upgradient of the blockage.

These waters are then assumed to flow into the underlying bedrock, hori-

zontally in the alluvium, and into the shaft and MPZ. No evapotranspira-

tion is assumed to occur.

While it is reasonable to assume that a PMF can occur at the explora-

tory shaft location, it is highly unlikely that earth movement sufficient

to retain all the waters from a PMF would occur because:

1. A landslide large enough to completely block the valley down.

gradient is not credible given the thin cover of alluvium and

weathered rock on the adjacent slopes. To impound a volume of

water approximately half of the volume of 159,000 m 3 computed for

a PMF (Bullard. 1986. Table 10) would require a dam across the
entire drainage course having a height of about 12 m.: Further, at

Yucca Mountain there is at present no evidence of surface

impoundments formes by landslides (DOE, 1986, p. 6-232) and of the

size needed to contain this flood volume. As indicated in

Fernandez et al. (1987, p. 4.2 to 4-4). the occurrence of small

obstructions blocking portions of the wash and slowing down the

flow, is a more probable and realistic scenario.
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2 Four areas where slide blocks occur have been identified in the

Yucca Mountain area. These slide blocks can be described as rocks

slumps that are gravitationally driven. Three rock slumps which

are very small,.i.e., 0.01 to 0.03 km2 in area, are located on the

steep west-facing scarp of Yucca Mountain. A larger rock slump,

about 0.13 km2 in area, is located in midslope on the ridge routh

of Yucca Wash (DOE, 1988, p. 1-32, 33). The common characteristic

between these rock slumps is that they occur on steep slopes,

estimated to be about 25'. The slope near the exploratory shafts

is about 15' to 20'. Because (a) the slope in the vicinity of the

exploratory shafts Ls less than that occurring in the areas where

slumps do occur, and (b) massive lateral movement sufficient to

block Coyote Wash is not characteristic of these rock slumps,

blockage of the drainage basin associated with the exploratory

shafts by massive rock slumps is not considered to be credible.

Nevertheless while this scenario is considered to be highly improbable at

the new locations for the exploratory shafts which are out of the flood

area, we have decided to model the scenario to obtain a larger than

expected inflow potentially into the underground facility.

3.2.2 Model Used for Water Flow Into the Shaft

In Figure 2-2 the upper portion of the ES-1* is located in the

alluvial-filled portion of the drainage basin; whereas, the upper portion

of the ES-2 is located in bedrock upgradient from the location of ES-1.

Because the upper portion of the ES-1 is located in alluvium and at the

confluence of twowashes, Coyote Wash and the wash to the south.a greater

potential exists for surface-water entry into ES-1 than into ES.2. The

mechanism modelled in this section is water flow from saturated alluvium to

the shaft. Because the upper portion of ES-2 is not surrounded by al.

luvium, this mechanism does not exist. It is, therefore, assumed that

water from a major flooding event that saturates the alluvium can enter the

*The ES-l and ES-2 locations used in the analysis are the locations pre-
sented in the final EA (DOE, 1986. p. 4-11).
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ES-1 only. Using this logic, a hydrologic flow model was developed

(Fernandez et al., 1987) to estimate the amount of water that could enter

the upper portion of the ES. This model, discussed below,, ssumes that the

alluvium surrounding the ES becomes saturated and water can enter the

shaft. This scenario is evaluated to arrive at a realistic, upper bound of

water flow Into ES-1. In reality, alluvium in an initially, unsaturated

state can provide an effective barrier to downward water infiltration,

thereby limiting flow into the shaft.
e

At the conclusion of this study, new locations of ES-1 and ES-2 were

proposed by U.S. DOE/NVO (Figure 2-2) further north and east of the

original locations. Because the proposed locations for the exploratory

shafts are out of the alluvlal-filled portion of the drainage basin, which
has a potentially high capacity to retain water, and is farther removed
from the drainage channel, the potential for surface-water entry has been

reduced substantially. Therefore, we feel that the estimates of water flow

entering the shaft provided in this chapter do represent conservative,

upper-bound values to water flow into the exploratory shafts.

3.2.2.1 Model Description

The model used to compute the flow into the upper portion of the shaft

is illustrated by Figure 3-3. Alluvium overlies the welded, highly frac-

tured Tiva Canyon Member. For the purpose of the present analysis, the

upper portion of the shaft through the alluvium is assumed to be filled

with a coarse fill to minimize restriction of flow into the shaft. The

lover portion of the shaft is modeled as containing a fill having a

saturated hydraulic conductivity of 10 2 cm/s, extending to the outside

diameter of the-shaft. (In reality, a shaft liner, having a lower hydrau-

lic conductivity than the shaft fill, remains in place'. By ignoring the

presence of the shaft liner in the analysis, a higher flow through the

shaft is computed.) The MPZ is modeled as extending one radius from the

shaft wall. Two cases for the MPZ are considered in which the MPZ it

either 20 or 60 times the undisturbed, rock mass hydraulic conductivity.

*The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) is the greatest flood that may reasonably
be expected taking into account all pertinent conditions of location.
meteorology, hydrology and terrain (Chow, V. T., 1964, p. 25 to 72).
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e

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC
CONDUCTIVITY * 10 Cm/s

MODIFIED PIRMEABILITY
ZONE EITHER 2OX OR 00X
THE UNDISTURICDROCK
MASS HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
OF THE TIVA CANYON BEDROCK

4.42m

Figure 3.3 Geometry of Model Used
Saturated Alluvium

to Estimate Flow Into a Shaft From
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This value of 60 is the average of two values, 40 and 80 (see Table 3-1).

associated with MPZ models at 100. and 310-m depths. This is believed to

be a conservative assumption because it implies the permeability of the MPZ

is 60 times the undisturbed, rock-mass permeability over the entire length

of the shaft, including the MPZ down to a depth of 100 m. For more detail

of the MPZ model used see Case and Kelsall (1987).

Flow progresses in three phases: an initial desaturation phase, a

steady-state phase, and a final desaturation phase -(Figure 3.4). Before*

initiation of Phase 1, it is assumed that the alluvium becomes fully

saturated, and the water in the shaft above the alluvium-Tiva Canyon con-

tact enters the upper portion of the shaft. Desaturation of the alluvium

occurs first at curve "1" and progressively to curve On" (Figure 3-4a). As

the radius of influence is changed in response to desaturation, the radius

of influence associated with curve "n" represents quasi-steady-state condi-

tions that are hold constant until the supply of water replenishing the

alluvium no longer exists (Figure 3-4b). As Phase III begins, the only

water remaining is that contained under curve On." Desaturation then

proceeds from curve "n" to curve "m."

During each phase of drainage, four types of flow are considered:

unconfined radial flow under the Dupuit flow assumption, alluvial flow,

Tiva Canyon flow, and flow through the MPZ.and the shaft fill. Each of the

flows are discussed below.

Radial flow is computed using the following equation:

where R - radius of influence.

Qs - flow rate into the shaft,

K - hydraulic conductivity,
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A. PHASE 1: INITIAL DESATURATION

l

TIVA CANYON

Radlus of Infiluence moves to outer radius
of models under full saturation height.

B. PHASE II: STEADY-STATE DRAINAGE

Radius at Influencs is maintained at outer radius.
and under full saturation height during the
steady State period.

C. PHASE III: DESATURATION .OF ALLUVIUM

R- RADIUS OF INFLUENCE
Saturation height declines with time.

Figure 3-4. Phases of Flow for Flow Into a Shaft From Saturated AlluvIum
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H - piezometric level at radius R,

H' - piezometric level at radius r and
0
r - shaft radius.
0

This equation, taken from Terzaghi and Peck (1967. p. 167), assumes

steady-state flow in the horizontal direction under unconfined conditions.

Radial flow is illustrated in Figure 3-5a.

Alluvial flow is assumed to occur through the shaded area as shown in

Figure 3-Sb, under a hydraulic gradient that coincides with the average
alluvial grade. This approach was adopted to simplify the calculations and

was compared to an alternate calculation that involved uniform flow above

the shaft and a "zone of captures near the shaft (Fernandez et al., 1987.
Appendix A-6). In the "zone of capture' calculation (Figure 3-6). all

water flowing down the wash that lies within the capture zone is predicted

to eventually flow down the shaft. In this zone. the radial flow velocity

induced by the drawdown of the water surface near the shaft is sufficiently

strong to overcome the tendency for flow to occur laterally down the

alluvium in the wash. The more detailed calculation indicated that the

simplified approach of computing the alluvial flow as the product of the

shaded area times the alluvial grade was reasonable.

Tiva Canyon flow is the assumed vertical infiltration of water through

the Tiva Canyon unit. It is assumed to occur through the shaded area under

a unit gradient as might occur for fractured rock that is nearly saturated.
It is recognized that the bedrock is unsaturated and that infiltration

rates are likely to be higher; nevertheless, the flow calculation is

conservative in underestimating this component of flow (greater proportion

of flow is directed to the shaft).

MPZ and shaft flow is the vertical infiltration through the MPZ and

the shaft fill and the shaft liner. In this analysis, it is assumed that

the hydraulic conductivity of the shaft liner is equivalent to the

hydraulic conductivity of the shaft fill. It is also assumed that the

shaft fill is near saturation, and is exposed to atmospheric conditions.

Accordingly, flow occurs under unit gradient. It is noted that the degree

to which infiltration would occur at unit gradient depends on the level of
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A. DUPUIT (RADIAL) FLOW

B. ALLUVIAL FLOW

TIVA CANYON BEDROCK

C. TIVA CANYON FLOW

Figure 3-5. Types of Flow Considered in Estimating Flow Into a Shaft
(Flows Occur Concurrently During Phases I, II. and III)
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EXTENT of WASH

.
DiRECTION

OF ALLUVIAL
FLOW

(a) PLAN VIEW
(Net to scale)

Tiva
CANYON
BEDROCK

VELOCITY
IS ZERO

(b) ELEVATION VIEW A-A'

Figure 3-6. Capture Zone Near a Shaft
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saturation and that initially the hydraulic gradient could exceed unity.

These high infiltration rates would be associated with the saturation of

voids due to capillarity and not transmission of water to the base of the

shaft. As the infiltration front reaches the base of the shaft, at which

point water could potentially enter the repository. the hydraulic gradient

would be approximately one.*

These flows are superimposed such that flow can occur as Tiva Canyon

flow, alluvial flow, or shaft flow. Therefore, as a volume of water is

computed for each portion of each phase, flow occurs proportionately

through the Tiva Canyon Member, alluvium, and the shaft, as determined by

the flow rate computed for each. Flow through the shaft is either the

amount computed using the radial formula or the amount computed by the MPZ

and shaft fill model, whichever amount is lower. The entire process of

desaturation continues until the water supply is depleted. The potential

water supply is assumed to be the waters associated with specific flooding

events. The input values and assumptions used for this model are discussed

below in Section 3.2.2.2.

To arrive at the maximum inflow to the shaft, it is assumed that

retainment of all the water associated with a flooding event occurs above

each shaft location. This implies that the alluvium has a sufficient

storage volume to retain all the water from the flood event, an overly

conservative assumption that involves no losses by evapotranspiration or

sheet flow downgradient from the shaft locations. In reality, . high'

percentage of the precipitation is expected to exit the drainage basin,

with only a small part percolating Into the alluvium or exposed bedrock.

Further, it is assumed that water flow is directed vertically downward

*This can be shown by the Green and Ampt solution for vertical infiltration
(Hillel, 1971, p. 142). At the base of the shaft, the hydraulic gradient

is given by 1 + where H0 equals the pressure head at the surface.
Lf

Hf equals suction head at wetting front, and Lf equals the length over

which the wetting front has moved. If we assume the pressure head at the
surface is 9.1 m (height of saturated alluvium above bedrock); the suction
head for the backfill is -1.0 m (a typical value for coarse material) and.
the length over which the wetting front has moved (311 m). then the
calculated hydraulic gradient is nearly one.
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inside the shaft liner or in the shaft fill as the water percolates to the
base of the shaft. It is further assumed that flow occurs through frac-

tures withir the MPZ and that water is not absorbed within the tuff matrix.

To verify the numerical results obtained from the model presented in
this section, an alternate calculation was performed to check major assump-

tions, analyses methods,and input (materials properties and geometry).

this alternate calculation incorporates the concept of the *capture zone"

illustrated in Figure 3.6. A comparison of the results from the model
presented above and the "capture zone" model are is good agreement as
discussed in Fernandez et al. (1987).

3.2.2.2 Input Values Used

In applying this model, it was necessary to develop assumptions and
evaluate specific conditions for water flow. The following assumptions

were used in applying the model.

o PMF occurs at the ESlocation. The volume of water used for the

PMF is 159.000 m3 (Bullard. 1985).

o No sheet flow or evapotranspiration occurs and all of the flood
waters are retained in the alluvium upgradient from the shaft
location.

o ES1 has an inside diameter of 3.7 m.

O Both ES-1 and ES-2 in the Tlva Canyon have an outside diameter of
4.3 m. In this analysis an overbreak of 0.08 m on each side of the
shaft is assumed giving an excavated diameter of 4.4 m.

o MPZ in Tiva Canyon Member extends from shaft wall to a radius of
4.4 c from the centerline of the shaft.

o Hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium varies from 105 to 100 cm/s
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979, pp. 29, 147.).

o Hydraulic conductivity of the Tiva Canyon Member varies from 105

to 10.2 c/s (Fernandez et al. 1987).

o Alluvial grade of the water course is 0.16 (based on average water
course grade in Coyote Wash).

o Radius of influence is 76.2 m (based on the approximate width of
alluvium at ES-1 location.
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o Depth of alluvium is 9.1 m (based on depth of alluvium at borehole

USW C-4).

o Porosity of alluvium is 0.30 (Fernandez et al.. 1967. Appendix D).

3.2.2.3 Inflow Volumes

Applying the model described above, the maximum, yearly inflow into

the ES-1 is computed following a PMF event. Because no evapotranspiration

and sheet flow out of the drainage basin are assumed, flow into the shaft

will continue until the initial water volume associated with the PMF is

depleted. For the majority of cases evaluated, the initial flood volume is

depleted within the first year following the flooding event. Figure 3.7

illustrates the flow into the shaft for a broad range of conditions pre-

dicted by the model described in Section 3.2.2.1 and using the input

volumes given in Section 3.2.2.2. The flow volumes can range from ap.

proximately 30 to 20,640 m3/year. By comparison, for anticipated condit-

ions as defined in Fernandez et al. (1987), the computed, estimated volume

of water entering ES-1 was approximately 44 m3/year. In some instances.

differences are observed between the two models assumed for the HPZ.

Differences occur for two reasons. First, flow occurs through the MPZ and

the shaft fill. If the majority of the total flow occurs through the shaft

fill, the difference between the flows associated with each MPZ model is

negligible or small. Secondly, flow into the MPZ and shaft fill can be no

greater than the rate at which the water is released from the alluvium

using the Dupuit assumption of radial flow to the shaft. Thus, when the

saturated, hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium is low, the volume of

water entering the MPZ and shaft fill is less than the full capacity of the

HPZ and shaft fill. Therefore, no discrimination between the models is

observed. A more complete explanation of the shape of the curves.

presented in Figure 3-7, is given in Appendix B.

3.2.2.4 Duration and Rate of Flow Into Shaft

In addition to knowing the total flow down the shaft, it is also

important to understand the rate. and duration of flow into the shaft.

Figures 3.6 to 3-11 illustrate the rate and duration of flow into the upper
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM (cm/s)

Figure 3-7. Estimated Volumes Of Water Entering ES-1 (PMF. Shaft Fill

Conductivity - 10 2 cm/s. Excavated Shaft Diameter - 4.42 m)
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`

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM = 100cm/s

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM =10 cm/s

I

Figure 34. Estimated Duration of Flovw Into ES-I (PMF. Hydraulic Conduc.
tivity of Alluvium - 100 and 10 cm/s)
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM a 1 cm/s

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM a 10-1 cm/s

Figure 3-9. Estimated Duration of Flows Into ES-1 (PMF. Hydraulic Conduc-
tivity of Alluvium - 1 and 0.1 cm/s)
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM a 102 cm/s

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM =10.3 cm/s

I

Figure 3-10. Estimated Duration of Flows Into ES-l-(PMF, Hydraulic Conduc-
civity of Alluvium - 10 2 cm/s and 10 3 Cm/s)
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM 10-4 cm/s

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM a 10 11 cm/s

Figure 3-11. Estimated Duration of Flows Into ES-1 (PMF, Hydraulic Conduc-

tivity of Alluvium - 10 and 10 cm/s)
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portion of the shaft. The data presented by these figures are used as the

input functions of water flow into shaft to evaluate the potential for

water buildup in the sump of the ES.

Each graph in Figures 3-8 through 3-11 illustrates water flows into

the ES assuming a constant value of hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium.

The range of hydraulic conductivity values for alluvium is 10 5 to 100 cm/s

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 29). Each graph further illustrates the

effect of altering the hydraulic conductivity of the Tiva Canyon Member.

located immedlately below the alluvium. Because the MPZ models are related

to the undisturbed, rock-mass hydraulic conductivity of the Tiva Canyon. a

distinction between the different MPZ models is also displayed.

As indicated earlier. duration of flow and rate of flow (Figures 3-S

to 3-11) are important considerations as to how water can potentially build

up at the base of the shaft. Both considerations are discussed below.

Duration of flow is dependent on the flow that occurs as described In

Section 3.2.1.1. i.e.. Tiva Canyon flow. alluvial flow, and radial or shaft

flow. These flows are dependent on the selected hydraulic properties of

the alluvium and the Tiva Canyon Member. If the selected hydraulic

properties are low, the time to drain the waters retained in the alluvium

can be long. Conversely, if the hydraulic conductivities are high. the

duration of flow into the shaft is limited. This effect is clearly

displayed in Figures 3-8 to 3-11. When the hydraulic conductivity of the

alluvium is high, 100 cm/s, the duration of flow into the shaft is computed

as approximately 10'2 days or less than 15 minutes (Figure 3-8a). When the

alluvial hydraulic conductivity is low, 10 cm/s. drainage of flow into

the shaft is computed to occur up to 1000 days (Figure 3-11b) following the

PMF The effects of changing duration is also noticed when the hydraulic

conductivity of the Tiva Canyon Member changes. As the hydraulic conduc-

tivity of the Tiva Canyon Member decreases from 10 to 10 cm/s. the

duration of flow into the shaft increases. This effect is noticed on the

graphs in Figures 3-8 to 3-11a. However, the effect is more pronounced In

total durations when the alluvial hydraulic conductivity decreases.

Another important consideration. aside from the duratlon of flow. is

the rate of flow into the shaft. Flow into the upper portion of the shaft

is control ed by the radial flow from the alluvium to the shaft or the flow
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through the MPZ and the shaft fill. If the radial flow Ls greater than the

potential for flow through the MPZ and shaft fill. the flow entering the

MPZ and shaft fill will be controlled by hydrologic properties of the MPZ

and shaft fill. This condition suggests that the more water flow that is

restricted from entering the shaft and the MPZ due to the properties of the

KPZ and the shaft fill, the greater will be the flow down the wash in the

alluvium further reducing flow into the shaft. If the radial flow is less

than the potential for flow through the MPZ and shaft fill, then the flow,

entering the MPZ and shaft fill is limited by the radial flow toward the

upper portion of the shaft (Figures 3.8 to 3.11). For example. when the

alluvial hydraulic conductivity is 100 to 0.1 c/s. radial flow to the

shaft is greater than the capacity of flow through both the MPZ and shaft

fill. Therefore, a distinction between the cumulative flows for both MPZ

models is noticed. As the alluvial hydraulic conductivity decreases fur.

ther. the radial flow into the shaft decreases until the radial flow into

the upper portion of the shaft is less than full-flow capacity of the MPZ

and shaft fill. This effect is first noticed (Figure 3-9b) when the flow

model is 60 times the Tiva Canyon hydraulic conductivity of 10'2 cm/s. The

flow rate Into the upper portion of the shaft is further reduced as the

alluvial hydraulic conductivity is reduced. When the alluvial hydraulic
.5conductivity is extremely low, I.e., 10 cm/S, the flow through all MPZ

and shaft models is controlled by the radial flow toward the shaft. In

this case (Figure 3-11b). no distinction between any of the MPZ models is

possible. It is also true that when flow through these MPZ models is less

than their full flow capacity, the model is only partially saturated. As

mentioned earlier, the data presented in Figures 3-8 to 3-11 are used as

input to estimate the potential for water buildup at the base of the ES.

3.2.3 Model Used for Water Flow out of the Shaft

If water enters the shaft at a rate faster than it can be effectively

drained. buildup of water in the shaft is possible. Further, if water

buildup is greater than the sump capacity, then lateral migration through

the repository station seal, into the underground facility, and ultimately

toward the waste disposal areas Is possible. The model and input used to
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determine the potential for water buildup In the sump of the ES-1 are

discussed below. As indicated in Section 3.2.2. because the upper portion

of the old ES.2 location is not surrounded by alluvium and is out of the

path of the PMF. the mechanism of water flow from the alluvium into the

shaft as described in Section 3.2.2 does not exist.

3.2.3.1 Model Description

The purpose of this section is to describe the model used in assessing

the potential for water buildup at the base of the ES. It is assumed that

the concrete liner at the base of the shaft has been removed. This cor-

responds to an unlined portion of the shaft approximately 145.5 m from the

base of the shaft to the crown of the repository station drift. The

modeled sump depth is about 140 m, I.e., the distance from the Invert* of

the repository station drift to the base of the shaft. The excavated

diameter of the sump is 4.42 m The entire shaft is assumed to be

backfilled with a shaft fill having a porosity of 0.3. Figure 3.12

illustrates the physical model described above.

To compute the maximum buildup of water at the base of the shaft the

following conservative assumptions are made: (1) the amount of water

entering the upper portion of the shaft (see Section 3.2.2.4) is trans-

ported immediately to the base of the shaft and (2) no leakage outside of

the MPZ occurs above the buildup of water in the base of the shaft. In

reality, leakage of water into the rock mass outside of the MPZ can occur
as water migrates down the MPZ. The reason for restricting the downward

flow of water to the MPZ and shaft fill is primarily to maximize the build-

up of water at the base of the shaft. If water inflow to the shaft is

dispersed into the undisturbed rock mass, the significance of the presence

of the KPZ and shaft fill diminishes.

Once water reaches the base of the shaft, buildup of water occurs

increasing the saturation levels In the bulk rock. As water buildup

*The invert is the lowest point in elevation of the drift. This sump depth
of 140m corresponds to that presented in MacDougall et al. (1987,
P. 4-69).
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BEDROCK

LINER

EXTENT OF
PERMEABILITY

SHAFT FILL

REPOSITORY STATION SEAL

REPOSITORY LEVEL-

l40m Sump

Figure 3-12. Schematic of Model
Exploratory Shaft

Used to Compute Waater Balance In the
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occurs, water can also drain through -the bulk rock at the base of the

shaft, predominantly through fractures. Only when the height of water in

the shaft reaches the invert of the repository station drift does water

have the potential to pass through the repository station seals. (Two

repository station drifts extend from the exploratory shaft.)

Flow from the base of the shaft is predicted by analytical solutions

used for calculating the saturated hydraulic conductivity above the water.

table using borehole infiltration tests. Flow through the repository

station seals is described by Darcy's law.

Several analytical solutions described in Stephens and Neumin (1982.

p 642) were considered in computing the flow through the sump of the

shaft. It should be noted that Stephens and Neuman .valuated the suit-

ability of several analytical solutions to predict the saturated hydraulic

conductivity of sails. The pressure head in the soils evaluated ranged

from 0 to -1.6 m of water. (Stephens and Neuman. 1982. p. 644). The

pressure head In the matrix of tuff can range from 0 to -1000 m of water
(Peters et al., 1984, p. 2). However, because we are computing the

drainage of water from a shaft sump that is located predominantly in a

highly fractured welded tuff, drainage will occur primarily through the

fractures. Because these fractures are closely spaced and because the

range of pressure heads for fractures (O to -1 m) (Wang and Narasimhan,

1985, p. 24; Klavetter and Peters. 1986, p. 20), is similar to that of

coarse sand, we feel that selected analytical solutions presented by

Stephens and Neuman can reasonably approximate the drainage from a shaft.
Futhermore, a better understanding of the hydrologic characteristics and

the drainage properties of fractured tuff will be obtained by field tests

associated with the Exploratory Shaft testing.

The analytical solutions considered in this report included those

developed by Clover, Rasberg-Terletskata, and Zanger (Stephens and Newman,

1982. pp. 640.659). To evaluate the differences between these analytical

solutions, Stephens and Neuman defined two dimensionless quantities. Cu and

H0. defined as
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The value of A in the Zanger equation represents the length of the shaft in

hydraulic contact with the rock. Because the drainage rate is directly

proportional to Cu, a relative comparison of Cu factors can illustrate a

difference in the drainage rate out of the shaft. A comparison of the CU

factor, for the analytical solutions considered, Is presented in

Figure 3-13a. In Figure 3-13b, the flow rates from the shaft, as computed

for each analytical solution, are displayed. To be conservative, the

lowest drainage rate is selected in computing the drainage from the shaft

sump. This suggests that the Nasberg-Terletskata formula is used for the

majority of shaft, i.e., the lower 325 m of the shaft In the upper part

of the shaft, the Zanger formula provides a lower drainage rate.

When the height of water tn the shaft is greater than the sump depth,

drainage can also occur through the station seals. Flow through the sta-

tion seals is defined by the following equation:
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Figure 3-13. Comparison of Methods Used to Compute Drainage From Shaft
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If it is assumed that the pressure head (equal to the height of water

above) is dissipated by vertical flow, then as the height of water builds

up in the shaft, the gradient across the plug Increases. The following

sections describe the input values of K used in formulas given above.

3.2.3.2 Input Values Used

The sump of the ES will be constructed predominantly in the densely

welded portion of the Topopah Spring Hember with approximately 15 m pene-

trating the nonwelded zeolitic portion of the tuffaceous beds of Calico

Hills. The Topopah Spring Member Is considered to be freely draining and

has a high permeability because of its pervasive and abundant fractures.

The nonwelded portion of the tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills, is not ex-

pected to be as intensely fractured. However, the saturated. bulk-rock

hydraulic conductivity of either the densely welded portion of the Topopah

Spring Member or the nonwelded Calico Hills vitric or zeolitic units is

higher than their matrix hydraulic conductivity. Estimates for the bulk.

saturated hydraulic conductivity are approximately 10 2 to 10 cm/s (Scott

et al., 1983, p. 299) for the Topopah Spring Member and 2.4 X 10 or

103 cm/s for the tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills (Sinnock et al., 1984.

pp. 11-12 and Scott et al., 1983, pp. 299). In calculating the drainage

rate from the sump, the saturated, bulk-rock hydraulic conductivity is

assumed to range from 10 5 to 10 2 cm/s. The selection of a specific value

is dependent on and consistent with the undisturbed, rock-mass hydraulic

conductivity assumed for the MPZ model. For example, if the undisturbed,

rock-mass hydraulic conductivity is 10d cm/s, then the saturated.
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hydraulic conductivity at the base of the shaft is also assumed to be

l04 cm/s. Because the ES-1 is planned to penetrate slightly (approxL-

mately 23 m; DOE. 1988. p. 8.4.31) into the vitric and zeolitLc portion of

the Calico Hills nonwelded unit, the bulk, saturated hydraulic conductivity

of the rock surrounding the sump has been restricted to the maximum value

of 10 3 cm/s for the tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills when the undisturbed.

rock-mass hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be 10 2 cm/s for the MPZ
model. This restriction only slightly reduces the overall, bulk-rock.

hydraulic conductivity of the sump because the majority of the sump

(assumed to be 140 m in MacDougall et al., 1987. p. 4-69) potentially will

be surrounded by welded and highly fractured tuff.

A similar logic is used in selecting the saturated, hydraulic conduc-

tivity of the repository station seal. In general, the repository station

drift seal restores the surrounding rock mass to its original. undisturbed,

rock-mass hydraulic conductivity. The repository station seal if needed

will be located in the densely welded portion of the Topopah Spring Member.

3.2.4 Water Balance in the Exploratory Shaft

Using the inflow rates described by Figures 3.8 and 3-11 in Section

3.2.2 and the appropriate drainage rate from Section 3.2.3. the water

balance in the ES is computed. In all cases, buildup of water is observed

However, in two cases, i.e., when the saturated hydraulic conductivity of

the alluvium is 10' and 10' cm/s, the buildup is limited because the

inflow into the shaft and MPZ is very low. Therefore, graphs of height of

water in the shaft versus time are displayed for only six cases. i.e.. when

the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium is between 100 to 10 3 cm/s.

The results displayed in Figures 3.14 to 3.16 show that the height of
water buildup varies from essentially no water buildup to 126 m. In all

cases when the MPZ model is 20 times or 60 times the undisturbed. rock-mass

hydraulic conductivity, the maximum height of the water reached in the

shaft is below the repository station invert. In all cases evaluated, no

flow through the repository station seal is computed. Again, it should be

stated that shaft inflows predicted here are unanticipated and highly
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM =100 cm/s

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM = 10 cm/s
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM = 1 CM/S

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM a 10-1 cm/&

Figure 3.15. Estimated Buildup of
tivity of Alluvium -

Water in Sump of ES.1
1 cm/s and 0.1 cm/s)

(Hiydraulic Canduc-
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM 10 cm/s

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM =10 cm/s

Figure 3.16. Estimate Buildup of Water in Sump of ES-1 (Hydraulic Conduc-

tivity of Alluvium . 10 2 cm/s and 10 3 cm/s)
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improbable. The approach used in this report was to develop a water flow

scenario that would develop a realistic, upper-bound water flow Into the

shafts.

Several general features are observed in curves in Figures 3.14, 3.15.

and 3.16. The duration of Inflov in all curves is greatest when the Tiva

Canyon hydraulic conductivity is the lowest of the assumed range. i.e.,

10 cm/s. This is to be expected as indicated by the duration of flows on

Figures 3.8 to 3.11. The portion of the curves to the left of the peaks

represent the period during which the drainage from the sump is less than

the inflow into the upper portion of the shaft. The slopes of the curves

beyond the peak are dependent on the hydraulic conductivity of the rock

mass through which the water is draining and the height of water in the

shaft. The greater the rock-mass hydraulic conductivity, the greater is

the slope. The lower the height of water in the shaft the slower is the

drainage and the longer it takes for the water in the shaft to fully drain

from the shaft. In some cases plateaus are observed. These plateaus

represent the condition when the inflow rate into the shaft is equal to the

outflow rate from the base of the shaft. Also, when the inflows are

greater for the 60 times undisturbed, rock-mass high conductivity, the

height of water reached in the shaft is greater.

An additional observation is the point at which the peaks occur for a

specific, undisturbed rock mass hydraulic conductivity. There are two

factors that are important in noting where these peaks occurs, I.e., the

magnitude of inflow and the duration of inflow. For example, when the

alluvial hydraulic conductivity is 100 cm/s, the duration of inflow into

the shaft is short. As the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium

decreases, the time for inflow and drainage from the base of the shaft are

extended. This results in an increase in the height of water reached in

the shaft. When the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium is approxi-

mately 10 2 cm/s, this trend is reversed. The high-water level is reached

vhen the hydraulic conductivity of alluvium is about 10 2 cm/s and the

hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass is 10 cm/s. As the hydraulic

conductivity of the alluvium decreases from 1 cm/s. the maximum height

reached in the sump becomes comparatively lower for the case where the
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rock-mass, hydraulic conductivity is 102 cm/s (see Figures 3-15 and 3*16).

Conversely, a greater buildup of water in the shaft occurs for the case

when the rock-mass, hydraulic conductivity is 10 5 cm/s. This greater

buildup occurs when the rock-mass, hydraulic conductivity is 10' cm/s

because inflow occurs over a long period of time (see Figures 3.10 and

3-1l) and the drainage from the sump is lower than when the rock mass.
hydraulic conductivity is 10.2 cm/S.

3.2.5 Impact of Relocating the Exploratory Shafts

After most of the analyses presented in this report were completed.

the exploratory shaft locations were relocated to the northeast of the
final EA locations as shown in Figure 2-2 and the design of the ES-1 and
ES-2 were modified. The concern raised by this relocation and design

change was the following: Does the influence of erosion and flooding at

the new shaft locations adversely affect the long-term repository

performance? To address this concern a comparison is made of comparative

lnfluence of (1) the erosion and flooding potential at the final EA

location and the new locations and (2) the applicability of the flooding

scenario for the new shaft locations. Section 3.2.5.1 briefly addresses

the erosion potential at the new shaft locations. Section 3.2.5.2 includes-

the results from a flooding analysis which illustrates the potential to

flood the exploratory shafts from the occurence of a PMF. Section 3.2.5.3
Includes a description of a scenario that is perhaps more applicable than

the flooding scenario presented in Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.2.5.4 the

impact of the flooding scenario (described in Section 3.2.1) on the

repository performance using the most current ES-1 and ES-2 designs is

discussed.

3.2.5.1 Erosion Potential at the New Exploratory Shaft Locations

Figure 3.17 shows the old and new locations for the exploratory

shafts. The old location for ES-1 is located in the alluvial-filled
portion of the wash. The old location for ES-2 is situated In bedrock

slightly west of ES 1. Because the new locations of ES1 and ES.2 vill be

collared in bedrock, the potential for eroding alluvium around the shaft

collar is nonexistent. Furthermore, the shaft collars will be located in

the Tiva Canyon Member that caps most of Yucca Mountain. Inthese caprock-
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Figure 3-17. Estimated High-Water Locations Associated With a PMF in the Exploratory Shaft Area



protected areas, erosion Is relatively slow providing a much greater

resistance to downwasting than alluvium (DOE. 1988. p. 1.32). Therefore.

the impact of the potential for focusing waters into the ES-1 due to

erosion of rock at the new, exploratory shaft locations is considered to be

negligible in comparison to the erosion of alluvium at the old exploratory

shaft locations. From an erosional standpoint, the new locations are

preferred over the old locations.

3.2.5.2 Flooding Potential at the New Exploratory Shaft Locations

To illustrate the comparative Influence of flooding, a map defining

the extent of the PMF was developed. In developing this cap the existing

topography and the Manning equation for open channel flow was used. Eight

cross sections were used in developing the PMF high-water marks shown on

Figure 3.17. In applying the Manning equation, the assumptions used were

similar to those used by Squires and Young (1984, p. 24). Specifically,

the values for slope of the energy-grade line used In Manning's equation

was assumed to be equivalent to the slope of the water surface and the

channel bottom. The value for the roughness coefficient, n, in Manning's

equation was assumed to be 0.060. Roughness coefficients used by Squires

and Young ranged from 0.030 to 0.055. Because we are estimating the high.

level marks for the PMF and because n' is proportional to the area of

flow, a greater 'n' value suggests a greater area of flow. This greater

cross-sectional area of flow corresponds to a higher water-level during the

occurrence of a.PMF. Therefore selection of a greater 'n' value (as used

in this analysis) conservatively predicts a higher water-level rise.

Figure 3-17 shows the high-water locations for the PMF relative to the

location of the exploratory shafts assuming two peak discharges. The inner

lines represent the clear water flow only and the outer lines represent the

clear water and debris flows. The peak discharge for the clear water flow

is 95 m3/s (Bullard, 1986). To arrive at the peak discharge for the clear

water plus debris flow, the debris flow is assumed to be 50% of the clear

water flow. Figure 3-17 illustrates that some potential exists for the old

ES-l location-to'be inundated by a PMF. However, the potentia1 for
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inundating the shaft entry points of the new ES-i and ES-2 locations Is

substantially reduced. The horizontal distance of the high-water mark from

the ES1 and ES-2, new locations is 90 m and 70 m. respectively. The'ES-l

and ES2 surface locations are 9 m and 11 m above the highest level of the

PMF flows. Figure 3-18 presents the cross sectional diagrams of the

topography and the water elevations of the PMF the new locations of the

ES-1 and ES-2. These cross sections are presented to illustrate the

distance of the PMF flows from the new ESl and ES2 locations.

From the preceeding discussion it can be concluded that relocation of

the ESs to the northeast from the final EA locations has substantially

reduced the impact that flooding could have on repository performance

because the new shaft locations are at a greater distance from the water

level of the PMF than the old shaft locations.

3.2.5.3 Scenario Describing Uniform Dispersion of Surface Water at Depth

Another concern raised by relocating the exploratory shafts is the

applicability of the original flooding scenario presented in Section 3.2.1;

As discussed earlier, the occurrence of the original scenario was

considered to be highly improbable. Because the shafts at the new

locations will not be in alluvium, the mechanism of water flow into the

shaft assumed in the original flooding scenario is no longer present.

Therefore, the probabllity of water flow into the shafts at the new

location Is even lower than the probability associated with the original

shaft locations.

Another hypothetical scenario that may be more applicable at the new

shaft. locations is proposed below. This scenario was selected to depict

the possibility of a variety of flows including fracture flow to intercept

the shafts and associated MPZs anywhere below the surface. This scenario

involves intense rainfall over the drainage basin associated with the

exploratory shafts. This rainfall is equivalent to the volume associated

with a PMF. Following the rainfall, it is assumed that all of the rainfall

infiltrates into the ground surface either uniformly over the entire

drainage area (Case 1) or only over a more restricted area defined by the

existing water courses (Case 2). These two cases are depicted on

Figure 3 19. In Case . the area considered is upgradient from the new,
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Figure 3l Topographic Cross Sections in th Vincinty of the New ES-I and ES-2 Locations



CASE 2

Topography. Drainage Basin Outline, and Grid Used in
Developing the Uniform Dispersion Scenario

Figure - 19
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exploratory shaft location. In Case 2 the area considered is upgradient
and downgradient from the new, exploratory shaft locations acknowledging

the fact that flow into the shafts can occur from surface locations
downgradient from the surface location of the shaft. Superimposed on the

drainage basin is a network of discrete areas or elements that define the
zones where infiltration occurs. The amount of water entering each element
is proportional to Its area compared with the entire area into which
infiltration is assumed to occur. In Case 1, infiltration occurs over the

entire drainage basin. In Case 2, infiltration occurs only in the areas,

defined by the ephemeral stream locations.

In both cases it is assumed that all of the water from the rainfall is
uniformly dispersed by the fractures in the stratigraphic column beneath
each element. The portion of water that falls on each element and
subsequently enters the ES-1 and ES.2 is schematically depicted on Figure
3.20. The portion of water entering the shafts from each element is
defined by

where V* volUMe OF water entering the exploratory shafts from

rainfall occurring over element "1"
21 a angle formed by the center point of each element and the

assumed extent of the MPZ around each shaft (in degrees).
A - the area of an element "1",

A otal the total area of all the elements, and
VPMF volume associated with a PMF, 13.6 in. of rainfall over the

entire basin.

The total amount of water, Vshafts' entering both ES-1 and ES-2 from 'n"
elements would be

Vshafts
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9.I

SAMPLE SURFACE ELEMENT

.EXPLORATORY
SHAFT AND
MODIFIED
*PERMEABILITY
ZONE

Figure 3.20. Illustration of the water Flov That Enters
Shaft and MPZ From a Single Surface Element

the Exploratory'
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The farther an element is away from an exploratory shaft, the smaller will

be the "21" term and the lower will be the flow of water from an. element to

the shaft.

Using the formulas above, the total amount of water entering both

exploratory shafts for the scenario is 1250 a3 for Case 1 and

1320 m3 for Case 2. These values are considered to be upper bounds for the

scenario because It Is assumed that all of the rainfall, 13.8 in., falling

over the entire basin, infiltrates down through the stratigraphic units and'

laterally to the exploratory shafts. In reality, 13.8 in. does not

infiltrate downward into the stratigraphic column. The majority of

rainfall would exit the drainage basin as a flood volume once the ground

surface saturates to some threshold amount. If runoff occurs after 2 in.

of rainfall, the upper bound of retention indicated by Bullard (1986).

approximately 85%, would exit the drainage basin as runoff. Of the amount

that saturates the soils, only a portion would percolate through the

stratigraphic column. It is therefore reasonable to assume only a fraction

of the 13.8 in. of rainfall would percolate through the stratigraphic

column and migrate laterally to the exploratory shafts. A more realistic

volume of water entering both shafts would therefore be an amount 1 to 2

orders of magnitude lower than the amount computed earlier. Therefore.

volumes of approximately 10 m3 to 100 m3 are more realistic estimates of

water entering the shafts during a PMF. These estimated volumes of shaft

inflow are extremely small volumes when compared to the maximum volume

computed from the original scenario described in Section 3.2.1. In fact.

these small volumes could be contained within the ES-1 sump.

Nevertheless, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new ES-1 and

ES-2 designs, shaft inflows computed from the original flooding analyses

are assumed to enter the ES-l.

3.2.5.4 Analysis of the Drainage Capacity of the New Exploratory Shafts
and Associated Facility

The analysis performed in Section 3.2.4 were rerun assuming the new

ES-l and ES.2 designs. In the nev ES-1 deign the sump is 110 m rather

than 140 m. The nev ES-2 sump is approximately 30 m rather than 3 m.

Thus, the total sump storage capacity for the new ES designs remains
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approximately the same as that for the old ES designs. It Is also

Important to note that the drifts between ES 1 and ES-2 provide additional

storage and drainage capacity and slope towards the ES-1. The drainage

pattern is illustrated in Figure 3.21. This drainage pattern suggests that

water entering the ES-1 or ES-2 would first have to fill up the sumps of

ES-1 and ES-2 as well as portions of the ESF drifts before water would exit

the ESF into the connecting access drifts. -

The results obtained from running the same analysis described in

Sectlin 3.2.4 using the current or new ES designs. are discussed below.

Because the new ES 1 sump is approximately 30 m shallower than the old ES-1

design, the maximum height of water reached in the ES-l exceeds the

elevation of the repository station in two cases-first, when the hydraulic

conductivities of the alluvium and the welded tuff units are assumed to be

10 2 cm/s and 1o'5 cm/s. respectively, and second, when the hydraulic

conductivities of the alluvium and the welded tuff units are assumed to be

10 1 cm/s and 10' cm/s, respectively. In the first case the maximum

height of water reached in the shaft was computed to be approximately 125 m

and the flow past the repository station seals at the ESF location was

computed as 40 m 3 For the second case, the maximum height of water

reached In the shaft was also about 125 m but the duration of height above

the repository station elevation was much less than for Case 1. The flow

past the repository station seals was computed to be 3 m3 for Case 2.

For the first case where the potential flow past the repository

station seals was computed to be 40 m3 , the storage capacity of the ESF and

the ES-2 would easily cotain this flow. The storage capacity of ESF

between the ES-1 and ES-2, assuming the drifts are backfilled was computed

as 650 m3 In addition, the storage capacity of the new ES-2 sump is about
3

100 m3

3.2.5.5 Conclusions

From these computations it is concluded that the presence of the

exploratory shafts , including their associated MPZ and shaft fill, does not

compromise the performance of two repository because:
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Figure 3-21. Drift Drainage Pattern Proposed In the Vicinity of the Explotatory Shafts



o Even when a highly improbable flooding scenario (and possibly an

incredible scenario at the new ES locations), is considered at the

new ES locations, any water entry past the repository station seals

Is contained within the ESF.

o The more realistic scenario presented in Section 3.2.5.3.

postulated shaft inflows associated with a PMF to be 10 to 100 m3

These volumes can be contained within the sump of ES-1 even if no,

drainage from the sump is assumed.

3.3 Potential for Enhancing Radionuclide Release From Air Movement Due to
Convective Forces

For a repository located above the water table, there is the pos-

sibility of release of radionuclide by air flow out of the repository

through the shafts or through the hose rock. In Fernandez et al. (1987.

p. 3.22) a performance goal for air flow out of the shafts and their

associated MPZs was established considering the total gaseous-releases that

could potentially occur for C-14 and 1-129. The performance goal estab-

lished was that air flow through the shafts and their associated MPZs

should be no greater than 25% of the total air flow. This section evalu-

ates the potential magnitude of air flow rates from the repository and

compares the relative influences of the shafts, ramps, and host rock in

allowing air flow to occur. More specifically, the calculations examine

the influence of the MPZ around the shafts and ramps and the degree to

which flow can be limited by backfilling or sealing the shafts.

After emplacement of waste canisters, heat is initially transferred by

conduction from the waste canisters to the surrounding rock. Vertical

temperature gradients will develop from the repository horizon, and poten-

tially affect air and water density. If sufficient energy in the form of

heat is imparted to the air or water vapor, convective transport is estab-

lished.

3.3.1 Air Flow Mechanisms

Two potential air flow mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 3-22.

Mechanism A assumes that no upward flow occurs through the host rock
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MECHANISM A

EMPLACEMENT
EXHAUST

- SHAFTEXPLORATORY
SHAFT

MAN AND
MATERIALS

SHAFT

MECHANISM B

EMPLACEMENT
EXHAUST

SHAFT
EXPLORATORY

SHAFT
(ES-2)

EXPLORATORY
SHAFT
(ES-1)

MAN AND
MATERIALS

SHAFT

FLOW THROUGH ROCK MASS

FLOW THROUGH SHAFT

Figure 3-22. Mechanisms for Convective Air Flow (A) Flow Through Shafts
Only and (B) Flow Through Shafts and Rock'
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relative to flow through the shafts, ramps, and drifts. ES-1 and ES-2 are

within the repository area, and the temperature gradient is relatively high

near the repository horizon due to the emplacement of thermally hot waste

packages. The men-andmaterials shaft, the emplacement exhaust shaft and

the ramps are located outside or just inside the repository perimeter, and

the temperature gradients are lower. In response to these temperature

gradients, air will tend to rise in ES-1 and ES2. and may be drawn in

through the other entries. The mechanism may occur if the shafts and

drifts are open, or if the backfill is relatively permeable so that the

resistance to air flow through the backfill is less than that through the

rock. In Mechanism B, convective air transport is assumed to occur through

the host rock. The waste disposal areas are relatively hot and the heated

air tends to rise vertically through the rock as well as through ES-1 and

ES-2. Air is drawn in through the peripheral entries to maintain pressure

in the rooms.

The analyses presented in this report consider Mechanism B in detail.

As discussed subsequently for shafts filled with an engineered material

(hydraulic conductivity less than 10 2 cm/s), the flow of air out of the

repository would be dominantly through the rock. A detailed discussion of

Mechanism A and a comparison between the two mechanisms is presented in

Appendix C of Fernandez et al. (1987).

3.3.2 Method of Analysis

The mechanism of convective air flow through a heated repository is

considered to be analogous to air flow through an underground mine result-

ing from natural ventilation. Draft air pressures are calculated by the

density method. Air flows are assumed to be induced by the draft air

pressure and are calculated using a network resistance model similar to

that used in mine ventilation studies (Hartman, 1982. pp. 239-245). Flow

is assumed to be governed by Darcy's law. In Appendix C, a relationship is

derived for convective air transport through backfilled shafts and frac-

tured rock from the assumptions mentioned above.

The principal input parameters are the resistance to air flow of the

underground openings and the host rock, and the pressure gradient calcu-

lated from the difference in pressure between the inlet and outlet points
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as derived by the air density profiles. A detailed discussion of the

assumptions made in the analysis is presented in Appendix C. The assump-

tions may be. summarized as follows: 1) Darcy's law is valid; 2) air tem-

peratures in the shaft are the same as in the adjacent rock; 3) air flow Is

incompressible and the air is dry; and 4) air circulation occurs along

specified paths.

3.3.3 Model Description

Air flows were calculated by assembling a network stiffness matrix
(ZienkLewic:, 1977. pp. 12.13) of various resistances representing the

network of underground openings and the rock mass, by applying pressure

boundary conditions, and by solving a system of linear simultaneous equa.

tions to calculate nodal pressures. Air flows were then calculated through

the network. The following sections describe the temperature and pressure
boundary conditions, air conductivities (material properties), and model

geometry (networks) used in the analyses.

3.3.3.1 Temperature and Pressure Distributions

Draft pressures were calculated using the accepted mine ventilation

practice of computing pressure gradients (at the repository horizon) on the
basis of differences In air density at the inlet and outlet points. The

first step requires the temperature profiles at the potential repository

inlet and outlet points. The inlet and outlet temperature at the ground

surface were assumed to be 13C. For purposes of calculating air densi-

ties, a peak temperature profile was estimated for the ES-1 based on a peak

temperature of 115 C at the repository horizon. (The source of this tem-

perature is the heat liberated from the radioactive waste contained in the

waste packages.) At the time at which the peak temperature is attained,

the temperature at the other entries outside the repository is assumed to

be 23 C, indicative of the geothermal gradient. Using a value comparable

to the geothermal gradient is conservative because the actual temperature

at the repository ho;'zon will be greater than 23C. By assuming a value

of 23 C the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet entries

will be greater resulting in greater-pressure gradients and subsequently
greater air flows. In this way, this analysis is anticipated to be

conservative.
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The calculated draft pressure using the method described above was

0.35 kPa, which corresponds to 1.4 inches of water gage. By comparison.

according to Hartman (1982. p. 240) the natural ventilation pressure gene-r

ated by natural geothermal energy in mines is usually less than 0.5 inches

water gage, and seldom exceeds three inches except in extreme cases. The

calculated draft pressure falls within this range for this mechanism and

would be expected to be higher than 0.5 inches. since the heat generation

due to radioactive waste in an underground nuclear waste repository results

in larger temperature contrasts than those experienced in a typical under.

ground mine.

3.3.3.2 Flow Path Resistances

The resistance to air flow for incompressible fluid flow through

shafts and drifts Is dependent on the lengths and cross-sectional areas of

the flow paths, and the air conductivities of the backfill. surrounding

MPZ, and host rock. In the present analyses, MPZs were modeled around the

shafts and ramps accessing the repository, but not around the drifts (see

below). The cross-sectional areas and length for the flowpaths for verti-

cal and horizontal emplacement are summarized in Tables 3-2 and 3.3 respec-

tively. The cross sectional areas of the MPZ developed around the shafts

were assumed to extend out one radius from the wall. For ramps which have

a noncircular cross section, the MPZ area was calculated from the equiva-

lent radius of a circle with the same area.

For flow through undisturbed rock it is necessary to know the cross-

sectional area of the roof of the repository (waste rooms, submains and

mains). This area is estimated to be 983.700 ,2 for vertical emplacement

or 486.000 m2 for horizontal emplacement. In these analyses, the roof

areas above the mains and submains were included in the calculation since

it is expected thermal convection would develop throughout the underground

repository. The equivalent conductivity for flow through the rock to the

ground surface was calculated according to the relation for flow in series

(Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 34). In the present analyses, the thickness

of the welded units (Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring) is 260 a and the
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Table 3-2. Summary of Areas and Lengths * Vertical Emplacement

Modified
Backfilled(a) Permeability

Area (A) Zone b)Area Length

Flowpath (m2) (m2)

Waste Ramp 34.2 115.8 2012
Tuff Ramp 42.8 136.8 1410
Men-and-Materials Shaft 29.2 , 105.9 314
EE Shaft 29.2 105.9 314
ES-l 10.5 42.9 311
ES-2 10.5 42.9 311

(a)(b)Backfi1led area is based upon inside dimension of lined shaft or ramp.
MPZ based upon three times the excavated area of the shaft or ramp which
corresponds to an MPZ extending one radius from the edge of the
excavated, shaft wall.

Table 3-3. Summary of Areas and Lengths * Horizontal Emplacement

Modified
Bickfilled(a) Permeability

Area (A) Zone(b)Area Length

Flowpath (m 2) (m2) (m)

Waste Ramp 28.3 96.5 2012
Tuff Ramp 30.1 96.5 1410
Men-and-Materials Shaft 29.2 105.9 314
EE Shaft 29.2 105.9 314
ES-1 10.5 42.9 311
ES-2 10.5 42.9 311

(b)Backfilled area is based upon inside dimension of lined shaft or ramp.
MPZ based upon three times the excavated area of the shaft or ramp which
corresponds to an MPZ extending one radius from the edge of the
excavated, shaft wall.
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thickness of the nonwelded Paintbrush is 40 m. The air conductivity* of

the nonwelded Paintbrush was assumed to be either 3 x 10 7 or 3 x

10' S/min. This corresponds to a range of hydraulic conductivity from

10 to 10 Cm/s.** The welded tuff units (Tiva Canyon andTopopah
Spring) were assumed to have either an air conductivity of 3 x 10 or 3 x

10' m/mn. This corresponds to a range of hydraulic conductivities of

from 10 to 10 2 c/s (Scott et al.. 1983. p. 299).

Three combinations of bulk rock hydraulic conductivity were evaluate'

in the analysis. These combinations were selected to cover a range of

conductivities for welded and nonwelded tuff and to examine the influence

of a thinner less permeable layer of nonwelded tuff on overall air flow

rates if the welded tuff conductivity were high (10 2 cm/s).

Nonwelded Hydraulic Welded Hydraulic
Conductivity Conductivity

(cm/s (cm/s)

Combination 1 (Low) 10 10.2
Combination 2 (Intermediate) 10.3 10.2
Combination 3 (High) 10 10 2

The equivalent air conductivity of the modified permeability zone was

taken to be either 20 or 60 times higher than the conductivity of the

undisturbed tuff averaged over an annulus one radius wide extending from

the shaft wall. The equivalent conductivity factor of 20 corresponds to

expected conditions at depth. The equivalent conductivity factor under.

worst case assumptions ranged from 40 to 80 times the undisturbed tuff

conductivity. The average value of 60 was selected for analysis. The

equivalent conductivity factor of the overlying rock was determined, as

explained previously to take into account strata with varying

conductivities, and the MPZ was assumed to be either 20 or 60 times more

permeable than the undamaged rock in each stratigraphic unit.

*Air conductivity may be derived by calculating an intrinsic permeability
from the hydraulic conductivity relationship presented by Freeze and
Cherry (1979. p. 27) and then by calculating the-air conductivity using
the fluid properties of air.

**The range considered here bounds value for the bulk, saturated hydraulic

conductivity of 2.4 x 10 cm/s given by Sinnock et al. (1984. p. 12) for
the Paintbrush nonwelded unit.
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Air conductivities in the backfill were varied over a range from 3.0 x

10. m/min to 3.0 m/min, equivalent to a range of hydraulic conductivity

from 10'4 to 100 cm/s. The upper bound for air conductivity corresponds to

a gravel, while the lover bound corresponds to a silty sand (Freeze and

Cherry. 1979, p. 29). The lower bound might also correspond to a compacted

backfill engineered for low permeability by adding silt or clay fines.

3.3.4 Model Results

The convective air flow analysis results are presented as a series of

plots. The relationship of total flow rate out of the repository to the

shaft fill, air conductivity for vertical and horizontal emplacement con-

figurations, and low and high modified permeability zone models are pre.

sented in Figures 3-23 through 3.26. The flow rate through ES-1 and ES.2

expressed as a percentage of the total flow rate out of the repository are

presented in Figures 3.27 through 3.30. The three curves on each plot

represent the low, intermediate', and high rock conductivity combination

presented previously.

The distribution of flow through the shaft fill, the MPZ. and the tuff

rock rock was found to be dependent on the shaft fill, air conductivity.

Wit high shaft fill, air conductivity of 1 m/min, the flow into and out of

the repository is dominantly through the shaft fill with total flow ranging

from approximately 1 to 10 m3 /min. depending on the conductivity of the

roof rock. With low fill conductivities (less than 10 m/mn), flow into

the repository is primarily through the modified permeability zone, while

flow out of the repository is dominantly through the tuff roof, and total

flow rates are less than 0.1 m/min. The high conductivity MPZ model

results in a somewhat higher flow rate than the low conductivity MPZ model

under these circumstances. The conductivity of the tuff units in series

influences the total air flow through the repository. For the high conduc-

tivity combination, the total flow begins to level off toward a constant

value at a shaft fill, air conductivity of about 10 m/min. For the

intermediate and low conductivity combinations, this stabilization of total

flow occurs at shaft fill, air conductivity of approximately 10 5 m/min.

At low, backfill air conductivity, the total flow rate varies over two

orders of magnitude depending on the air conductivity of the rock.
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SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY(cm/s)

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Figure 3.23. Total Flow Rate as a Function of Shaft Fill, Air Conductivity
(Vertical Emplacement and Low Conductivity MPZ Model)

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Figure 3-24. Total Flow Rate as a Function of Shaft Fill, Air Conductivity
(Vertical Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model)
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SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Figure 3-25. Total Flow Rate as a Function of Shaft Fill, Air Conductivity
(Horizontal Emplacement and Low Conductivity MPZ Model)

SHAT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3-26. Total Flow Rate as a Function of Shaft Fill, Air Conductivity
(Horizontal Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model)
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SHAFT FILL HYDRACULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3-27 Air Flow Through ES-1 and ES-2 (Shaft Fill and MPZ Flows
Included) as a Percentage of Flow Through the Rock Over
Repository Area (Vertical Emplacement and Low Conductivity
MPZ Model)

SHAFT FIL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3-28.

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (M/MIN)

Air Flow Through ES-1 and ES-2 (Shaft the Fill and MPZ Flows
Included) as a Percentage of Flow Through the Rock Over
Repository Area (Vertical Emplacement and High Conductivity
MPZ Model)
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SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (M/MIN)

Figure 3-29. Air Flow Through ES1 and ES-2 (Shaft Fill and MPZ Flows
Included) as a Percentage of Flow Through the Rock Over
Repository Area (Horizontal Emplacement and Low Conductivity
MPZ Model)

SHAFT FILL HYDRACULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3-30.

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Air Flow Through- ES-1 and ES.2. (Shaft Fill and MPZ. Flows
Included) as a Percentage of Flow Through the Rock Over
Repository Area (Horizontal Emplacement and High Conductivity
MPZ Model)
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In comparing total flow for the vertical and horizontal emplacement

modes, it is apparent that the results are very similar. This is because

the geometry of the shafts and ramps accessing the repository are very

similar. At high, backfi1l air conductivity. flow is dominantly through

the shafts and ramps. At low, backfill conductivity, resistance to flow is

dominantly through the MPZ of the inlet shafts and ramps. In this

analysis, no attempt has been made to distinguish temperature fields be-

tween the two emplacement modes although this may have some influence on,

calculated upper-bound, convective air-flow rates. It is reiterated that

the assumption of the inlet shafts/ramps being at geothermal temperature is

conservative for both emplacement modes.

The analysis indicates that the percentage of flow through ES-1 and

ES-2 to total flow is also dependent on shaft fill, air conductivity. When

the backfil1 conductivity is low, the percentage of flow through the shafts

and ramps is also low, regardless of the existence of either a low or high

conductivity MPZ. For example, for vertical emplacement. with a shaft fill

having an air conductivity less than 3 x 10 4 m/in (equivalent to a

hydraulic conductivity of 10 2 cm/s) the contribution of ES-1 and ES-2

shaft to total flow is less than 2.5%. The percentage is somewhat higher

for horizontal emplacement, and this is attributable to a smaller roof area

which tends to increase the percentage flow through 3-1 and ES2. Never-

theless, for either emplacement mode the percentage is smaller than 2.5%

when the backfill air conductivity is less than 10 4 /min. As indicated

In Section 3.3. the performance goal established for air flow out of the

exploratory shafts was that no more than 25% of the total flow out of the

repository go through these shafts. The value of 2.5% given above

therefore represents an even more conservative release of air through the

shafts; i.e., one order of magnitude less than the performance goal.

3.3.5 Conclusions

From the preceding discussion, it is concluded that the exploratory

shafts (including shaft fill and the MPZ) are not likely to be preferential

pathways for gaseous radionuclide releases if the air conductivity of the

shaft fill is less than about 3 x 10 m/min This conclusion is reached

because:
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o When the air conductivity is greater than this value. the air fl0w

through the shaft fill and MPZ is predominantly through the shaft

o When the conductivity of the shaft fill is lower, flow through the

MPZ is proportionally greater than flow through the backfill.

However, because the total air, flow through the MPZ and the shaft
fill as compared to flow through the roof rock over the repository,,
is extremely low, I e., less than 2.5%. the potential release of
air through the MPZ will also be low.

O The temperatures used at the repository horizon in the convective
air flow analysis are greater than those anticipated to occur at
this location. Hence the driving force for this air flow scenario

is larger than what would be expected under maximum thermal
convections at the repository. Also, as the repository cools and

before it heats up. thermally induced air flow is of lesser
consequence.

Further, obtaining a shaft fill having a hydraulic conductivity of

10 2 cm/s is achievable. For example, for cohesionless materials (i.e..

with no clay), values may range from as high is 100 cm/s for a clean,

coarse gravel or rock fill to 10 cm/s for a fine silt. Specific values

within this range can be engineered by crushing and screening crushed tuff..

Lower values of hydraulic conductivity can be obtained by adding clay or
crushed tuff. For example, a value of about 10 10 cm/s can be obtained
from a mixture of crushed tuff with 30% Na-bentonite (Fernandez et al..
1987; Appendix D).

3.4 Potential for Enhancing Radionuclide Release From Air Movement Due to
Barometric Forces

This section evaluates the potential volumes of air displaced out of
ES-1 or ES-2 due to barometric forces. These barometric forces are created

-by pressure differences that are induced by postulated meteorological

events occurring at the exploratory shaft locations. The purpose of the

analyses in this section is to predict what volume of air contained in the

shaft fill and MPZ under unsaturated conditions can be displaced due to
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several meteorological events. If only a portion of the shaft fill and MPZ

air volume is displaced when the pressure drop occurs at the surface. the

surface air will be forced Into the shaft fill and MPZ when the pressure

reversal (pressure Increase) occurs at the surface. As a result,

contaminated air that reaches the shaft is not continuously displaced by

barometric forces.

3.4.1 Model Description

Air pressure differences between the repository knd the surface will

cause air to move through shafts and ramps accessing the repository. Air

movement may also be induced through the rock. The direction of air move-

ment will be from areas of high pressure to those with low pressure. The

magnitude of the flow rate will be proportional to the pressure difference.

the air conductance, and the cross-sectional area through which air flows.

A one-dimensional, air flow model was developed to evaluate flow

induced by barometric changes at the surface. Assumptions used in the

development of the model include:

o Darcy's law is valid for flow through the shafts and ramps; this

assumption requires that air flow be laminar.

o Atmospheric pressure follows a sinusoidal function. Individual

pressure cycles occur within minutes to a year. The amplitude of

the periodic functions are related to barometric pressure highs and

lows found at Yucca Mountain for various events.

o Air in the repository behaves according to the the Ideal Gas law.

For this analysis, the temperature of the repository is constant,

while the mass of the .air in the repository is allowed to change in

response to barometric pressure variations.

o Compressive storage of the air in the backfilled shafts and ramps

and rock Is negligible compared to the compressive storage in the

repository.
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o The MPZ model is the same as that used in the previous analyses of

convective flow.

This model is structured to describe porous media flow between the

repository and the surface air in response to a sinusoidal variation in

barometric pressure. The pressure within the repository will also vary

sinusoidally as air leaves and subsequently reenters the repository by way

of thirteen parallel pathways. In this model, these pathways are the

backfills and modified permeability zones associated with all six shafts

and ramps and the host rock mass itself.

3.4.1.1 Physical Model

For purposes of model development, the repository is conceived of as

an enclosed volume with parallel conduits to the surface such as shown in

Figure 3-31. Gas within the repository may enter or leave by way of the

parallel conduits and flow within each conduit is governed by Darcy's flow

law. A pathway may consist of fill emplaced in a lined shaft or ramp, the

surrounding modified permeability zone or the undisturbed rock. Because

the fill and modified permeability zone associated with each shaft and ramp

have different conductivities, flow areas, and lengths, they are treated as

independent flow paths.

3.4.1.2 Mathematical Model and Assumptions

Flow through each conduit is described by Darcy's law:

- air conductivity of the 1th flow path,

- cross sectional area of 1th flow path.

- length of 1th flow path.

- average density of air within the permeable conduit,

- acceleration due to gravity,

- volumetric flow rate (positive for flow out-of repository).
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SURFACE

REPOSITORY HORIZON

Figure 3-31. Schematic of Repository Used in Barometric Pressure Model
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Pr - repository pressure,
Pa - atmospheric pressure.

Zr - repository elevation above a reference datum, and
Za - surface elevation above a reference datum.

The use of P in Equation 3.2 inherently allows for variation in the static

head due to repository and surface elevation differences. Hence. the

difference (Pr P ) is appropriate for all shafts and ramps.

The sum of the volumetric flow rates through all flow paths is also by a

direct application of Darcy's law:

This volumetric flow rate may then be expressed as a molar flow rate,

where M - the molecular weight of air.

nr : moles of air contained within the repository, and

t - time

The molar flow rate is also assumed to be related to the repository pres-

sure through the ideal gas law so that

where Vr = repository volume,

R - ideal gas constant, and

Tr - repository temperature.

Noting that v - f and combining Equations 3.3 through 3.5 yields an ex-
Vr

pression for the response of the repository pressure to atmospheric pres-

sure variations:
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The variation of atmospheric pressure with time is assumed to take the form

of a sinusoid:

Pa - Pao + m sin wt (3-8)

where P -

Mm

the average barometric pressure,

amplitude, which is defined as m - (PH - PL/2,

angular frequency - 2/T,

period.
average high pressure for a specific event, and

average low pressure for a specific event.

The solution to this problem will be presented for various values of ampli-

tude and frequency.

The significance of the constant c is that it is proportional to the

ratio of the volumetric flow rate to the volume of the repository. It also

influences the amplitude and phase relationships of the repository pressure

under periodic conditions as described subsequently. The constant c is

dependent on the air conductivity of all flow paths. The placement of

shaft fill under certain circumstances affects the pressure response of the

underground repository.

The solution to Equations 3-6 and 3-8 is

m sin (wt) -
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The volumetric flow rate can be calculated by substituting the pressure

relationships in Equations 3.8 and 3.9 into Darcy's law (Equation 3-3):

or expressed as a sinusoid with a lagging phase angle

Equation 3.11 may the be integrated over half of any cycle to give the

amount of air entering or leaving a shaft as a consequence of the assumed

barometric pressure variation. Hence, the cyclic volume of displaced air.

V. is given by

Further, the cyclic volume of displaced air may be computed for any flow

path. I:

In Section 3.4.3 results are displayed in terms of the ratio of air

displaced from a shaft, VI, to the volume of air in the shaft fill and MPZ.

The void volume in the shaft fill was calculated from the total volume of

ES1 within the lined shaft with a porosity of 30% and a volume of the

modified permeability zone and an effective, unsaturated rock porosity of

4.2%. The calculated volume of the voids in the exploratory shafts is

1.540 m It is assumed that the porosity of the shaft fill has a constant

value of 30%. This value is at the lower range of porosities (i.e.. 25 to

50%) for natural granular materials and artificial materials, indicated by

standard texts (e.g., Winterkorn and Fang, 1979, p. 257, Davis and DeWeist,

1966. p. 375).
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3.4.2 Input to the Mathematical Model

The cyclic volumetric displacement relationship developed in the

previous section suggests that the displaced volume is proportional to the

pressure amplitude and inversely proportional to the frequency of the

weather event (proportional to the period). To cover a range of potential

weather events, the following were considered:

o A severe thunderstorm event with a time period of five days

o A tornado event with a time period of one minute.

o A seasonal barometric pressure event with a time period of one year

These events are indicated schematically in Figure 3.32 and include a

low frequency/low amplitude seasonal event, an intermediate frequency/

intermediate amplitude event and a high frequency/high amplitude tornado

event.

The severe thunderstorm event represents a bounding event to typical

atmospheric pressure fluctuations (movement of weather fronts) that might
occur at Yucca Mountain. The average high and low pressures for the months
January through December have been compiled by the DOE (1986, p. 3-48) and

Indicate that the pressure amplitude ranges from 8.6 mbars to 19.0 bars

(0.25 to 0.56 in. Hg). Various strip charts at Yucca Mountain have been

reviewed and indicate that a typical pressure variation for thunderstorm

event occurs over approximately five days.

There are no published values for barometric pressure fluctuations for

tornadoes which is due to pressure measurement difficulties during such
events. An approximate value may be derived from the Bernoulli equation

for conservation of energy for fluid flow and the equation of state for an

adiabatic expansion of air. If it is assumed that the initial pressure is

850 mbars (25.1 in. Hg). and that the tornado 'event results in an air

velocity of 200 mph (89.4 m/s), then the calculated drop in pressure is 132

mbars (3.9 in Hg). This calculated value may be compared to the difference

between high and low pressure extremes recorded in the United States

(Valley, 1986, p. 3-30). The high and-low extremes are 1,063.3 and

954.8 mbars respectively with a difference of 108 mbars or an equivalent
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EVENT I - THUNDERSTORM

2.5t .0 7.5 1 .0 1.5 15.0

TIME (days)

EVENT 2 - TORNADO

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112131

TIME (min)

EVENT 3 - SEASONAL FLUCTUATION

TIME (days)

Figure 3-32. Barometric Pressure Events
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pressure amplitude of 54 mbars. It is further assumed that the tornado

pressure event would hover over the exploratory shaft for approximately one

minute (Church. 1987).

The seasonal fluctuation in barometric pressure is derived from dif-

ferences between average pressures in January and June (DOE. 1986,

p 3-48). The calculated difference is 3.0 mbars (0.09 in. Hg).

Other parameters are required for conducting analysis, these include:

1) the air conductivities of the shaft fill. the surrounding MPZ. and the

undisturbed rock; 2) the lengths and areas of the parallel flow paths;

3) the volume of the repository; and 4) the repository temperature.

In these analyses, the same range of shaft fill, air conductivities,

the same combination of rock conductivities, and the same modified per-

meability zone models were used as the convective air flow analyses. The

analyses were conducted for both vertical and horizontal emplacement op.

tions as in the convective air flow analysis. Tables 3-2 and 3-3 summarize

cross-sectional areas and lengths for each of the flow paths.

The cross-sectional area of rock flow path was again taken to be equal

to the combined roof area of a11 underground mains, submains and rooms

(983,700 m2 for vertical emplacement or 486,000 m for horizontal emplace-

ment). The area of modified permeability zones surrounding either shafts

or ramps was taken as three times the excavated area. In addition, the

temperature of the air underground was taken as 115 C for determining the

mass of air in the repository.

3.4.3 Model Results

The results of the analysis are presented as a series of plots relat-

ing the ratio of total flow or displaced volume out of ES-1 to void volume

in ES-I*, and the surrounding MPZ versus backfill air conductivity. A

*While the discussion for these analyses focus on the ES-1, the results are
equally applicable for the ES-2 because the size of the ES-2 and its MPZ
are equal to ES-1.
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series of six plots for vertical emplacement are presented in Figures 3-33

through 3-38 for the three pressure events and the two modified per.

meability zone models. The complementary set of six plots for horizontal

emplacement are presented in Figures 3-39 through 3-44. Each plot presents

three curves for the three cases of rock air conductivity presented

previously.

For vertical or horizontal emplacement, the results indicate that the

displaced volume out of ES-1 is dominantly affected by flow through the

shaft fill at high shaft fill, air conductivities and by flow through the

modified permeability zone (MPZ zone conductivities is dependent on rock

air conductivity) at low, shaft fill, air conductivities. For example, in

Figure 3.33 for Event 1 and the low conductivity MPZ model, the analysis

Indicates that one to 10 times the void volume might be displaced if the

shaft fill, air conductivity were greater than 1 m/min. The displaced

volume is independent of both the MPZ and rock conductivity. For shaft

fill, air conductivities less than 10 2 m/min, the MPZ is more dominant.

and the displaced air volume becomes independent of shaft fill, air conduc-

tivity for the high rock air conductivity combination. Similar trends are

observed for the low and intermediate air conductivity combinations. The

analysis indicates that 1/10,000 to 1/100 times the void volume would be

displaced out of the shaft for frequently occurring weather events if a low

conductivity backfill were emplaced in the shafts and ramps. Further for

low conductivity backfill, flow through the shaft and MPZ is directly

proportional to the MPZ conductivity because very little air escapes

through the backfill. The analyses indicate that placement of a low con-

ductivity backfill will be very effective in reducing the flow volume if

the surrounding MPZ has low conductivity.

It is interesting to note that a lower rock air conductivity results

In the displacement of somewhat greater amounts of air at higher shaft

fill, air conductivities. The "cross over" phenomenon is related to the

pressure phase relationship that develops between the surface and the

underground repository. As seen from Equation 3.9, if the characteristic

constant c is large, then the aimospheric and repository pressures are in

phase, and the differential pressure inducing the flow rate is smaller

resulting in a smaller displaced volume (Equation 3.11).
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EVENT I - THUNDERSTORM

SHAFT FILL. HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Figure 3-33. Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for
cal Emplacement and Law Conductivity MPZ Model)
Thunderstorm Event

ES-1 (Verti-
for a Severe

EVENT 1 -THUNDERSTORM

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVIY (cm/s)

Figure 3-34.

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Ratio of Displaced-Air Volume to Void Volume for

cal Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model)
Thunderstorm Event

ES-1 (Verti-
for a-Severe
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EVENT 2 - TORANDO

SHAFT FILL. HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3-35.
SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Verti-
cal Emplacement and LoW Conductivity MPZ Model) for a Tornado
Event

EVENT 2 -TORNADO

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Figure 3-36. Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Verti-
cal Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Tornado Event
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EVENT 3 - SEASONAL FLUCTUATION

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Figule 3.37. Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Verti-
cal Emplacement and Low Conductivity MPZ Model) for a Sea-
sonal Event

EVENT 2 - SEASONAL FLUCTUATION

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

104

Figure 3-38.

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Verti-
cal Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model): for a
Seasonal Event
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EVENT 1 - THUNDERSTORM

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (CM/S)

Figure 3-39. Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1. (Hori-
zontal Emplacement and Low Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Severe Thunderstorm Event

EVENT 1 - THUNDERSTORM

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

SHAFT FILL. AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Hori
zontl Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Severe Thunderstorm Event

Figure 3-40.
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SHAFT FiLL. HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3.41.
SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCITIVTY (m/min)

Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Hori-
tontal Emplacement and Low Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Tornado Event

EVENT 2 -TORNADO

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure 3-42.

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for. ES-1 (Hori-
tontal Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Tornado Event
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EVENT 2 -SEASONAL FLUCTUATION

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (m/min)

Ratio, of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-I (Hori-
zontal Emplacement and Low Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Seasonal Event

Figure 3-43.

EVENT 2 - SEASONAL FLUCTUATION

SHAFT FILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

SHAFT FILL AIR CONDUCTIVITY (M/MIN)

Figure 3 - 44 Ratio of Displaced Air Volume to Void Volume for ES-1 (Hori-
tontal Emplacement and High Conductivity MPZ Model) for a
Seasonal Event
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In comparing displaced air volumes out of the exploratory shaft for
various pressure events, it is apparent that the severe thunderstorm event
is most significant, and the tornado event least significant. As seen from
Equation 3-13, when the frequency of the event is high (equivalent to a

small period), the displaced volume is inversely proportional to the fre-
quency (proportional to the period), and the displaced volume is dominantly
affected by the high frequency. The large pressure amplitude is of secon-
dary importance for the tornado event. For the severe thunderstorm, the
frequency is lower (by three orders of magnitude) and results in a higher

displaced volume. The seasonal barometric pressure event is of inter-
mediate significance. Because of the low frequency (equivalent to a large
period) of this event, the ratio at large, shaft fill, air conductivities

approaches a constant of 7/10 of the volume in the exploratory shaft. This
may be seen from Equations 3-7 and 3-13 in which the frequency of the

pressure event is such smaller than the c constant. The substitution of

the relationship for the c constant (Equation 3-7) into the displaced

volume relationship (Equation 3-13) results in the displaced air volume

approaching a constant where the shaft fill, air conductivity is high, and

flow is dominantly through the fill of shafts and ramps.*

The results of the analysis for the horizontal emplacement option are

similar to the results for the vertical emplacement option at low backfill

conductivities for the several events. This is because, at low, shaft

fill, air conductivities, flow is dominantly through the modified per-

meability zone of the ES-1 which is identical for the two emplacement

options. At high, shaft fill conductivities, the ratio of displaced air

volume to void volume of the exploratory shaft is somewhat lower owing to

the smaller mass of air in the underground repository for the horizontal
emplacement option.

*The displaced air volume approaches an asymptote which is dependent on the
initial air in the repository, the pressure amplitude, and the ratio of
the conductance of the exploratory shaft (ES-l) flow path to the sum of
the conductances of the other flow paths.
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3.4.4 Conclusions

)
From the barometric, air flow analyses presented above, it is

concluded that the exploratory, shafts (including shaft fill and the MPZ)

are not likely to be preferential pathways for gaseous radionuclide
releases if the air conductivity of the shaft fill is less than about

10 m/min. This conclusion is reached because the volume of air in the

exploratory shafts is not fully displaced during the occurrence of a broad

range of meteorological conditions if the shaft fill, air conductivity is
less than about 10 m/min.

Further, if the shaft fill, air conductivity is restricted to a value of 3

x 10 4 m/min, as recommended from the convective air flow analysis. the

proportion of air displaced from the exploratory shafts is computed to be

very lov for the three meteorological conditions considered:

o For a thunderstorm event, the displaced air volume from the

exploratory shaft is always computed to be less than 1/10 of the

total air volume in the shaft fill and the MPZ when the shaft fill.
air conductivity is less than 3 % 104 m/min. Even when the shaft )
fill, air conductivity is high, less than approximately 0.1 m/min,

the total volume of air in the shaft fill and the MPZ is not

displaced.

O For a tornado event, in all cases evaluated, the displaced volume

of air from the shaft fill and the MPZ is always less than the

total volume of air in the shaft fill and MPZ. When the shaft

fill, air conductivity is 3 x 10 4 m/min the amount of air
displaced is always less than 1/1000 of the total volume of all in

the shaft fill and MPZ.

o For a seasonal fluctuation event, in all cases evaluated, the

displaced volume of air is always less than the total volume of air

in the shaft fill and the MPZ. When the shaft fill, air

conductivity is 3 x 10 m/min, the amount of air displaced is
about 1/10 or less of the total volume of air in the shaft fill and-

the MPZ.
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3.5 Remedial Measures to Restore the Modiffed Permeability Zone

When considering methods for the restoration of the MPZ. it is assumed

that a plug would be constructed to reduce the flow of water down the shaft

or the shaft/rock interface zone. It is further assumed that the plug

would be keyed into the rock (Figure 3-45). This provides the most direct

treatment or localized restoration of the MPZ, in that when a keyway is
excavated, the more intensely fractured portion of the MPZ is removed. The

structural performance of a plug keyed into the surrounding rock is also

advantageous since overlying backfill loads would be transferred in bearing

compression to the surrounding rock. A plug keyed into the rock should
exhibit a higher rigidity when subjected to thermal or seismic loads than a
simple, nonkeyed plug.

The construction sequence entails making saw cuts at the top and
bottom of the plug, removing the liner, excavating the keyway, backfilling

to the underside of the plug, placement of concrete, and contact grouting.

Initial saw cuts -23 cm deep around the top and bottom of the plug are

made. A series of holes is drilled horizontally-at the top of the seal to

the full depth of the keyway and perhaps loaded with an expansive agent.

Because of the high strength of welded tuff, mechanical excavation of a

keyway may not be feasible, and other methods similar to those employed in

liner removal supplemented by hand methods could be used for rock excava-

tion. The keyway is fragmented and excavated over a length of several

meters to provide a larger working area. Excavation of the keyway then

proceeds from the top to the bottom of the plug. To accomplish this ex-

cavation vertical holes on a precise pattern are drilled and loaded with an

expansive agent from this working area to remove the rest of the keyway.

The rock is removed to the surface. Fill is then emplaced to the base of

the plug. The concrete is placed and allowed to nature for a period of

time to achieve adequate strength and stiffness.

methods for the treament and restoration of the MPZ surrounding the

keyway include
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PRIMARY GROUTING
BEFORE PLUG
CONSTRUCTION

LINER LEFT TO MAINTAIN CORNER

LINER REMOVED AT PLUG
LOCATION

. PLUG IS CONCTRUCTE ON

(b) Primary Grout Pattern in Plan

Figure 3.45. Schematic of MPZ Restoration and Shaft Seal Emplacement
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o the use of an expansive concrete and temperature control to develop

interface stress and close fractures In the MPZ. and

o primary and secondary grouting of the MPZ.

3.5.1 Rescoration of the MPZ by Grouting

Emplacing grout in fractures is expected to reduce permeability in the

MPZ. Grouting will reduce permeability in both the blast-induced and

stress-induced fractures, irrespective of whether the rock deformed elasti-

cally or Inelastically. However. grouting is not likely to Increase rock

mass strength significantly or increase structural stability. If grouting

is needed, selection of the grout type and the method of grout application

will be made based on the characteristic of the fractures defined during

exploratory shafts testing.

Grouting might be performed either before or after liner removal and

plug emplacement (primary) or after liner removal and plug emplacement

(secondary). There are advantages to pregrouting the plug location before

removal of the liner. After liner removal, there would be a gap of ap-

proximately 0.6 m or more between the work stage and the shaft walls. It

is easier to locate grout pipes on the smooth surface of the concrete

liner. The grouting pattern might consist of a series of eight holes with

alternate rings staggered. This pattern would result in a hole spacing of

approximately 1.5 a near the shaft and 3.5 a at a distance of 4.5 a from

the shaft excavation (see Figure 3-45). Note that the distance would

depend on the size of the MPZ at the plug location. At the ends of the

holes. only the open fracture zones would have continuity of grout between

holes. By redrilling holes several times and grouting, a nearby imper-

meable barrier would be formed by a "laced" grout structure similar to the

pattern proposed by Kelsall et al. (1982, p. 122) for drilled cutoffs.

Primary and secondary grouting might be effective in reducing per-

meability of the MPZ. A series of holes is drilled to intercept conductive

fractures either before (primary) or after (secondary). plug emplacement.

The grout is selected to have a small particle size and low viscosity to

penetrate under pressure into the thin fracture zones. Tests by Waterways
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Experiment Station, (Kelsall et al., 1982, p. 113) showed that the ratio of
crack thickness to grout particle size should be at least 1.7 and prefer.

ably 3.0 or more for adequate penetration. For ordinary cements, the

maximum particle size is about 100 cm, but this can be reduced to 10 pm

using ultrafine cement. Therefore, the minimum size of aperture that could
be grouted is 17 to 30 pm. The relationship of rock asss hydraulic con-

ductivity to fracture aperture over a range of fracture spacing (Langkopf

and Gnirk. 1986) is shown in Figure 3-46. Over the expected range of bulk

rock, saturated hydraulic conductivities for welded tuff of 1O to

10 cm/s (Fernandez et al., 1987), grouting is feasible using either a

normal cement for a welded tuff conductivity of from 10 to to lO cm/s or

an ultrafine cement from 10' to 10.6 cm/S.

While there is precedence for pressure grouting of shafts and tunnels

under a variety of conditions (Dietz. 1982, pp. 602-608), there are a

number of operational factors to be considered in constructing a grout

curtain. These include the distance and time for transporting the grout.

the required injection pressure, frictional losses through pipes. and grout

setting time. At shallow depths, the use of packers may suffice to seal

off sections of the injection hole; at greater depths, steel grout pipes

say be required since greater injection pressures would be used.. These

factors Increase the complexity of the design prior to field operations and

require sampling the grout for physical properties during grouting.

3.5.2 Restoration of the MPZ Using Expansive Concrete

The use of an expansive concrete has been proposed elsewhere (Case

et al., 1984). In this method, a concrete is selected that forms the
expansive agent ettringite during cement hydration, resulting in volumetric
expansion. The volumetric expansion in turn results in the development of
interface stress, which will close fractures in the adjacent MPZ and

thereby reduce the permeability in the MPZ. The degree to which volumetric

expansion is effective depends on a number of factors: the temperature and
moisture environment, evolution of the thermonechanical properties, and the

degree of external restraint. Placement temperatures affect volumetric

expansion of the concrete.. A lower placement temperature results in

elimination or reduction of the heating/cooling cycle and the development
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of higher interface stress. In using an expansive concrete. It is de.

sirable to pour the plug (250 m3 ) in one operation to avoid potential

leakage paths through construction joints. Auld (1983, pp. 209-211)

describes methods of cooling aggregates and mixing water to eliminate

undesirable thermal effects. An alternative is to provide pipes filled

with circulating water during cement hydration that are subsequently

grouted.

The use of an expansive concrete to apply stress to the surrounding

MPZ is most efficient where the stress-induced disturbance is caused by

elastic deformation. If deformations are elastic, then the reapplication

of stress would result in closure of open fractures. If deformations are

Inelastic, then stress reapplication might not result in the closure of

fractures and restoration of permeability. The use of an expansive con-
crete would result in increased rigidity and increased confining stress in
the plug and surrounding rock. The structural stability of the plug. when

subjected to backfill, thermal, and seismic loads, would be enhanced.

There would be less tendency for shear failure at the plug rock Interface
when the plug is subjected to combined loading.

The constructiblilty of the plug may be a key issue in the use of

expansive concrete because use of an expansive concrete to restore an MPZ

has not been demonstrated. As mentioned previously, the success of the

method will be dependent on environmental control of moisture and tempera-

ture. Sampling of concrete and monitoring of temperature and other

performance parameters may be required during and following construction of
the plug. For these reasons use of an expansive concrete alone to restore

the MPZ is not recommended.

3.5.3 Conclusions

From the preceding discussion, itis concluded that grouting in. welded

tuff Is feasible and the currently preferred method for restoring the MPZ.

This method is preferred because drilling smooth-walled, grout holes allows

an examination of fractures in the modified permeability zone. Also, at
present, It Is not certein how large an i nterface stress can be developed

through the use of only an expansive concrete or how effective such stress

development would be in closing fractures.
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Grouting the MPZ, however, does incur a greater cost. In Appendix D,

I the costs for liner removal in the vicinity of the plug and the construe.

tion of the plus are given. The estimated costs of primary and contact

grouting add $145,000 to the $380,000 for plug construction. At this stage

of the design process, these costs are intended to be used only in a com-

parative way.
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4.0 INFLUENCE OF THE SHAFT LINER ON THE PERFORMANCE OF TEH YMMGDS

I
In this chapter, the influence of the shaft liner on the performance

of the YMMGDS is evaluated When a concrete liner is placed in the ESs, it

will alter the ground-water chemistry and in turn be altered by the ground

water. The expected changes are the result of leaching alkaline species
from the cement. The concrete will become more permeable as minerals

dissolve. Similarly, the ground water. coming in contact with the concrete

liner. will become unstable when its pH is increased. and precipitates will

form in the ground water. These precipitates will then lodge in pore

spaces within the shaft fill and in the MPZ. The potential for changing

the hydraulic conductivity of the liner is evaluated in Section 4.1 and the

effect of precipitate formation Is evaluated In Section 4.2.

4.1 Changes in thr Hydraulic Conductivity of the Liner

It Is anticipated that the concrete liner will be formed with conven-
tional materials including aggregate, sand, and cement. For these formula-

tions, the aggregate and sand portions of the concrete are essentially

inert, and all chemical interactions occur with the cement phase. Also.

the hydraulic conductivity of concrete is dependent almost completely on

the hydraulic conductivity of the cement phase.

When ground water comes into contact with a cement, naturally occur-

ring aqueous carbonate reacts with alkali and excess portlandite to modify

the cement structure. Carbonate minerals are deposited within the pore

structure of the cement, so that the natural tendency of the cement to

shrink and crack will be partially offset by the deposition of new

minerals.

In assessing how the hydraulic conductivity of the concrate liner may

change due to chemical alterations, It is first important to know the

Initial hydraulic conductivity. The range of typical hydraulic conduc-

tivities for concrete is 10 to 106 cm/s; although hydraulic conduc-

civities less than 1010 cm/sare achievable (Nather, 1967). * Values for

saturated conductivities obtained through laboratory testing of a

49 ,
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grout, mortar, and a concrete, determined as part of the NNWSI Repository
Sealing Program, varied from 1.6 x lo10 to 9.5 x 10. .cm/s (Fernandez

et &L., 1987 Appeandx C). .

Because the waste emplaced in the repository can elevate the rock

*; temperature surrounding the waste disposal area, it Is important to know
how the elevated temperatures could affect sealing components. Hydro-
thermal experiments were performed atPennsylvania State University (PSU)
(Licastro et al., in preparation) to determine the effect of temperature
and moisture on selected seal materials. Two of the materials (grout and
mortars) had the same composition as the grout and mortar reported in
Fernandez et al. (1987, Appendix C). The hydraulic conductivity of these
materials was evaluated after the naterials were exposed to water having a
composition of J-.:' water at 38'. 60', and 90'C. Initial conductivities
In all PSU cases ranged between 1010 and 10l .1 c/s. These initial
conductivities are at the low end of the conductivity spectrum for grouts.
For all of the materials evaluated, no increase in hydraulic conductivity
was observed at 38 C over a l-year period. At 60'C. one cement sample
showed a small Increase in conductivity after 1 month, with no other
changes noted after that. Finally. at 90'C. one sample showed a small
Increase in conductivity after 90 days. It Is recognized that the
application of short-term, high-temperature experiments to long-term
performance may require further evaluation.

Using the results of Blanford reported in Korales (1985). the tem-
perature field at different portions of the liner can be approximated. We
estimate that the top 220 a of the shaft will always be less than 3B'C and
all but the 40 a above and below the repository horiton always less than
60C. because alteration of the shaft liner at 38'C and possibly 60'C will
probably be limited, as indicated by the laboratory experiments cited
above, surface-water infiltration through the shaft liner will be
significantly impeded by the shaft liner.

*Water from well 3-13 has been selected as the reference water for
experimental studies in the NNWSI project (DOE, 1988, pp. 4.39 and 7-10).
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From the discussion above, the potential for significant changes in

the hydraulic conductivity of the concrete liner is expected to be low.

Therefore. surface-water infiltration through the shaft liner will be

Impeded by the liner. Certainly, the assumption that the hydraulic

conductivity of the shaft liner is 10 2 cm/s asaumed in Chapter 3.0 is

extremely conservative.. This assumption implies that the hydraulic

conductivity of the concrete liner would have to change from a range of

10 6 to 10 10 cm/s to 10.2 cm/s over the entire length of the shaft liner.

If the liner at the base of the shaft behaves in a similar way, water

within the shaft fill would be impeded from draining Into the surrounding

rock. This discussion suggests that if restriction of surface-water flow

Is desired, leaving the concrete liner In place above the repository

horizon, particularly in the upper portion of the shaft where the tempera.

ture field is lower, would be prudent. If water drainage from the base of

the shaft Is desired. removal of the liner below the repository horizon

would probably be necessary.

4.2 Effect of Ground-Water Chemistry on the Hydraulic Conductivity of the
EXploratory Shift Fill and Modified Permeabllity Zone

In addition to modification in the hydraulic conductivity of the shaft

liner, the liner itself may cause minor modifications to the ground water.

These water chemistry changes may cause the ground water to become super-

saturated with some minerals, and precipitation, following leaching of

species from the liner (see Section 4.2.1), could then occur. The amount

of these precipitates as well as their eventual destinations is projected

In Section 4.2.3.

Water entering the ES could have a range of possible concentrations depend-

ing upon the source of the water. The primary source of water could have a

variety of compositions. It could be rainwater, water equilibrated with

alluvium, water equilibrated with tuff, or any of a variety of ground

waters. In this paper, we have assumed that the starting water composition

Is that of J.13 water (Ogard and Kerrisk, 1984. pp. 9.12). In future work,

*This value is representative of a silty sand.
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we will consider the other possible choices through the use of the computer

code EQ3/6 (Wolery. 1979).

Further. we have assumed that local equilibrium wil1 apply throughout

the ES. In actuality, there are several rate phenomena that are operative.

The leaching of minerals from the cement is governed by the diffusion of

Ionic species in the pore spaces of the cement and by the diffusion and
dispersion of those same chemical species in the rock backfill and MPZ.
Lastly, there are chemical kinetic rate processes to be considered. The

above-mentioned rate processes will tend to limit pH increase of the ground

water and the amount of precipitate released. Hence, the assumption of

local equilibrium is a conservative one that leads to the maximum calcul-

able change In the ground-water chemistry.

Leaching of Alkaline Species From the Concrete Liner

A typical Portland cement is composed of three major hydrated phases:

calcium silicate hydrate, tricalclum aluminate hydrate, and. tetracalcium

aluminoferrite hydrate. In the presence of sulphate, we also have an

ettringite phase. In addition to these major phases, minor amounts of
unreacted portlandite, Ca(OH)2, and sodium and potassium alkalis are
present. A typical portland cement will contain between 0.05% and 0.15% of

dissolvable alkali (Glasser et al., 1984). It is these alkalis that are

primarily responsible for increasing the pH of any water that contacts

cement. As wil1 be seen in Section 4.2.2 these alkalis are the primary

cause of ground-water instability. Further, the cement pore fluid will

contain increased concentrations of HSi04, Na , K, OH', and perhaps SO
The actual concentration of these species in the ground water contacting

cement will depend on the water flow rate. where higher concentrations are

expected at lower flow rates. Barnes (1983, p. 298) gives the pore fluid
concentration of alkali after 7 days of hydration as 0.75 M. This

corresponds to a pH of 13.88 for the pore fluid. After this initial small
percentage of alkali has been leached from the cement, the pH of the pore

fluid is dominated by the Ca(OH)2 equilibrium (Glasser et al., 1984), and

the pH of the pore fluid is expected to drop to 12. 5 (Lza, 1971,.p. 185).
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Leaching of cement Is represented by the diffusion of NA , K , OH
j and possibly SO through the pore spaces of the cement. All other ionic

species are not expected to be present in significantly Increased con.

centrations. In related experimentation at PSU. B E. Sheetz and D. M. Rov

(in preparation) have considered the leaching of a particular ettringite
bearing concrete, formulation 82-022,* by J-13 ground water. where the

water-to-solid mass ratio was 10:1 and the test was an immersion test at

90'C for 3 months. Results of this experimentation are shown in Table 4.1.

As may be seen in the table, only ions Na*, K. So, and OH are

significantly greater than the J313 composition. All other species, are

no more than -1 mg/1 greater than their starting composition. Of these

species. 0H is potentially the most important in affecting the performance

of the ES, as will be discussed In 4.2.2.

A diffusion model of the cement liner is postulated to estimate the
concentration of ions that reach the ground water. The cement liner is

considered to be a slab 30.5 cm thick, where the cement pore fluid assumes

an equilibrium value and the surface of the liner has a concentration
assumed to be zero. Under this assumption the maximum flux of any ionic

species may be determined through an adaptation of Example 11.1-2 in Bird

et a1. (1960, p. 354). Using the analog between heat and mass transport

and differentiating analogous expression for concentration versus distance,

the flux may be calculated. As a result of the model, the maximum ionic

flow occurs initially and is expressed as

where CO - Cinitial is the concentration inexcess of the ground-water

concentration of any ionic specie within the cement pore fluid, L is the

half thickness of the cement slab, and De is related to (Smith. 1970.

p. 416) the cement void fraction, , and the molecular dlffusivity AB by

*Formulation 82.022 Is one of several cementitious mixtures evaluated in
the NNWSIRepository Sealing Program.
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Table 4-l. Chemical Analyses of water before
82-022 Concrete

and After Contact With PSU

J313(1) J13(2) Concentration After 4 mo
Specie Concentration. Concentration With PSU 82*022 Concrete

(mg/1) (mg/i) - (mg/,)

Al

Ca

Fe

K

.0010
(0.03)

0.29
(11.5)

0.0008
(0.04)

0.136
(5.3)

C.007
(c.2)

.30- .41
(12.0.16.3)

<. 0004
(<0.02)

0.13-0.24
(5.1.9.5)

0.008
(0.22)

0.161
(7.25)

0. 004
(0.34)

1.48
(57.9)

Hg 0.072 0.079-0.086 0.013
(1.76) (1.93.2.1) (0.32)

1.96 1.56-1.78 5.70
(45) (36.41) (131)

Si 1.07 0.93*1.18 2.14
(30.0) (26.33) (60.1)

NO3 0.16 0.15
(10.1) - * (9.3)

S04. 0.19 0.20.0.24 0.54
so4 (18.1) (19.23) (52.0)

HCO3 2.34 1..85*
(142) . (113)

pH 6.9 7.7.8.13 - 9.9

data taken after 3 months
Data taken after 2 months

(2)Data from Ogard and Kerrisk, 1984 p. 9.12
Data from Sheetz and Roy. in preparation

)
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The concentration of species in the ground water passing below the shaft

liner is then estimated by

where Ashaft is the shaft liner surface area and Q Is the volumetric flow

rate through the shaft and the MPZ. In Equation 4-3. the following values

are used to determine the concentration:

Focusing our attention on the concentration of hydroxide, for an initial pH

of 6.9. the initial molar concentration is 7.94 x 108 H. The concentra-

tion of hydroxide in the cement pores, CO, is 0.75 M (Barnes, 1983,

p 298). To evaluate the concentration of hydroxide In the ground water

after contact with cement, the flow rate through both the shaft and the MPZ

must be estimated. Flow in the shaft fill and the MPZ will be unsaturated

cost if not all of the time. We have, however, allowed for the possibility

of saturated flow in these zones; and during saturated flow periods, the-

flow rate is governed by the hydraulic conductivity of the shaft fill and

of the MPZ. The concentration of hydroxide, expressed as pH, as a function

of flow rate is shown in Figure 4-1. The concentration of other Ionic

species will follow the pH curve shown In Figure 4-1.

4.2.2 Chemical Equilibrium Model of Ground-Water Reactions

When ionic species are leached from the cement, these ions will inter.

act with ground water. As a consequence. some precipitation is expected.

These precipitates may then lodge in existing pores to reduce the hydraulic

conductivity of both the MPZ and the shaft fill.

For the present analysis, we only estimate the nature and quantity of

the precipitates formed from the interaction of ground water with a
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Figure 4-1. Plot of pH of Water From Below the Shaft Liner as a Function
of the volumetric Flow Rate of water Through the Shaft or MPZ
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concrete liner. We leave as a necessary adjunct to the present work, a

detailed analysis of the interaction between ground water. tuff. and cement

as a function of temperature. The estimates provided here, however do

provide an indication of the likely consequences of having a cement liner

contact ground water.

A consideration of a single equilibrium, that of CaCO3. will show that

at least one species is likely to precipitate as the pH of the ground water

is increased.. In Table 4-1, the concentration of Ca4 in solution is

reduced after coming into contact with cement. This reduction in Ca

concentration is verified by calculations of chemical equilibrium when the

pH of the water is increased. The chemical equilibrium between HCo3. Co3.
and Ca is expressed in the following equations:

When OH is added to ground water according to Equation 4-4. more CO, is

formed. This CO; may then react with Ca*+ according to. Equation 4-5: and

if the solubility product of CaCO3 is exceeded, then CaCO3 will form to

reduce the solution concentration of Ca". Using the equilibrium constants

at 25'C for Equations 4.4 and 4.5, precipitation first occurs when a pH of

9 is reached.

A consideration of a single equilibrium, such as that illustrated in

Equations 4.4 and 4-5, however. dramatically oversimplifies the interac-

tions that occur when a cement liner is allowed to contact ground water.

In actuality there are hundreds of these equilibria that should be con-

sidered simultaneously. Also. the effects of interaction with tuff, ce-

ment, and ground water, are dependent upon the order of contact as well as

the temperature of the environment. While we do plan a more detailed study

of this problem, we have examined the equilibrium of J-13 water after.

several changes have been superimposed on the water chemistry. The base

case was J-13 water using the water analysis presented in Ogard and Kerrisk

(1984). Variations on this base case are increasing the pH to 9,.5
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increasing the temperature to lOO'C, and increasing the Na * , SO4, and

SIO2 concentrations, each by an order of magnitude. 
These studies were.

performed using a water chemistry equilibrium 
code. WATEQ, developed by

Truesdell and Jones (1974).

For the base case, the J-13 water pH was 
taken to be 6.9, the water

temperature 25'C. and the Eh .0.256 volts. WATEQ includes more than 100

equilibria and displays both ion activity 
products and equilibrium con-

stants. when the ton activity product was greater than 
the equilibrium

constant. a mineral would have a tendency 
to precipitate. In the base case

22 minerals had already exceeded their equilibrium 
solubility products. In

every case, however, these minerals were 
aluminum bearing. with the least

soluble of these being clay minerals. 
Further, the concentration of Al in

J-13 water was reported to be 0.03 mg/ . By varying the aluminum concen-

tration in J-13 water, it was determined that the maximum 
concentration of

soluble aluminum was 1& of 0.03 mg/ ; or 
by implication. practically all

of the aluminum in J-13 water is present 
in microscopic clay particles

carried along with the water. It is assumed that these clay particles 
are

so small that they would probably have no 
tendency to clog pores within the

MPZ or the shaft fill.

Next we consider the effects of increasing 
the pH of the water to 9.5.

In this case. WATEQ shows 12 new minerals 
as exceeding their solubility

products. These minerals were aragonite (CaCO3), calcite 
(CaCO3), diopside

(CaMgSi206), hematite (Fe203), maghenite 
(Fe203), magnetite (Fe3O4)

goethite (FeO(OH)), siderite (FeCO3). clinoenstatite (MgSiO3
), talc

(Mg3Si40 10(OH)2), sepiolite (Mg2Si307.50H.3H20) and chrysotite

(Mg3Si205(O)4). The least soluble of these minerals, as 
determined by

increasing the pH in small steps, is the 
iron mineral hematite, followed by

the magnesium and calcium minerals, 
talc and calcite. If we assume that

the iron, magnesium, and calcium are all 
deposited as their least soluble

mineral, then 37.9 mg/1 of precipitate will form as a consequence of

raising the pH of the 3.13 ground water. Equivalently, the total volume of

this precipitate formed per volume of solution is 1.394 
x- 10 S. to be

referred to as v in the following text.
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Other possible changes to the ground water were also considered in

addition to raising the pH. We raised the temperature to 100C. and in-

creased the concentration of Na+, K+, So4 and Si0 by one order of mag-

nitude in each case. These additional changes cause some variation in the

solubilities of the various minerals, but are considered to be small. For

example, when the temperature is Increased, calcite is actually less

soluble than at lower temperature. Thus, the mineral that accounts for the

most precipitate will tend not to redissolve as the temperature is raised.

Increasing the concentrations of Na+, .K. S04 and SiO2 similarly appear to

have small additional effects, and detailed analysis of their effects is

postponed until a later date.

4.2.2.1 Migration of Precipitates

The precipitation of minerals from a supersaturated solution is a

rate-controlled process. When considering the formation of calcite, solid

calcite is found to precipitate at nucleation sites on existent solid

surfaces rather than homogeneously (Berner. 1980). The rate at which

further precipitate forms on existing nucleation sites is governed by

diffusional rate processes. In a quiescent fluid where the bulk of the

fluid is supersaturated, excess ions will migrate to the solid surfaces and

then precipitate to cause the concretion to grow. When fluid is moving

through pores or fractures, the process of solid deposition is controlled

by the diffusion of ions from the bulk of the fluid to the pore or fracture

wall. Where pores or fractures Are narrowed by ongoing precipitation,

further precipitation is favored because of the reduced diffusional path

length (Figure 4-2).

This local restriction in the fluid pathway will result in spreading

-the precipitate out over a thin shell to reduce fluid motion and hydraulic

conductivity. Moreover, the precipitate will tend to seal off the MPZ and

the shaft fill so that high conductivities will be locally reduced provided

sufficient quantities of water enter the shaft fill and MPZ and reacts with

the liner.
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MOLECULAR DIFFUSION
TO SITE OF PRECIPITATION
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FORMED IN PORE
OR FRACTURE

Figure 4-2 Schematic of Depos it ion of Precipitate
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To estimate how rapidly this shell will form, consider the time re-

quired for ions in the center of a pore to migrate to a pore wall. If we

make use of the conservative Einstein relationship to describe diffusion,

then

where t - the time for a molecule to migrate in a random way through a

distance, x, and

D - the fluid diffusion coefficient.

The aperture assumed is 50 pm. Therefore, the value of x used in Equation

4-6 is 25 pm.- Using a representative liquid diffusivity of 10 5 cm /s, the

time for ions to migrate from the stream centerline to the wall is given by

Equation 4.6 to be 0.6 s. In the more likely case, where flow occurs

primarily within the matrix, the pore diameters are inferred from matrix

hydraulic conductivities to be 0.05 pm. In this instance. the migration

time is 0.5 us. Hence, we conclude that supersaturated solutions will not

persist and precipitate deposition will-be almost instantaneous.

4.2.2.2 Model for Precipitate Deposition

A model describing the rate of buildup of solid precipitate in porous

media flow has been proposed by Berner (1980). In this model, a front of

solid precipitate progresses through the porous media, where the void

spaces behind the front are assumed to be completely filled. A small

residual permeability is allowed so that the deposition process may con-

tinue. Beyond the front, the water is saturated so that no further deposi-

tion is assumed. Berner describes the frontal velocity, Uf, as

UF AOU 'd) (4.7)
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where P - the volume of precipitate per unit volume of water,

Q - the volumetric water flow rate,

A - the cross-sectional area for flow,

- the undisturbed porosity, and

{ the porosity behind the deposition front.

After Lerner we assume that A is zero. Equation 4.7 may be applied to two

regions: the shaft fill and the MPZ. Equation 4.7 is also applied for the

modeled, anticipated flow rate of 44.2 m 3/year and for flooding events
where the fractures are saturated. This latter type of flow will be very

transient in nature (flow for less than 1/2 year per event) and is expected

to occur only infrequently over the lifetime of the repository.

4.2.3 Results

For normal annual water passage through the MPZ and the shaft fill,

flow will occur in an unsaturated manner. Within the MPZ unsaturated flow

will most likely occur within the matrix where the undisturbed porosity is

0.11. Within the shaft fill the porosity is assumed to be 0.3. The total

flow of 44.2 m /year is partitioned between the MPZ and shaft fill, in

proportion to the relative conductivities and areas. The frontal

velocities in each case are then calculated from Equation 4.7 to be

UF MPZ - 0.1 pm/1000 yr and

UF shaft fill - 0.2 m/1000 yr

In the anticipated water passage case, we conclude that no significant

migration of precipitate occurs because the frontal velocities in both

cases are small.

At the other extreme of the water flow spectrum Is the PMF scenario.
In this case, we assume that water flow fills the fractures and saturated

flow results. Up to. 20.000 m may enter the shaft in a single event. The
hydraulic conductivity of the backfill is assumed to be 10 2 cm/s while

that of the MPZ may vary between 60 X 10 and 20 x 10'5 cm/s. The

porosity of the MPZ for flow in fractures is assumed to vary between 0.001

and 0.0001, estimates for natural fractures (Erickson and Waddell, 1985.
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p 1) The frontal advance in the MPZ behind the shaft liner is shown in

Figure 4.3. Within the shaft fill, the frontal advance is never greater

than 0.08 m for any of the above cases.

While the advance of the precipitation front (Figure 4.3) may become

as large as 60 m for a maximum flooding event, this advance rate is ap-

propriate only for flow behind the shaft liner. Once the flow advances

beyond the base of the liner the appropriate porosity is no longer the very

small value assigned for fracture flow in the MPZ. Here, because of the

intimate communication between the shaft fill and the MPZ. the porosity of

the backfill allows the interstitial flow rate to decrease. As a result.

the maximum frontal advance below the shaft liner is predicted to be

0.016 m/event. Flow between the MPZ and the shaft-fill can also occur

periodically along the length of the shaft due to the horizontal Joints

occurring in the liner. We have not taken credit for this communication In

the above analysis which would further reduce precipitate advance.

4.2.4 Conclusions

The deposition of solids from the interaction of the shaft liner with

ground water will therefore most likely be a localized phenomenon, even

considering highly improbable amounts of water, because

o precipitation occurs rapidly after ground water contacts the shaft

liner.

o precipitation occurs as a progressively advancing front. and

o the frontal advance is limited to regions near the shaft liner.

4.3 Remedial Measures to Remove the Liners From the Exploratory Shafts

The removal of the shaft liner will require breaking the concrete over

some portion of the shaft and removal of the chunks of concrete to the sur-

face. Liner removal-techniques are discussed in Section 4.3.1 and muck

removal is discussed in Section.4.3.2.
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4.3.1 Liner Removal

Six methods were identified for concrete breakage (liner removal):.

o Hand-held pneumatic breakers
o Drill and blast,

o Drill and the use of a hydraulic splitter

o Drill and the use of a nonexplosive.demolition agent,
o Impact breaker

a Roadheader boom

In the first four methods it is assumed that several operations
(drilling and breakage, liner removal. and backfilling) would be performed

from a single stage retreated out of the repository (Figure 4.4). In the

production cycle, the concrete lining is removed upward, and the backfill,

is placed below the working stage (the length of unsupported rock sides
would be approximately 10 m). It may be necessary to install occasional
temporary support to facilitate muck removal and reduce the unsupported

length in weaker zones. In the last two methods, the impact breaker or the
roadheader boom (Figure 4.5) would be mounted on the base of one stage with

mucking and backfilling occurring from a second stage.

Hand-held pneumatic breakers have been used to break high-strength

concrete. In one unpublished experience, i.e., at Blue Mesa Dam between

Montrose and Cunnison, Colorado, they were used to remove a 0.5-m. tunnel.

spillway lining of 25.year old concrete with unconfined compressive
strength ranging from 28 to 55 MPa. In this method. it is essential to

maintain support for the breaker point; otherwise, when the liner frac-

tures, the support is lost, and the breaker drops suddenly. To avoid this

problem, the liner could be removed over 10 m in a downward direction or
the breakers could be suspended by chains or other adjustable supports that

would allow liner removal in the upward direction. In this method, it is

estimated that horizontal drill holes spaced approximately on 0.3-m centers

would be required to break out the concrete..

The drill and blast method would require that horizontal drill holes

with a horizontal spacingof 0.5 m. and vertical spacing of 0.3 be loaded
with plastic explosive and detonated. Drilling and loading operations are
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Figure 4-5. Conceptual Illustration of Liner Breakage by the Roadheader
Method
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performed in series. During blasting, the stage would be raised and

personnel would be kept clear for about 30 minutes following each blast.
Hole lengths would penetrate the surrounding rock. The method would be

suitable where removal of the liner is performed to enhance. drainage as

discussed previously.

The drill and hydraulic splitter operate on the "plug-and-feather"

* ~principle. In a series of holes penetrating the liner, wedge pairs In-

serted into the drillhole series are forced apart, resulting in tension and

splitting. It Is estimated that twice as many holes would be required as
In the drill-and-blast method. To retrieve the splitters from the broken

concrete, It is necssary to suspend them on chains. Hydraulic splitting

is accomplished at the lower platform of the stage with drilling operations

performed on the higher platforms.

The drill and nonexplosive demolition agent method consists of drill-

ing holes and loading them with an expansive agent. The technique has been
described by Dowding.and Labuz (1982. pp. 1289.21299). who describe a series

of tests to fracture rock and concrete in a series of case histories that

Include fracturing of plain concrete. These authors. and subsequent inves-

tigators (Ingraffea and Beech. 1983, pp. 1205-1206).-have interpreted tests

on the basis of linear elastic fracture mechanics. It is estimated that a
similar number of holes would be required as with the hydraulic splitter

method. The fracturing of the liner would take place 24 to 48 hours after

placement of the agent.

The impact breaker is mounted on a hydraulically operated boom below

the stage and is suspended on ropes. Impact breakers mounted on rubber-

tired base units have been successful in breaking concriete in surface

operations. The unit breaks at a high rate and would have to be supported

In a similar fashion to the hand-held breaker. Using this method, it would
be necessary to break out a chase about ever y 10 a to allow breaking out
the liner in the downward direction. Because of space restrictions. it

would not be possible to muck out the broken liner and backfill unless the

stage was removed after every 10-m lift.



Roadheader booms are used extensively in underground mining opera-

tions. The Mingle head or two cutting heads are capable of excavating
cedium-hard rock (DoAppolonia.. 1976. pp. 2-62 through 2.66) and would be

suitable for concrete liner removal. In this method, the roadheader boom

is counted below the base platform of the stage and would be capable of

reaching the liner from a single support point. It is best suited for

cutting downward. It has the advantage over the impact breaker that It can

cut as It is being swung Into the concrete lining so that it can readily

cut the starting chase to allow downy excavation. The use of hanging

rods in the concrete liner could complcate the removal of the liner using

this technique.

The advantages, disadvantages-. and equipment/material costs for the

several methods for liner removal are summarized in Table 4-2. This study

places emphasis on conventional methods and gives preference to the use of

*off-the-shelf equipment. The impact breaker and roadheader methods are

not as practical for removing concrete from the muck pile; either the

impact breaker or the roadheader boom would have to be retreated from the.

shaft for removal of concrete and placement of backfill. It Is noted that

if the entire liner were to be removed, the initial fixed costs for stage

modifications might be offset by the higher production rates of these two

methods.

Further comparisons of production cycle times and costs for the

remaining four methods are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4-4, respectively.

These costs apply to complete removal of the liner, from the base of the

shaft to near the repository horizon. This cost comparison would suggest

that the drill and hydraulic splitter method is the most economical, al-

though when off-site preparation, on-site preparation, and other costs are

factored in (Appendix D), the differences in.adopting any single method are

not significant.

4.3.2 Muck Removal

Two methods are identified for muck removal that would be suitable for

any of the liner removal methods. These are
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Table 4-2. Summary of Advantages. Disadvantages, and Cost of Liner Removal Methods(o)

Removal Method Advantages Disadvantages Equipment and Material Costs

1. Hand-held pneumatic There is experience in
breakers removing concrete liners.

The method is labor
intensive and requires
more production time.

The cost of S breakers and
4 drills to approximately
$15.000. Drilling equipment
spares cost S120,000.

2. Drill and blast

.

3. Drill and hydraul.
ionily split

The method is well known.

Drilling and splitting
may occur simultaneously.

The method is clean and
does not leave chemical
residue.

The method poses a poten-
tial safety problem if the
breaker dropped suddenly.

An overbreak zone may
form. Drilling and
loading operations con-
not be performed simul.
teneously. Blasting
would require raising
the stage and clearing
the area after each
detonation.

It is not as efficient
as drilling and blasting.
The method may need to
be supplemented with
hand methods such as the
hand-held pneumatic
breakers.
The splitters must be
suspended to avoid being
dropped into broken
concrete.

The cost of 6 drills and 4
breakers is $15.000 the
cost of drilling equipment
spares in $57,000. The
cost of explosives and caps
is $51,000.

The cost of 6 drills and 4
breakers is $15,000
Drilling equipment spares
cost $102,000.
Rental costs for the
splitters are estimated
at $54,000.

Note that the costs
Drills are required

apply to complete removal of the liner.
to expedite liner removal and increase productivity.



Table 4-2. Summary of Advantages. Disadvantages. and Cost of Liner Removal Methods (Continued)

Removal Method Advantages Disadvantages Equipment and Material Costs

A. Drill and use a Drilling and splitting Operations must be care- The cost for 6 drills and
nonexplosive may occur simultaneously, fully planned since a 4 breakers is $15,000.
demolition agent period of 24 to 48 hours Drilling equipment spares

Is required for liner cost $102,000 The cost of
fracturing. the expansive agent is

$306,000.
Experience in fracturing The chemical agent could
plain concrete (Dowding not be recovered from the
and Labuz. 1982. p. 1297) muck pile.

5. Impact breaker Mucking and backfilling The initial costs of pow r
operations must be per- and stage modifications are
formed from a second $16,000 and $8,000. respec-
stare. tively. A suitable unit
The breaker point must with equipment spares may
be supported. be rented at a rate of

$100.00/hour, or an
estimated cost of $300,000.

6. Roadheader boom No drilling is necessary Mucking and backfilling The Initial costs of power
and the production rate operations must be per- and stage modifications are
is high. formed from a second $18,000 and S8,000 respec-

stage. tively. A suitable unit
It can cut as It ts being Little experience In with equipment spares may
swung into the concrete shaft operations, be purchased for $125.OOO.
lining so that it can
readily cut the starting
chase to allow downward
excavation.



Table 443. Comparison of Production-Cycle Times For Various Methods Used

to Remove Concrete Liners(a)

Hand-Held Pneumatic Breakers
No. of

Ac t
i

vity Shifts

Pneumatic removal of liner 15.0
Muck out broken,liner, 62 m 1.5
Backfill 160 m 1.5
Remove 9 m of service lines 0.5
Allow for other hoist runs, movement of stage

Total 19.0

Drill and Blast
No. of

Actissts Shifts

Drill approximately 800 holes 0.6 m deep - 2.0
Load 60t of the holes and blast 3.0
Muck out broken,liner. 62 m 1.5
Backfill, 160 m 1.5
Remove 9 m of service lines 0.5
Allow for other hoist runs, movement of stage Q5

Total 9.0

Drill and Hydraullc Spliter
No. of

Drill 1,700 holes 0.6 m deep 4.0
Simultaneously use splitter in 25% of the holes 1.5
Muck out broken liner, 62 m 1.5
Backfill, 160 m 0.5
Remove 9 m of service lines 0.5
Allow for other hoist runs, movement of stage O5

Total 8.0

Drill and Nonexplosive Expansive Demolition Agent (NEDA)
.No. of
Shifts

Drill 1,700 holes 0.6 m deep 4.0
Simultaneously load 25% of She holes vith NEDA 1.5
Muck out broken liner, 62 m 1.5
Backfill . 160 m 0.5
Remove 9 m of service lines 0.5
Allow for other runs, movement of stage
Total 8.0

Cycle times are calculated for a 9-m.length.
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Table 4-4. Comparison of Costs For
Rock ($ Thousands)

Breaking Out the Concrete Lining and

Hand-Held Drill &
Pneumatic Drill & Hydraulic Drill &

Cost Item Breakers Blast Splitter NEDA

1) Time-Related 3,447 1.149 912 912

2) Equipment-Related
Drilling 15 15 15 15
Blasting Winch Rental 2
Blasting Cable 17
Firing Switch, etc. 2

3) Consumables-Related
Drilling 120 57 102 102
Explosives & Caps 51
Rental of Splitters 6 54
Bristar 306

Total 3,582 1,299 1.083 1.335

Weeks 42.6 14.2 11.2 11.3

(aIncludes only costs directly
from the shaft.

related to breaking out the concrete liner
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o Cryderman mucker (The Betsy) and

o Remote controlled, orange-peel-type grab.

The smallest size Cryderman mucker would suit the small, 3.66-m.

finished diameter of the exploratory shafts. This unit is normally

suspended on a winch from the surface and held against the side of the

shaft excavation or concrete lining by a frame-and-bolt arrangement. The

unit is pneumatically operated and may be hoisted out of the shaft stage

area while drilling and breakage operations are in progress. During

mucking operations, the unit would remove broken concrete and place it in a

conventional bucket hoisted through a trap door to the surface. During

backfilling operations, the conventional bucket is replaced by a bottom

drop bucket.

The other mucking method is the orange peel type grab unit that

operates below the stage (Figure 4.6). This unit is raised and lowered by

a hoisting winch that operates from the bottom of the shaft stage. The

broken concrete liner is loaded into a bucket that may be .hoisted to the

surface.

An alternative method of removing the broken liner when using

hydraulic splitters or pneumatic breakers is to transfer the broken liner

directly into a hoist bucket. This bucket could be positioned on a
platform below the working level. In this arrangement broken pieces of

material would be pushed to retractable chutes that empty directly into a

central hoist bucket. The size of the concrete pieces could be controlled
by making breakline cuts with circular saws equipped with diamond or high-

strength. carbon-steel blades.

4.3.3 Conclusions

Evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages for liner removal

techniques suggests that the hydraulic splitter method is the favored

approach for liner removal although the other approaches are technically

feasible. Conventional equipment with -the slight modification of

suspending the splitters from chains may be used In employing the hydraulic

splitter method. It is also possible that drilling and splitting patterns
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could be optimized through analysis of superposition effects from an array

of splitters. The method does not leave undesirable chemical residue.

While supplemental hand methods may be required, this is not considered 
a

significant disadvantage. Either of the two muck removal techniques are

acceptable. It is recognized that additional efforts may be required

during liner removal and backfilling operations to insure safety. For

example. in areas Where additional stability is required. i.e. , where the

liner has been removed and where no lateral support from the backfill is

provided, additional shoring of the existing liner may be required.
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5.0 INFLUENCE OF THE ES PENETRATION INTO THE CALICO HILLS UNIT

5.1 Changes in the Sorptivity of the Calico Hills Unit Due to Elevated
Ground-Water Temperature

Ground water entering the exploratory shaft will experience some

heating as it descends the shaft and MPZ to the elevation of the

repository. From there it will continue downward to eventually cooler

regions in the Calico Hills. As will be shown in Section 5.1.1. the

temperature of this water will approximate the temperature of the rock
surrounding the exploratory shaft. Hence. the first consideration will be

given to determine the rock temperature in the vicinity of the exploratory

shaft. With this rock temperature profile and assumed phase condition

within the shaft and MPZ. we next estimate the fluid temperature as is

enters the top of the Calico Hills unit. The fluid temperature is then

compared to the temperature required to maintain mineralogical stability of

Calico Hills zeolites.

5.1.1 Temperature Elevation of Water Entering the Shaft

r
The temperature of the ground water passing through the exploratory

shaft will increase globally due to the presence of the repository. Far-

field calculations have been carried out by M. L. Blanford (Morales. 1985.

pp. 36-39). assuming a thermal load by the repository of 57 k W/acre

(MacDougall et al.. 1987. Appendix D. p. 532). At a location approximating

the ES at the edge of the repository these calculations indicate that the
temperature expected at the top of the Calico Hills unit at 500 years after

emplacement will be 47'C and that the maximum temperature will be 52C.

These temperatures are calculated assuming that conduction of heat is the

primary heat transfer mechanism. Further, these calculations assume no

barrier pillar around the shafts. Such a nonwaste emplacement area will

tend to lower the temperature of the rock mass around the shaft. Indeed,

more recent results (Richardson. in preparation. Appendix B) which account

for the presence of the barrier pillar show that the maximum temperature at

the top of the Calico Hills will be less than 40 C assuming a thermal

loading at the repository horizon of 57 kW/Acre..
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To address the thermal impact of the exploratory shaft on water that

might enter the Calico Hills a separate analysi (see Appendix E) was

conducted assuming various water flow ratesdownward through the shaft fill

and the MPZ around the ESThese calculations were directed at determining

the maximum water temperature at the base of the ES, entering the Calico

Hills unit. Conservative assumptions were involved in all cases to reveal

that the fluid temperature never deviated greatly from the formation tem-

perature. Under normal expected water. flow conditions where the tempera-

ture at the top of the Calico Hillaunit was .52'C,.the water temperature

increase was OO1C. Increasing the' water flow rate' to its maximum permis-

sible value, i.e., the maximum hydraulic conductivity of the modified
permeability zone, increased the water temperature by O.8C. Moreover,

increasing the water flow rate through the shaft and MPZ by three orders of

magnitude Increases the temperature of water reaching the base of the ES-1

by O.8C. Hence, the formation temperature computed assuming conduction

alone accurately approximates fluid temperatures within the ES. and the ES

has little additional impact on the ground-water temperature.

5.1.2. Impact of Increased Ground-Water Temperature on the Sorptivity of
the Calico Hills Unit

Within the Calico Hills unit, the principal zeolite phases are clinop-

tilolite, mordinite, and analcime. Of these, clinoptilolite is the most

important sorptive phase (Daniels et al.. 1982, p. 92 and Smyth. 1982.

p 195). Moreover, the sorptivity of the Calico Hills at elevated tempers-

ture depends on two factors: the dependence of the distribution coeffi-

cient (e.g.. Kd*) on temperature, and the hydrothermal stability of the

mineral phase. clinoptilolite. Also, as has been shown above, the upper

limit of temperature computed In this discussion is approximately 52.8'C.

The concern at the upper margin of the Calico Hills does not involve

*The distribution coefficient is a parameter commonly used to describe the
sorption behavior of radionuclides in geologic systems K is defined as
"the concentration per gram of a species on a solid phase divided-by its
concentration per milliliter in the liquid phase at equilibrium"
(Wolfsberg et al., 1979. p. 4). The higher the K value, the higher the
sorption potential of the material being evaluates.
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extreme temperatures but rather represents the potential impact of more

moderate temperatures on the sorptivity.

The dependence of'the distribution coefficient, e.g.. K on tempera-

ture has been addressed in several studies (Wolfsberg et al. 1979 Daniels

et al.. 1982; and Ogard at a 193) In these studies. IncreasesIn Kn

with temperature are reported in every case for temperature increases of up

to . Hence, it may be stated that the distribution coefficients of the

Calico Hills minerals improve as temperature increases.

The second phenomenon to be addressed is the hydrothermal stability of

the zeolite phases within the Calico Hills unit. Smyth (1981 and 1982)

reports on two types of stability. These are dehydration stability and

mineralogical stability. Dehydration reactions occurring up to 200 C are

found to be reversible and will not be considered further. However,

irreversible, deleterious, mineralogical reaction is also observed.

Clinoptilolite is a thermally sensitive mineral and undergoes transforma.

tions to mordinite and analcime. While the consequence of these transfor-

mations has not been investigated. it is assumed that the sorptivity will

decrease. The exact transition temperature is dependent on sodium

concentration and pH. For conditions found at Yucca Mountain, Smyth

predicts a transition temperature of 105 C; at extreme sodium concentration

levels, this transition temperature may drop to 95'C. Other investigators*

at Los Alamos National Laboratory feel that cristobalite may also influence

the stability of clinoptilolite and that the irreversible mineralogical

transition temperatures of Smyth May be inappropriate and will probably be

higher. In any case, data gathered to date indicate that the actual tem-

perature of any part of the Calico Hills unit will be less than that re-

quired to cause any significant reaction of clinoptilolite.

5.2 Changes in the Thickness of the Calico Hills Unit Above the Ground-
Water Table

An additional consideration associated with the ES-1 is its penetra

tion into the zeolitic Calico Hills unit. Such a penetration can reduce

*C. J. Duffy, 1987, personal communication.
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the effective thickness of the Calico unit used in performance assessment

calculations. The current NNWI Project position Is that any penetration

associated with the ESF Including the ES-1 should not reduce the effective

thickness of the Calico Hills to a thickness less than Its Minimum thick

ness occurring anywhere within the repository boundary. Figures 5-la and

5-lb Illustrate this point.

The Calico Hills unit can be divided into a nonzeolitic portion and a

zeolitic portion. In the new ES-l location, the. Calico Hills unit above

the prevalent zeolites is zero. The thickness of the zeolitic portion of

the Calico Hills unit (Figure 5-l) is approximately 100 m at ES-l.

Because t..f proposed penetration Into the zeolitic portion of the Calico

Hills unit is 15 m. the total thickness of the Calico Hills unit will be

about 85 m. This thickness is above the minimum thickness of 70 m for the

total thickness of the Calico Hills unit. The total thickness of the

Calico Hills Unit at the exploratory shaft locations can be obtained by

adding the thicknesses of the vitric and zeolitic portions of the Calico

Hills as shown by both Figures 5-la and 5-lb.

5.3 Conclusions

The impact of episodic water percolating through the shaft fill and

MPZ on the sorptivity of the Calico Hills unit. has been found to be

negligible. This conclusion is reached because of the following:

o First, water passing through the ES will be completely separated,

from waste stored in the repository and will not constitute a

preferred pathway.

o Second,the minimum thickness of the Calico Hills unit Will be

preserved, while allowing much valuable information to be gained by

sinking the ES into the upper margin of the Calico Hills.

o Third. the elevation of the temperature of the ground water

percolating through the shaft fill is computed to be a maximum of

52.8 C at the. top of the Calico Hills unit. This value is less

than the minimum value of 95C (Smyth, 1982 p. 195) observed to

cause mineralogical transition of zeolites.
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Figure 5-1Contours of the Thickness of the Unsaturated Portion of the Calico Hills Unit
Beneath the Repository
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The analyses in the report support the conclusion that the design and

construction of the ESs, as currently planned. is not expected to

significantly influence the performance of the potential nuclear waste

repository at Yucca Mountain. This conclusion is reached for the following

reasons:

o Even when a highly improbable flooding scenario (and possibly an

incredible scenario at the new ES locations) is considered at the

new ES locations. any water entry past the repository station seals

is predicted to be contained within the ESF (Section 3. 2. 5.4 and

3.2. .5S). Therefore, these waters entering the exploratory shaft

do not reach the waste emplacement area, contact the waste. and

enhance radionuclide release.

o The more realistic scenario presented in Section 3.2.5.3 and

3.2.5.5 postulated shaft inflows associated with a PMF to be 10 to

100 m . These volumes can be contained within the sump of ES-1

even if no drainage from the sump is assumed. These volumes are

considerably less than those volumes estimated to enter the shaft

consldering the highly improbable flooding scenario, considered

above.

o Considering convectively driven air movement from the repository.

the exploratory shafts (including shaft fill and MPZ) are not

likely to be preferential pathways for gaseous radionuclide

releases if the air conductivity of the shaft fill is less than

about 3 x 10 4/min (Section 3.3.5). This air conductivity value

is predicted to restrict air flows out of the exploratory shafts to

2.5% of the total air flow out of the repository. This value of

2.5% is one order of magnitude less than the airborne performance

goal established for the shafts.

o From the barometric air flow analyses presented in Section 3.4.4.

I: is concluded that the exploratory shafts (including shaft fill

and the MPZ) are not likely to be preferential pathways for gaseous
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less than about 10 m/min. This conclusion is reached because the

volume of air in the exploratory shafts is not fully displaced

during the occurrence of a broad range of meteorological

conditions.

o From the discussion in Section 4.1. the potential for significant

changes in the hydraulic conductivity of the concrete liner due to

thermochemical effects is expected to be low. Therefore, surface

water infiltration through the shaft liner is expected to be less

than that which occurs through the shaft fill.

o The deposition of solids from the interaction of the shaft liner

with ground water will most likely be a localized phenomenon, even

considering highly improbable amounts of water. Therefore, the

effectiveness of the exploratory shaft sumps to drain should not be

reduced significantly (Section 4.2.4).

o The impact of episodic water percolating through the shaft fill and

MPZ on the sorptivity of the Calico Hills unit has been found to be

negligible (Section 5.1). Therefore, if water containing radio-

nuclides reaches the base of ES-1 the effectiveness of the Calico

Hills unit in sorbing radionuclide would not be reduced.

o In the event that future analyses suggest that liner removal and/or

MPZ restoration is required, a variety of construction techniques

exist to remove the shaft liner, to emplace backfill, to emplace a
shaft seal and to restore the modified permeability zone (Section

3.5 and 4.3).

o The current. performance analyses assume that the MPZ is not greater

than 20 to 60 times the undisturbed rock mass hydraulic conduc-

tivity over a distance one radius from 'the edge of the liner. We

believe that this model is reasonably conservative, and excavation

of the shaft liner is not expected to create a condition more

severe than that estimated by the MPZ model.
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Wile it is concluded that the design and construction of the ESs are not

expected to significantly influence the performance of the repository.

recommended actions can be taken in constructing the ESs to enhance

performance of the repository. These recommendations are:

o The proposed construction method should not preclude nor unneces-

sarily complicate the removal of the concrete liner associated with

the exploratory shafts. This is particularly true but not limited

to that portion of the liner below the repository station. Fur-

thermore, if the hanger rods used to secure the concrete forms used

to place the shaft liner are not necessary to provide structural

support for the liner, consideration should be given to using re-

movable hanger rods. Removal of these hanger rods could facilitate

removal of the liner.

o The paste portion of the concrete liner placed in the lower portion

of the shaft, i.e., the sump, should not infiltrate the fractures

of the rock mass to the point where it could not be removed.

o Overbreak that occurs while excavating the ESS should be recorded

as a qualitative indicator of the quality of the rock to assure

that adequate records are available for sealing the shaft. We

recommend that the overbreak be recorded every foot in the upper

100 ft of the Tiva Canyon Member. In the remainder of the shaft.

overbreak at any point greater than 0.5 ft should be recorded as

well as depth from the surface and azimuth.

o It is preferred that no grout injection for ground stabilization or

water control occur behind the shaft liner. If future analyses

indicate that grouting is necessary or desirable to achieve

enhanced repository performance, it i s possible that a previously

grouted zone could not meet future, long-term performance objec-

tives. Not grouting in water-producing fracture zones would

simplify any grouting action that might be required for long-term

performance. It is recognized, however. that some grouting may be

desirable to satisfy operational or testing concerns.
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The purpose of this appendix is to provide a perspective into the

potential for radionuclide transport due to the presence of the ESs. To

achieve this perspective.-descriptions of several mechanisms that can

potentially enhance radionuclide releases from the underground facility are

given. These descriptions are supplemented by simple calculations that

compute the. travel distance and/or travel time of the transporting medium.

The authors recognize that these mechanisms do not represent a comprehen-

sive evaluation of all conceivable mechanisms and processes. e g.. effects
of the presence of organics and microbial organisms are not considered.

However, the mechanisms do represent some of the more commonly -thought of

mechanisms that could affect radionuclide transport due to the presence of

shafts. The mechanisms considered include:

o downward water movement through the shafts,

o downward water movement in fractures from the repository horizon to

the base of the ES-1.

o upward movement of water in the sumps of shafts.

transport of radioactive solids through shafts,

o gaseous transport through drifts and shafts due to gaseous diffu-

sion,

O gaseous transport through drifts and shafts due .to convective

forces, and

o gaseous transport through shafts due to barometric forces.

A.1 Downward Water Movement Through Shafts

Shafts are pathways to the underground facility that could potentially

increase the amount of water that could enter into the waste disposal
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areas. The analyses presented below illustrate the time required to

saturate shaft fill to a 300 m depth assuming a constant supply of water at

the upper portion of the shaft. It is presumed in the analysis that If

water does not reach the repository horizon over a substantial period of

time, there is no potential for water to reach the waste disposal areas and

this mechanism should not be considered further.

The approach used was to compute the downward infiltration of water

through the shaft fill which is assumed to be initially dry. The Green and,

Ampt solution (Hillel. 1971. pp. 140-143) was used to calculate the

saturated vertical infiltration into the initially dry shaft fill. The

discussion of how the Green and Ampt solution is applied is provided in
Fernandez et al. (1987). The results illustrating the time to saturate

300 m of backfill Is given In Figure A 1. This figure suggests there Is a

time delay for a fully saturated front to reach the repository horizon.
Depending on the hydraulic conductivity of the shaft fill, this time delay
can vary over many orders of magnitude. Figure A-I also illustrates that

if a coarse material is placed in the shaft, water from the surface is

transmitted to the repository level over a short time. Because there is

some potential for water to be transmitted down to the repository horizon

(depending on the condition encountered at the surface), this mechanism is

considered further in Chapter 3 of this report.

A.2 Downward Water Movement In Fractures From the Repository Horizon to
the Base of the ES-1

In this section, the potential for the exploratory shaft (ES-1) to act

as a preferred pathway in releasing radionuclides is discussed. The ES-1

is considered here because it extends below the repository horizon and

slightly into the Calico Hills unit. The mechanism considered here is the

preferential release of radionculides transported by water from the waste

disposal area to the sump of the exploratory shaft through the fracture

system The geometric relationship between the waste disposal area and the

ES-1 is shown in Figure A-2. Because waste is stored at a minimum distance

of about 200 m, an effective barrier of rock results. The effectiveness of

this barrier is further enhanced because: (1) fracture flow from the

repository to the ES-1 is not anticipated based on current knowledge of

flow conditions and (2) even if fracture flow occurs, the dip for the
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BACKFILL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (cm/s)

Figure A-1. Results From Green and Ampt Solution for Transient Flow
Through Shaft Backfill
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Figure A-2. Detailed Repository Layout In Vicinity of the Exploratory Shaft Facility (from DOE,
1988, p. 8.4.17)



0

Majorityof fractures is greater than 35. Because the angle from the base

of the ES-1 to the edge of the waste disposal area with the ground surface

is approximately 35 the majority of flow Wi11 not intercept the ES-1 if

1: Is assumed that the majority of flow is controlled by fractures whose

dip is greater than 35

If however. we postulate saturated conditions occur In the waste

disposal area which induces fracture flow, then it is reasonable to assume

that a portion of this flow would be distributed uniformly in the rock mass

below the repository. A portion of this distributed flow could potentially

cross the ES-1 due to the fractured system. Therefore, if fracture flow

occurs, together with uniform dispersion due to the presence of the frac-

tures. then the fraction of flow down the ES-1 would occur roughly in

direct proportion of the cross-sectional area of the ES-1 to the area of

the whole repository. If the cross-sectional area of the ES-1 and its

associated MPZ (61. 4m) were compared with the cross-sectional area of the

entire repos- itory area (5.7 x 106 m2. MacDougall et al.. 1988. Appendix

) the proportion of flow down the ES-1 and its MPZ would be 1.1 x 10 of

the total flow through fractures. Therefore it is concluded that the ES-1

will not become a preferential pathway following the occurrence of an

unanticipated event or scenario that would create fracture flow at the

repository horizon.

A.3 Upward Movement of Water in the Sumps of Shafts

The mechanism discussed in this section involves the transport of

standing water at the base of a shaft upward due to fracture and matrix

capillary forces. This mechanism assumes that standing water occurs and

radionuclides are in solution at the base of the shaft implying transport

of contaminated water to the shaft. This assumption of transport of con-

taminated water to the shaft. in Itself. may totally negate the feasibility

of this mechanism to occur because one constraint placed on the drift

grades In the underground facility is to establish a drainage pattern for

the access and emplacement drifts so that no drainage occurs from these

drifts into ES-1. This constraint. therefore. significantly reduces the

possibility of radionuclides to reach ES-1. The following discussion

nevertheless. presents discussions and calculations evaluating the effect

of this mechanism.
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Because the sump at the base of ES-1 is located predominantly in

welded tuff which Is highly fractured, the capillary forces in the modified

permeability zone is controlled by the fractures. Therefore, upward trans-

port of water on fractures due to capillarity was computed using the for-

mula

h - 2O cos 0/op b

(Loz.man, 1972. p. 2)

where h - height of water in a fracture, M,

a - surface tension of water against air, newton/m.

0 - contact angle between the water in the fracture and the tuff

(assumed to be zero degrees),
3

P - density of water. kg/mn
b - fracture aperture, m, and

g- acceleration due to gravity, u/ 2s

This situation could be applied to fractures penetrating saturated zones

such as the water table or a shaft containing water at the base. For

fractures having aperture widths of 71 am (Sinnock et I., 1984, O..12) and

25 mm, the rise of water in the fracture was computed to be approximately

0.21 and 0.58 m, respectively. The temperature of the water was assumed to

be 30C. At 52 C, (see Section 5.1.1 of the text) the rise of water in

fractures having apertures of 71 and 25 pm would be 0.20 and 0.56 m respec-

tively. Because of the limited extent to which capillary forces within a

fracture can transport water upward, radionuclide transport upward in a

fracture is considered insignificant.

If standing water occurs within the shaft fill portion of the shaft

sump, movement of water upward in the shaft fill by capillary forces is

possible. The rise of water above the fully saturated level or the

phreatic surface is termed the capillary rise. The extent of capillary

rise depends on the pore sizes of the shaft fill; For example, capillary

rise in a material that has larger pore sizes, such as a coarse sand, would

be low (2-5 cm). For a shaft fill having small pore sizes such as a clay.

the capillary rise could range from 200 to 400 cm-(Bear. 1976, p. 481).

Under either case. I.e.. a shaft fill that is representative of a coarse
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sand or clay, the capillary rise would be a function of the total length of

the shaft Therefore, because (1) capillary forces within the shaft fill

can transport water over a limited extent, (2) transport of radionuclides

to the shaft sump is unlikely, and (3) duration of ponding of water, if it

occurs at all, is anticipated to be short because it is postulated that

water can be effectively drained through the base of the shaft, radio-

nuclide transport upward due to capillary forces in the shaft fill is

considered insignificant.

A.4 Transport Due to Solid-Solid Diffusion

Using a one-dimensional solution to Fick's second law, the time for

solid diffusion of radionuclid s can be computed. The formula used to

compute the time for radionuclide migration, for the specified conditions,

is:

where C - concentration of A at point X, moles/ .CA
C - concentration of A at point of origin. moles/I,
AO
X distance from original point of diffusion, m,

9 - binary diffusivity for system A-., m2/s, and

t - time over which diffusion occurs.

The most significant unknown in this formula is the diffusion coefficient

for uranium through welded tuff. The 'diffusion coefficient used below is

10.15 cm2 /s. which is believed to be extremely conservative because it is

at the higher end of the diffusion coefficients of some solid-solid diffu-

sion coefficients given in Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (1960, p. 505).

Using this diffusion coefficient and evaluating the condition where the

solid portion of the radioactive waste migrates 0.1 m and its concentration

Is 99% of its original concentration, a transport time of about 1013 years

Is computed. However, the diffusion coefficient of uranium or.uranium

oxide because of its molecular size would probably be less than the value
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of10 15 m/s used above.- A diffusion coefficient of 1030 cm2/s yields a

transport time of I028 years. Because of these long transport times, the

potential for radionuclide release by solid-solid diffusion is considered

to be Insignificant.

A.5 Gaseous Transport Due to Diffusion

Some radionuclides can be released in a gaseous form and therefore the

potential significance of binary-gaseous diffusion is considered here.

Some potential gaseous species (Xe isotopes, Rn, Kr-85, and H-3) can be

eliminated from concern because of their short half-lives, assuming the

containment period to be 300 to 1000 years. The radionuclides that could

potentially enter the repository In a gaseous state are C-14 and 1.129 (Van

Koynenburg et al., 1984. p. 1). Equation A-1 is used to compute the

relative concentratlon-versus-time curves for 1-129 and C-.14 However, in

order to apply Equation A-1. the diffusivity values for the gaseous forms

of I-129 and C-14 are needed. It is assumed that 1-129 occurs as 12 and

C-14 occurs as CO2 Using an approach described in Reid et al. (1977.

pp. 548.550) for binary-gas diffusion coefficients and in Smith (1970.

p 406) for Knudsen diffusion coefficients, diffusivities are computed for

air-iodine and air-carbon dioxide systems. The computed binary diffusion
2coefficients for these two systems are 0.081 cm /s for the air-iodine

system and 0.156 cm2/s for the air-carbon dioxide system. The computed

Knudsen diffusion coefficients are 10.6 cm2/s for iodine and 25.3 cm2/s for

carbon dioxide. These diffusivities are combined by the method described

in Mason and Evans (1969, p. 362) to give overall gaseous diffusion coeffi-

cients of 0.080 cm2/s for the air-iodine system and 0.155 cm2/s for the

air-carbon dioxide system. These diffusivity values assume open drifts and

shafts. If backfill is emplaced, a partial restriction of the migration of

the gas occurs. To compute the magnitude of this restriction, an effective

diffusivity can be computed. It is a function of the porosity of the

material through which the gas is diffusing, and the tortuosity. The

following equation is used to compute the effective diffusivity:
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(Froment and Bischoff. 1979. p. 167) (A-2)

where DeM effective diffusivity. cm2/s

t - porosity of material through which diffusion occurs

* - tortuosity. and

D - diffusion coefficient: assuming no restriction to diffusion,

CM2 /S.

The porosity assumed for the drift and shaft fill is 0.3. The value for

tortuosity is assumed to be-3 which corresponds to loose random pore struc-

ture (Froment and Bischoff. 1979. p. 167).

Figure A-3 illustrates the relationship between the relative con-

centration of the gas under consideration versus time for a distance of

600 m from the waste disposal area. This distance represents an

approximation of the distance from the wastedisposal area to the surface

entry point of ES-1 or ES-2.

Two sets of curves are presented. The first set assumes no backfill-

ing of the shafts and drift. The second set assumes the drifts and shafts

are backfilled with a material that is emplaced loosely. Figure A-3 Sl-

lustrates that if only binary diffusion occurs. considerable time.

105 to 106 years. is required to release I2 or CO2 at a concentration of

-99% of the original concentration in the waste disposal areas. Lesser

concentrations are released at much shorter times following release of the

gas at the disposal area. Also, a substantial reduction in the concentra-

tion exiting the shaft can be achieved by emplacing loose shaft and drift

fll. Emplacement of consolidated shaft fill or a single-shaft or drift

seal can further reduce the release through the shaft. Because binary

gaseous diffusion is a slow process as indicated by Figure a.3 and because

travel times can be reduced substantially by simple backfll, binary.

gaseous diffusion Is not considered to be a significant release mechanism.
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Concentration of Two Caseous systems Due to Binary Gaseous Diffusion (600 m From
Point of Release and at Various Times Following Release)

.Figure A-3



A.6 Gaseous Transport Due to Convective Forces

For a repository located above the water table.. there is the pos-

sibility of release of radionuclides by air flow out of the repository

through the shafts or through the host rock. Air flow may develop as a

convective circulation in response to the thermal gradient.

After the emplacement of waste canisters., heat is initially trans-*

ferred by conduction from the waste canisters to the surrounding rock.
Vertical temperature gradients will develop from the repository horizon and
potentially affect air and water density. If sufficient energy in the form
of heat is imparted to the Lir or water vapor, convective transport is

established.

Two potential convective air flow mechanisms are illustrated
Figure 3-19. Mechanism A assumes that no upward flow occurs through the

host rock relative to flow through the shafts, ramps, and drifts. The

Exploratory Shaft (ES-1) and adjacent Exploratory Shaft (ES-2) are within
the repository boundary, and the temperature is relatively high near the

repository horizon. The men-and-materials shaft, the emplacement exhaust

shaft, and the ramps are located outside or just inside the repository

perimeter, and the temperature gradients are lower. In response to these
gradients, air will tend to rise in ES-1 and ES-2 and air will be drawn In
through the other entries. This mechanism may occur if the shafts and

drifts are open or if the backfill is relatively permeable compared to the

host rock. In Mechanism B, convective air circulation is also assumed to
occur through the host rock. The waste disposal areas are relatively hot

and the heated air tends to rise vertically through the rock as well as

through ES-1 and ES-2. Because temperature rises in the rock are expected

and it is uncertain what the effects of this temperature rise will be. this

mechanism is considered further in the text.

A.7 Caseous Transport Due-to Barometric Forces

Another potential flow mechanism for the transport of radionucides is

Che development of a differential air pressure between the repository and
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the ground surface. A weather front moving suddenly across the repository

site might result in. a reduction of barometric pressure, producing a pres-

sure gradient between the repository and the surface. Pressure gradients

may also develop more gradually in response to changing seasons. Changes

In barometric pressure are cyclical or periodic In nature, so that air

would eventually move back into the repository. The ease with which air

moves In and out of the repository will depend upon the properties of the

backfill placed in the shafts and ramps and the surrounding rock. Con-,

ceptually, large volumes of air may move through shafts and ramps contain-

Ing a high-conductivity, coarse backfill Smaller volumes of air might

move through shafts and ramps containing a fine, low-conductivity backfill,

although a proportionally greater amount of flow might occur through the

MPZ around the shafts and ramps. In addition, a low conductivity backfill

will Isolate the repository from pressure variations at the surface, while

a high conductivity backfill will result in a more significant pressure

response within the repository. Because barometric fluctuations Will occur

at the surface and it is uncertain what the effect -of these fluctuations

are. this mechanism is considered further in the text.
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APPENDIX B

Explanation of Water Inflows to ES-I

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the shape of the curves in

Figure 3.7 of Section 3.2.1 of this report. For ease in explaining the

shape of these curves, a single curve is selected for the discussion, i.e..

the lines associated with the Tiva Canyon having a hydraulic conductivity

of 102 cm/s (Figure B-1). The features discussed In iigure 3.1 are

ieled A through E on Figure B-1.

To explain these features of this curve, Figure B-2 Is shown below.

This curve shows the flow rates for the four flows considered In-the model

in Section 3.2.1, i.e., alluvial flow, Tiva Canyon flow. Dupuit (or radial)'

flow, and MPZ model flow. The curves in Figure B-2 represent the Tiva

Canyon and the MPZ model flow rate components used In the calculation of

flow into ES-1; When the saturated alluvial hydraulic conductivity is less

that the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the underlying Tiva Canyon

member, it is assumed that the rate of vertical infiltration into the Tiva.

Canyon member is equal to the vertical Infiltration rate of water leaving

the alluvium. when the hydraulic conductivity of the TIva Canyon Is less

than the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium, the vertical infiltration

Into the Tiva Canyon is controlled by the saturated, hydraulic conductivity

of the Tiva Canyon Member. (in both Instances the gradient of flow verti-

cally downward In the alluvium and the Tiva Canyon member is conservatively

assumed equal to one.)

The flow through the MPZ and the shaft fill is assumed to be dependent

on the saturated, hydraulic conductivity of the Tiva Canyon member. There-

fore. the MPZ model flow rate is constant for a single value of Tiva Canyon

hydraulic conductivity.

The alluvial flow was described In Section 3.2.1 as being parallel or

near-parallel to the bedrock-alluvium interface. The alluvial flow rate as

computed in this report is dependent on the hydraulic.conductivity of the



SOLID LINES REPRESENT TIMES
DASHED LINES REPRESENT TIMES RMHC
TCHC a TIVACANYON HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
RMMC - UNDISTURBED. ROCK MASS HYDRAULIC CONDUTCIVITY

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ALLUVIUM (cm/s)

Figure B-1. Estimated Volumes of.Water Entering ES-1 (PMF, Shaft .Fill

Conductivity - 10 2 cm/s, Excavated Shaft Diameter 4.42 m,

Tiva Canyon Hydraulic Conductivity 10 .2 cm/s)
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alluvium as well as the area of the alluvium that Is fully saturated. The

radial (DupuIt) flow rate towards the shaft Is dependent on the hydraulic
conductivity of the alluvium and the height of alluvium above the bedrock

alluvium contact that is saturated at any given time. Because the area

through which the alluvial flow occurs and the height of saturated alluvium
above the bedrock-alluvium contact vary with time, a representative area

for alluvial flow and a representative height of saturated alluvium are

selected to illustrate how the alluvial flow rate and the radial. (Dupuit)
flow rate vary with the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium.

In Figure B-l. the segment of the curve defined as "A" can be ex-
plained as follows. The alluvial and Tiva Canyon flows represent flows

that do not enter the shaft and MPZ. Therefore. In the "A" portion of

Figure B-1, the flow into the shaft and MPZ model is the lesser of the two

flows. i.e . the radial (Dupult) flow and the MPZ model flow (see

Section 3.2.1). The nonshaft and MPZ flow is comprised of the TIva Canyon

and the alluvial flow.

The relationship between these various flows and the total flood

volume can be described by the following water balance equation:

(substituting the equations presented in Section 3.2.1)

If the shaft flow is assumed to be governed by the radial Dupuit flow then:



where I K*. Tiva Canyon hydraulic conductivity,

- alluvial hydraulic conductivity,-

t -time,

i - alluvial gradient,

R * outer radius,

r -A nner radius.

alluvial area, and
k Tiva Canyon area.

Therefore, If it is assumed that the Tiva Canyon has a saturated hydraulic

conductivity value of 10 2 cm/s. and the range of alluvial hydraulic con-

ductivity is from 10 5 to 10o cm/s for (segment A) of Figure B-1, then the

Tiva Canyon flow will be controlled by the rate of flow vertically through

the alluvium. Equation 5.3 can then be written as (10 S

Assuming constant geometry, Equation B-3 can be simplified further to

several constant values:

(B-4)

because all flows are occurring over the same time

can be further simplified as:
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The term C2 t 1 represents shaft plus MPZ flow and the term Kall t

C5 represents nonshaft flow. In the equation, there are only two vari-

ables. KA,, and "t" For this relation to be correct, "K all and "t" are

inversely proportional to each other. Further, for any "Kall and "t"

combination. the flow into the shaft and MPZ and the nonshaft flow will

also be constant. Therefore, the maximum, yearly flows into ES-1 between

hydraulic conductivity values of 10 S cm/s to 10 2 cm/s for the alluvium'

(Figure 2.1) is constant. The reason for the lower flow In the range of

-105 to 2 x 10'5 cm/s in Figure B-1 is the fact that when the alluvium has

a low saturated hydraulic conductivity the time t0 drain the water from the

modelled area is greater than one year. The values plotted on Figure B-1

are yearly inflows.

As the saturated hydraulic conductivity becomes greater than 102 cm/s

the flow rate into the Tiva Canyon can be no greater than the product of

the hydraulic conductivity of the Tiva Canyon Member (Ktc) or (K all)

whichever is lower and the cross-sectional area (At)t The term in Equa-

tion B-4 "C3Ka t" that describes the Tiva Canyon flow rate no longer

applies. The Tiva Canyon flow rate Is constant and equal to 'C3KC t." As

the hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium increases between 102 cm/s to

about 2 x 10.1 cm/s on Figure E-1 (Segment B), the Dupuit and alluvial

flows will increase but the Tiva Canyon flow remains constant. Therefore.

the combined nonshaft plus MPZ flow Is constant during a greater and

greater proportion as compared to the flow entering the shaft and MPZ.

This explains the constantly increasing slope over segment B.

Once the peak IC' is reached on Figure B-1, there is a new factor to

consider. The Dupuit flow will no longer dominate the flow into the shaft

and MPZ. Rather, the flow rate described by the MPZ model controls flow.

This flow rate is constant from 2 x 10 1 cm/s to 100 cm/s as Indicated in

Figure B-2. However because the nonshaft plus MPZ flow is increasing (due

to the increasing alluvial flow) and subsequently the flow nonshaft plus

MPZ flow is also increasing, the proportion of total flow going into the

shaft and MPZ flow is proportionally decreasing. Thit phenomena describes
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the decreasing flow into the shaft and MPZ, or Segment D of Figure B-1. An

additional consideration that contributes to the decreasing flow in Seg-

ment D is the fact that the time to drain the PMF volume becomes less and

less as the alluvial hydraulic conductivity becomes greater and hence the

alluvial flow becomes greater. This effect is very noticeable when the

alluvial flow becomes greater than the Tiva Canyon flow. i.e., at about 7

x 10 cm/s (alluvial conductivity).
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' APPEDDIXC

The Densit y Method is Appiied to Flow Through a' Porous Med i a

This appendix provides detailed assumptions used in the convective air

transport analysis. The assumptions are used to develop a formula for the

convective flux rate which may be compared with flux rate relationships for

convective transport through a porous media. A.discussion of the develop.,

ment of thermal instability and convective air transport is also presented.

In developing the model the following assumptions are made:

1. Darcys law is valid

The resistance to air flow through open or backfilled 'drifts may

be characterized as either laminar or turbulent. In turbulent

flow, resistance Is nonlinearly related to potential. In laminar

flow, resistance is linearly related to potential, and flow may be

calculated using Darcy's law.

The results of the analyses were used. to check the validity of

Darcy's law by calculating the Reynolds number from the air

velocity or specific discharge, air kinematic viscosity, and

characteristic dimension. For laminar flow through backfill. the'

characteristic dimension is the mean grain diameter, and Darcy's

law is valid as long as the Reynolds number does not exceed a

value between 1 and 10 (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 73). The

calculated Reynolds number was within the specified limits and the

assumption of head loss varying linearly with flow rate was found

to be justified.

2. Air temperaeures in the shaft are the same as in the adjacent rock

Convective air flow through a heated repository will involve a

comlex coupling of heat transfer from the rock to the air, which

will tend to drive air flow, and cooling of-the rock by passage of

the air, which will tend to reduce the driving mechanism. In the

modeling which follows, the effects of cooling of the rock are

ignored. The air is assumed to be at the same temperature as the
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adjacent rock at all points in the repository, including the

shafts.

Intuitively, this simplified approach is cost valid for the case

of a backfilled repository in which air flows relatively slowly

and temperatures are able to equilibrate. The faster the air

flow, the greater the volume of air moving through the repository,

and it is more likely that the rock will be cooled to the extent

that convection slows down. A converse effect to rapid air flow

could occur if the air flow is not sufficient to cool the rock in

the repository significantly. Flow through the repository would

be greater than that calculated using our simplifled approach if

air in the exit shafts (or rock) is not cooled by heat transfer to

the rock. In this case, there is a potential for the repository

to act as a heat engine. The driving pressure could then be about

three times higher than that calculated with the assumption of

equilibrated temperatures. This higher driving pressure occurs,

however, because air is expelled at the ground surface at the same

temperature as the temperature of the repository rooms, a condi-

tion which is intuitively over-conservative.

3. Air flow is incompressible and the air is dry

Since convective transport evolves from air buoyancy effects

dependent on temperatures, thermal properties such as air density

and air viscosity will change through the circuit. In reality,

flow is compressible with the actual resistance to mass flow rate

dependent on density and viscosity. In the analyses presented in

this report, air compressibility effects on fluid flow are ignored

for reasons of simplification. This assumption is considered to

be reasonable given that the pressures involved are small (i.e. ,

<0.1 psi). According to Hartman (1982, p. 160), compressibility

effects may be ignored for mine static head pressure drops of less

than 5 kPa (0.72 psi) or where differences in elevation are less

than 430 m.
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Convective transport can, in general. wvlve both the transport

of air and water vapor. The development of high temperatures at

the repository horizon will result in drying of the host rock and

subsequently lowering the moisture content of the rock. It is

thus assumed that the air may be dry at the time at which peak

temperatures are reached. This assumption is conservative because

the effect of adding moisture to the convective flow will be to

increase the work required to lift the air to the surface and to

thus reduce flow rates.

4 Air circulation occurs along specified paths

The model assumes that a particular path for air circulation

(Mechanism A or B. Figure 3.19) is established and that flow is

one-dimensional through either shaft or ramp backfill, open

drifts, or through damaged or undamaged tuff. The model ignores

the development of secondary circulation currents that might

develop in the host rock above or below the repository away from

the waste containers

The assumptions presented above may be used to derive an expression for

flux rate due to convective circulation.

The draf pressure may be calculated by the density method for the circuit

(Hartman. 1982):

where 7i - mean air density of an inlet shaft. pcf,

70 - mean air density of an outlet shaft, pef, and

L - height of the shaft. ft.

If it is assumed that the mean temperatures Tt and To correspond to the

densities a and y. respectively, then the following relationship may be

used to express volumitric thermal expansion effects ( ear. 1976, p. 655):
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: . Where 0 - coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion, 'C 1 ,

Ti - mean temperature at density -L IC. and

.T -mean temperature at density y0, "C.

Substituting Equation (C-2) into Equation (C-1). the draft pressure dif-

ferentlal is

Expressing the above reaction as a potential difference. the following

expression is obtained:

Substitution of the change in potential (head loss) into Darcy's Law is

used to calculate the flux rate. If It is assumed that the resistance to

flow occurs in backfilled shafts with the underground repository drifts

open. then:

where Ke equals the air conductivity and V. equals the Darcy flux rate.

The actual velocities through the backfiled shafts are (Freeze and

Cherry. 1979, p. 71):

where V. - actual velocity and

n - porosity.

The alr conductivity, K may be expressed as (Freeze and Cherry. 1979.

p. 27):
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where k - intrinsic permeability.

p - mass density,

g - acceleration constant, and

p - absolute viscosity.

Substituting Equation (C-8) into Equation (C-7). the following relationship

is obtained:
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APPEDIDX D

Estimated Construction Schedule and Costs

This appendix presents estimated construction costs and schedule for

the complete removal of the liner from the ES and the construction of a

single anchor to bedrock plug/seal. The estimated schedule, with a dura-

tion of 44 weeks, is presented in Figure D-1. The liner is assumed to be

broken by a nonexplosive expansive demolition agent. As discussed In

Section 4.3. it is estimated that the use of hydraulic splitters or drill.

ing and blasting would require a similar amount of time, while the use of

hand-held pneumatic splitters would require more time. The estimated

overall site costs are presented in Table D-1 and assume no existing shaf:

services at the time of liner removal. It is estimated that $3.5 million

is required for all activities, with approximately 60% of these costs

Incurred for liner removal and backfilling. Theestimated costs for pre-

grouting and plug construction are $134,000 and $380,000. respectively.
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Figure D-1. Estimated Schedule for liner Removal and Seal nstallation



Table 0-1. Overall SIte Cost Estlimte

Remove Clear
Shaft Pregrout Lining and Construct Shaft Shaft Clear Follow-up

Offsitea Onsite Services Plug Backfill Plug Services Top Site Reports Total
WEEKS 4.0 8.0 1.0 1.5 22.5 3.5 0.5 1.0 2.5 6.0

LABOR 56.800 223,600 52.500 78.800 1.437.000 241.800 14,600 29.100 82.800 66.200 2.263.200

Common'w~ 1.000 177.200 48,600 13.600 57.000 30.500 5.100 7.900 16.200 357.100
Crouting 23,400 10.700 36,100
Drilling 1.900 8,700 1,400 15.0lO
Mucking 6.500 3,500 10,000

Subtotal 1.000 177,200 48,600 38.900 72.200 49.100 5.100 7.900 16.200 416,200

MATERIALS
Concrete 10.600 32.500 .43.100
Crouting 2.200 300 2.500

Subtotal 10.600 2.200 32.100 45,600

COSUtMABLES
Cosmeoned) 7.400 26.200 6,600 9.900 182.900 30.400 l*800 3.600 9,000 6.000 283.800
Crouting
Drilling 900 87.200 4.900 93,000
Mlucking 8,400 400 8,800

subtotal 7,400 26,200 6,600 10,800 278.500 35.700 1.800 3.600 9,000 6.000 385.600

(a)Offsate costs Include necessary Asministrative costs for procurement and the moilllzation costs associated with loading
of equipment onto trucks.

(h)Onsite costs include placement of trailers. establishment of a power supply. and erection of the shaft head frame.
(c)Common costs for equipment Include a trailer at the site. vehicles used by field personnel. and large equipment such as

front end loader.
(d)Comon costs for consumables include such items as protective clothing. general oil and groeses. diesel fuel, pipe

fittings. safety equipment necessary for construction activities, and tools.



Table D-1. Overall Site Cost Estimate (Continued)

-()Offsite costs Include necessary administrative costs for procurement and the
of equipment onto trucks.

(b)Onsite costs Include placement of trailers. establishment of a power supply.

mobilization costs associated with loading

and erection of the shaft dead frame.



APPEDI. K

Calculationof temperature of later From the Base of the exploratory Shafts

In Chapter 5 changes in the sorptivity of the Calico Hills unit due to

elevated ground water temperature were addressed. The prevalent zeolites

in the Calico Hills unit are known to be stable at temperatures of less

than 95C. Hence, the purpose of this appendix Is to show that the ex-

pected temperature of the water entering the Calico Hills unit through the

exploratory shaft is less than 95'C.

To predict the temperature of water passing through the ES and its MPZ

we assume that water flow is modeled by the flow of water vertically down-

ward through a cylinder w e surface temperature varies to model the maxi-

mum global temperature fie d as calculated by Blanford [A. R. Morales.

1985. Consistent with the bounding nature of these calculations, no local

cooling of the cylinder surface (as modeling the formation) is considered

so that maximum effluent temperatures are obtained. As water passes

through this cylinder, we model the temperature changes caused by the

radial conduction of heat to the downward moving water. For a linear

change in formation temperature with depth. an analytical solution to the

thermal field is obtained.

Two separate water flow scenarios have been considered. These are the

anticipated yearly influx of 44. m 3/year and the PMF scenario of
3

'0,000 m /year at the top of the shaft. Because the 500-year flood is less

severe than the PMF and the PMF results In very small temperature in-

creases, the 500.year flood is not considered here. For these calcula-

tions, we assume that the rock mass temperature near the ES and hence the

cylinder surface temperature increases in a linear fashion from 13 C

(average ground-water temperature) to 71 C (average formation temperature

a: the repository horizon). Below the repository, we assume that the

temperature decreases linearly to 52 C at the top margin of the Calico

Hills unit. This model is illustrated in Figure E-1. As seen in Figure

E-1 the linear approximation to the profile of maximums Is always greater

than the maximum temperature so that the model Assumptions are again

conservative.
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Model Use to calculate Water Temperature Elevation of Water Fnterleir. Shaft



The thermal response of water flowing through the ES is described by

the conservation of energy equation, which takes the form

where

This equation is solved In two regions. I and IS. where region I is

the zone above the repository and region II is the zone below the reposi-

tory. The boundary conditions for region I are

(E-2)

and for region II are



In region II. we similarly nondimensionalze, where I

Equations E-4 and E5 are Identical except that the nondimensional dif-

fusivities are slightly different. Equations E-4 and E-S are solved

analytically in (Carslaw and Jaeger. 1959. p. 201). and involve a series of

Sessel functions that converge very rapidly to their solution.

The solution is

3

where on are the nonzero roots of J (a) - 0.

To solve this equation for the average fluid temperature entering the

Calico Hills. we should apply Equation E-6 in both regions I and II. The

solution obtained in region I would then be used as a starting temperature

for region II. However, since our problem is to estimate the maximum fluid

temperature entering the Calico Hills, a convenient simplification is to

assume that the fluid temperature exiting region I and entering region II

is in thermal equilibrium with the formation at the repository horizon. If

lower temperature water were to enter region II, then the water temperature

exiting region II would be correspondingly reduced. Hence, we now consider

the solution in region II with the assumption that TR is the rock

temperature computed by Blanford. Hence, T is taken to be 71'C and TcH is

52 C. CH
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The solution to Equation E 6 for region 11 Is a function of r, Z.

and K. At the entrance to the Calico Hills, where Z is 1, we are Inter-

ested In the average fluid temperature, which is

The variation In dimensionless fluid temperature with radius is shown in

Figure E-2 for K varying between 0.5 and 10.

The fluid temperature profile more closely approaches the formation

temperature as the dimensionless thermal diffusivity increases

(Figure E-3). Hence, the average fluid temperature at the upper margin of

the Calico Hills may be represented solely as a function of K (Figure E-3).

In this figure, the average dimensionless fluid temperature Increases

as the dimensionless thermal diffusivity increases and the average dimen-

sionless fluid temperature is greater than 0.9 for values of K exceeding 1.

When eAVG is equal to 0.9. the actual fluid temperature is 539'C.

In the estimation of the dimensionless thermal diffusivlty.

a range of values are considered for a and UZ, while R., and ZCH ZR are

defined by the design of the ES. The values of these parameters for two

extreme conditions are presented In Table El-.

For both of these cases, the shaft radius is assumed to encompass the

MPZ. By selecting this larger radius. the value of K assumes a

conservatively smaller value. In addition, the permeability of the MPZ is

assumed to be 60 times the conductivity of the Tiva Canyon. The fluid

velocity for the expected flow condition corresponds to 44.2 a3/year. while

the maximum fluid velocity is taken to be equivalent to the worst-case

hydraulic conductivity assumed for the MPZ. The thermal diffutivtty is
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Figure F.-2. Dimensionless Temperature (e) Versus Rn

Diffusivities (K)

3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

dius Cr) for Different Dimensionless Thermal



0.9

Figure E-3. Average Dimensionless Temperature (#AVC.) Verstis Dimensionless Thiermal Diiffusivity (K)
0



Table E-1. Values of Parameters Used to Estimate the Dimensionless Thermal
Diffusivity and Resultant Average Dimensionless Temperatures

Case ZCHZR(m) R (m) 2(cm 15i g

Expected 116.7(363 ft) 4.42(14.5 ft) 2.4 x 10 .6 .0078 192 1.00
flow

Probable 116.7(383 ft) 4.42(14.5 ft) 6 x 10 30 3 .96
maximum
flooding

computed by one of two possible methods. When the fluid velocity is very

low. as in the expected flow case, a volumetric average of the thermal

diffusivity of the rock and of the intergranular water is computed. At

large fluid velocities, the thermal diffusivity is determined by convection
processes and is computed by

(E-9)

where d is the effective distance between fractures, and other terms are
p

as defined previously. We assume 16 fractures/meter to give the smallest

possible dp within the MPZ.

As may be seen in Table E-1, the value of K even in the highest flow

case of the PMF is large enough so that the average dimensionless tempera-

ture is 0.96. In actual temperature units, the maximum fluid temperature

is expected to be 52.8'C. while the more normal expected flow condition

results in a fluid temperature of 52.01C.
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APPENDIX F

Comparison of Data Used-in This Revort Pith the

Reference Information BaseTIB)*

The following notes are used throughout this appendix:

No section found in RIB applicable to these parameters.

(S)Section identified in the RIB but values not found.

*The April 1986 version of the RIB was used for comparison purposes because

all analyses were completed or initiated before the issuance of the May 1.

1987 version 02.001.
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Appendix F-I. Comparison or Data Used In This Report With the Reference Informationn Base (RIB)
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Appendis F-l. Comarison of Data Used in This Report With the Reference Information BaseRio) (Continued)

PARAMUETFR

PERMFABILITY OF ROCK MASS
AROUND SHAFT

SATURATED. HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
oF SHAFT FILL

PROBABLE. MAXIMUM FLDOD (PMF)
CLEAR WATER VOLUMEE

EXCAVATED DIAMETER ASSUMED IN
MPZ MODEL

RANGE OF THE SATURATED, HYDRAULIC
CONDUCTIVITY FOR ALLUIUM

RANGE OF THE SATURATED, HYDRAULIC
CONDUCTIVITY OF THE BULX
ROCK - TIVA CANYON MEMBER

AVERAG CRADE OF THE WATERCOURSE
IN COYOTE WASH

POROSITY OF ALUUVIUM

BUIX. SATURATED HYDRAULIC
CONDUCTIVITY OF TOPOPAH
SPRING MEMBER AND
TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF
CALICO HILLS

PAGE REPORT VALUE

40 TO 80 TIMES
THE PERMFABILITY
oF UNDISTURBED
ROCX MASS.

10-1 co/s

159.000 *'

4.4 a

RIB SECTION

2.)

NONE 2.3

NONE? 1.17.1

4.27 m 2.2.64.27

NONE

3.65 x . .



AppendiX-1. Comparison of Data Used In This Report With the Reference Information Base (RIB) (Continued)

0

PARAMETER . PAGE U REPORT VALUE RIB VALUE RIB SECTION IXPLANATION



87

REPORT VALUE

(A)NO SECTION FOUND IN RIB APPLICABLE TO THESE PARAMETERS.
(B)SECTION IDENTIFIED IN THE RIB. BUT VALUES NOT FOUND204



Appendix F-I. Copa tison of Data Used In This Report Ulth the Reftrence Intogration Base (RIB) (Continued)

o

PARAMETER PACK " REPORT VALUE RIB VALE RIB SECTION EXPLANATION



(A)NO SECTION FOUND IN RIB APPLICABLE TO THESE PARAMETERS.

(B)SECTION IDENTIFIED IN THE RIB. BUT VALUES NOT FOUND.

(A)
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Appendix P-1. Comparison of Data Used In This Report With the RefereCne InformAtIon Base (RIB) (Continued)
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